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ABSTRACT 
 
The aim of this Master’s thesis is to find out what kinds of meanings the Mapuche living in 
Santiago de Chile give to food and food related practices. The study focuses on the meanings 
articulated in the interview talk on sociocultural practices and place attachment and is grounded on 
the notion of language as a tool in the social construction of reality. On the semantic level I study 
meanings constructed in the interview talk, but I also take into account how these meanings are 
described as embodied practices. The study has been influenced by place, identity, indigenous, 
everyday life, migration and memory studies but sets its ground in folklore studies for its aim to 
study what ’ordinary’ people tell about their life. The study reveals how food articulates culture and 
life and is related to spiritual and ritualistic practices in the everyday life of the Mapuche. In 
addition, food is a marker of belonging and identity: it is a way to differentiate us from ’the others’ 
and to strengthen the meaningful bond to the South, the Araucania region, from where the Mapuche 
have migrated to Santiago. For the Mapuche, food has an origin. Moreover, food can be seen as a 
site of memory, remembered in different food dishes and artefacts or by doing or talking about 
food. Food constructs the past in the present and is used as a tool to move between different 
spatiotemporal dimensions. There is an important distinction made between living and performing 
the culture, between adapting the culture ’naturally’ or consciously learning it. Some Mapuche 
argue that being a Mapuche can only be understood as a feeling inside while others find it important 
to practice the culture daily. These two opposing views form a basis for a new indigenous cultural 
theory that can offer understanding on how to practice culture and build identity in urban context 
distant from the land of origin. In the end, in spite of the worry for the continuity of food related 
practices to the following generations, food traditions still appear vivid and are actively transmitted 
in the lives of the Mapuche and show their importance to both migrated and Santiago-born 
Mapuche. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 
 
 
Tämän pro gradu -tutkielman tarkoituksena on selvittää millaisia merkityksiä Santiago de Chilessä 
asuvat mapuchet antavat ruualle ja ruokaan liittyville käytänteille. Tutkimus tarkastelee kieltä 
sosiaalisen todellisuuden rakentajana ja keskittyy haastattelupuheessa luotuihin merkityksiin, joissa 
kielellisen tason lisäksi huomioidaan, kuinka merkityksiä on kuvailtu kehollisina. Tutkimus on 
saanut vaikutteita paikka- ja identiteettitutkimuksesta, alkuperäiskansatutkimuksesta, sekä arki-, 
siirtolaisuus- ja muistitietotutkimuksesta, mutta kiinnittyy folkloristiikkaan, haluun tarkastella mitä 
’tavalliset’ ihmiset kertovat elämästään. Tutkimus osoittaa, kuinka ruoka artikuloi kulttuuria ja 
elämää ja on osa arjen rituaalisia käytäntöjä. Ruuan kautta voidaan luoda kuulumisen tunnetta ja 
vahvistaa kulttuurista identiteettiä erottamalla ’meidät muista’ ja rakentamalla merkityksellistä 
suhdetta etelään, Araucanian maakuntaan, mistä mapuchet ovat muuttaneet pääkaupunkiseudulle. 
Mapucheille etelä on ruuan toivottu alkuperä ja ruoka on myös muistinpaikka, joka aktivoi muistoja 
eri ruokalajien, ruokaan liittyvien esineiden, tekemisen tai ruuasta puhumisen kautta. Ruoka liikkuu 
ihmisten puheessa erilaisten ajallis-tilallisten ulottuvuuksien, menneen ja nykyisyyden, Santiagon ja 
etelän välillä. Tutkimus luo uutta alkuperäiskansakulttuuriteoriaa tuomalla esiin kaksi erilaista tapaa 
suhtautua kulttuuriin: kulttuuri nähdään sekä elettynä, sisäisenä tunteena, joka omaksutaan 
’luonnollisesti’, että esitettynä, jolloin sitä ylläpidetään tietoisesti ja aktiivisesti. Tämä tieto auttaa 
ymmärtämään tapoja harjoittaa kulttuuria ja rakentaa kulttuurista identiteettiä uudessa 
elinympäristössä, kaukana alkuperäisiltä asuinmailta. Huolimatta siitä, että mapuchejen 
keskuudessa oltiin huolestuneita kulttuurin siirtymisestä tuleville sukupolville tutkimus osoittaa, 
että ruokaperinteet ja kulttuurinen tietoisuus elävät yhä vahvana sekä Santiagoon muuttaneiden että 
siellä syntyneiden mapuchejen elämässä. 
 
 
AVAINSANAT: Mapuche, alkuperäiskansa, ruokakulttuuri, ruokaperinne, kaupungistuminen, siir-
tolaisuus, kulttuuriperinne, Chile. 
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6 
1. Introduction 
 
Think of food in your life. Think of what does it mean to you. In this Master’s thesis I analyse what 
food means to the Mapuche living in Santiago de Chile. The Mapuche are an indigenous group 
living in Chile and Argentina. The word Mapuche comes from Mapuche language [Mapudungun] 
mapu [land] and che [people]. The Mapuche are often referred to as the people of the land1 as in the 
world view of the Mapuche land has a profound cultural, mythical and symbolical meaning. It is the 
connection to the land that explains and makes visible many features related to their culture,2 
knowledge, history, spirituality and memory (Waldman 2012, 57). ”A Mapuche always knows 
where he [or she] comes from. That’s what makes us Mapuche”, is stated in a study made by an 
Italian anthropologist Di Giminiani (2015, 1). The historical land for the Mapuche is situated in the 
south of the continent, in Chile and Argentina. However, these days many Mapuche have moved to 
the central Chile especially to the capital of the country, Santiago. According to the statistics 
(Census 2002),3 there are 183 000 Mapuche living in Santiago, which makes approximately 30 
percent of all the Mapuche living in Chile (604 000). In comparison, there are approximately 200 
000 Mapuche living in the Araucanía region and its capital Temuco, a number that yet makes it the 
most densely populated Mapuche region in the country.  
 The phenomenon of migration is universal and historical – people move and have moved in 
hope for better living conditions, to find a job, to educate their children. The living environment 
may change from rural to urban, from familiar to unfamiliar. Often times, it is a jump to the 
unknown. When it comes to societal structure, and relation between people and groups, it can mean 
a shift from being part of majority into being part of minority. For some people migration can be a 
voluntary option, for some people there is no choice, but voluntary or not, people try to adapt to 
new surroundings, to the new place of living. In so doing, they try to find a house, a job, a place to 
study. They socialize, connect with people, they make a family. In other words, they try to make 
life meaningful and find a place to strengthen identity. They want to belong and practice their 
culture. 
 Due to housing policies for immigrants in Santiago de Chile, families from different regions 
of the country join tiny self-constructions [campamentos] in the city outskirts of the city to wait for 
                                                
1 The word land itself includes not only the metaphysical form but also the spiritual one where the world of 
the ancestors and spirits are included. (Sierra 2000)   
2 With culture I mean mental construct that is built by individuals in sifting experience. Culture is created by 
people, who shape it and modify it, who try to understand the difference that comes out in between the famil-
iar and the foreign, to be able to face the deficiencies and work toward improvement. (Glassie 1999, 25.) 
3 There was a serious error made in the inhabitant calculations in Chile in 2012. For that reason the latest 
official counting goes back to the year 2002.  
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a state house. There is little where to choose from. When moving into Santiago, the Mapuche try to 
meet family members or people they know to find support to be able to settle in the new living 
environment (Maza & Marimán 2012, 139), but it is stated that they also maintain their relationship 
with the community where they come from to keep open the possibility of returning and keeping up 
the connection to the South. However, migration to Santiago is not seen only as a negative 
phenomenon but as a way to ’modernise’ oneself, to get to know a new way of living and to search 
for better possibilities in life. (ibid.)  
 Therefore, the main reasons for the mobilization of the Mapuche are search of employment 
and education for children. People move from the South also because of the lack of land. Southern 
Chile, being inhabitet by the Mapuche before Spanish colonisation, was divided into 3,000 
reservations in the intervention of the Chilean forces in 1883, which makes up approximately five 
percent of the originally claimed land (Bauer 2015, citing Bengoa 1985; Aylwin 2002; Pinto 2003; 
Correa and Mella 2009). After that, in the end of the 19th century land titles [titulos de merced] 
were given to over 77,000 Mapuche (of approximately 110,000) although that as well left almost 
one third of Mapuche without any legal title to land (Bengoa 1999, 59). In the middle of the 20th 
century Agrarian Reform recuperated over 152,000 hectares under the reforms of 1962–73. 
However, the era of Pinochet reversed this process and reopened land property to privatisation and 
2,000 communities were divided: no more than 6,4 hectares of land was permitted to each 
Mapuche. (Bauer 2015, 7, citing Aylwin 2002; Correa et al. 2005; Silva & Rodrigo 2010). In the 
end, after all these modifications between land privatisation and communalisation of land, it is the 
eldest son who usually inherits the land and the siblings are left aside. This can, however, be also 
seen as a curse, not necessarily as a blessing. (Heath, Rifkin and Schneider 2010, 15.) Land, and 
especially the land in the South is where the Mapuche interviewed for this study get repeatedly back 
to, too.  
 Not withstanding the participants were invited to talk about their life and current place of 
living, as well as about the connection they have to Araucania – the land of origin, I noticed how 
eagerly they started to talk about food. Food was mentioned in every interview. This is how stories 
and thoughts about food, memories and practices related to it, opened my eyes to the richness and 
importance food has in human life. Food seems to be at the heart of Mapuche identity and its 
projected cultural continuity, and it is not any kind of food but a catuto4 or sopaipilla5, a cazuela6 or 
                                                
4 Catutos are little pieces of wheat bread, a typical Mapuche dish. 
5 Sopaipilla is a fried pastry. 
6 Cazuela is a warm soup.  
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mote7, that is prepared in a proper way, with ingredients brought from a place of origin and 
connected to a particular memory, with a meaning and with a name. Therefore, the present study 
concentrates particularly on food related stories and practices among the Mapuche living in 
Santiago de Chile. It asks: how is food presented in the life stories of the Mapuche, and what kind 
of meanings do these people give to food. The thesis approaches the theme by scrutinizing 
interviews done in the four districts in urban living environment. 
 Food is not only functional or symbolical but also bodily and sensory element in people’s 
lives and this experimental level binds it to the place where it is prepared and consumed. Food can 
also describe social relations between people, and indicate place related ritualistic connection 
(Savolainen 2015, 368). Through discursive practices, food is present in its tangible form in the 
current place of living but it embodies much more: it is a key to the past, to language, to family, to 
nature, to the South, to rituals, to Mapuche worldview and mythology. It is both material and 
spiritual by its nature, binding the community together. 
 In the talk appearing in the data, it is reminisced, for instance, how it was grandmother who 
knew how to prepare typical Mapuche meals, and it was an activity that took place in the South, in 
the region where rain freshens the air and makes everything look green and healthy to eat. It was in 
the past, in how life was like then that is brought to the present, around a kitchen table in Santiago, 
where a backyard is of two square meters and where plants are grown in flower pots instead of 
tierra, the land. Memories and feeling of belonging are still there, in the smell, in the taste, in the 
moment of togetherness. It is there in the kitchen and in the backyard where people get together, 
where the South meets Santiago, the urban the rural and the past the present. It is there where a 
Mapuche meets a fellow Mapuche. These findings are important in understanding the everyday 
reality of migration among the Mapuche, the continuity of cultural practices and stories that matter 
to them. 
   
                                                
7 Mote means boiled wheat grain. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 
 
”If truth is carried in discourse, and if discourse is completely embedded in the human 
populations in which it circulates, then to study the nature of truth and knowledge, we need 
to study the ways in which discourse – and hence truth – varies from one part of our globe to 
the next.” (Urban 1996, preface) 
 
The base of this study is in social constructionism, in the abilities of language to create social reality 
– as much as being in the world is something we experience in our bodies, it is as well constructed 
by language. In addition, we are situated and context-bound beings: our existence is temporally and 
spatially framed. We inhabit places. (Jukarainen 2001, 24, 46–47.) More precisely, I understand 
social reality constructed by discourses. Discourse is an important medium for action, and a 
medium that helps the researcher to understand how different versions of the world are being 
constructed. In its constructivist sense discourse is as well understood as situated in sequential 
environment, institutionally and rhetorically. (Potter & Hepburn 2007.) I understand discourse as 
bearer of truth, statement and meanings – it is about the world, and it is in the world: it is 
constructed in social practices and it constructs social reality too. It circulates, it is shared. It is an 
object of the senses and of the intellect. (Urban 1996, xiii; Jokinen 1993, 26–28, 37.) 
 The discursive approach follows ’the discursive turn’ which is a broader term in the 
humanities and social sciences and reflects the turn from a representational to constructionist 
philosophy of language (DiMasso, Dixon & Durrheim 2014, 75; quoting Harré 2001; Harré & 
Gillet 1994). However, the emotional experiences of people, when related to a place or places – and 
as this study intends to demonstrate – have shown the necessity for including emotional and 
embodied experiences as part of linguistic processes, and as part of analysis as such. It is in those 
everyday linguistic processes, shared and constructed socially, where place meanings and 
associated person-place relations are created reproduced and constested. DiMasso, Dixon & 
Durrheim (2014, 83) emphasize that we are both articulate and embodied beings, and emotions 
related to place attachment might be reconceived as the product of interplay between bodily 
practices, material architecture and artefacts, and words that serve to (re)create individuals’ 
’affective experiences’ of place, and the practices related to these, like fences or walls as boundary 
makers, can make some of us feel at home and others to feel estranged. Good example is present in 
a study on Sami musical performance, where archived memory is being transformed into embodied 
knowledge through contemporary musical practices, thus challenging objectifying and logocentric 
models of ’culture’ (Hilder 2015, 151) 
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 The context where the Mapuche in Santiago live is cultural, social, political and economical 
(Bonaiuto and Bonnes 2000, 76), not totally universal nor alienated from societal constructions as 
such. The stories are told by individuals but at the same time they are cultural, they reveal 
something about the world around these people, and there may be some patterns too, stories and 
destinies that seem to repeat. There are traditions that individuals create, more or less consciously. 
There is an interdependence between the individual and tradition, as Cashman (2011, 319) points 
out. Together with our very local existence in this world, in our being in the place, there is 
communication across space, geographical stretching-out of social relations that we experience and 
of which Doreen Massey (1991) speaks about as ’the acceleration of time-space compression’. The 
Mapuche in Santiago stretch-out to the South, to their place of origin bearing with them traditions 
apparent in both spoken and embodied form.  
 
2.1 Place 
 
Place can be seen as constructed by feelings and horizons experiencing subjects give to places. 
Places are socially constructed: if there is no relation, there is no place. The way people perceive 
places is what places are in the end. (Tilley 1994, 10–11, 15–17.) Therefore, to become a place, 
space needs a subjective interpretation (Fingerroos 2009, 256–257). It is this personal 
connectedness that separates place from space. There are memories that bind people to places, 
preventing them from drifting in time and space. Memories make something abstract more concrete. 
Understanding where one comes from is often related to stories that happen in a certain place. It 
helps people to navigate in a world where a lot that is happening is virtual, not dependent on place. 
However, we exist in places, physically our body is in a place although our mind would be drifting 
and we would be communicating or sharing things virtually. 
 The place and its material environment can be perceived as well as a landscape of meaning 
that affects everyday relations and experiences (Dixon and Durrheim 2004, 471). Dixon and 
Durrheim studied desegregation and the transformation of place among white holiday-makers in 
South Africa. In this study they argue that like the relationship between self and the other affects the 
process of desegregation, so does the relationship between self and place. Desegregation can disrupt 
processes of place attachment, belonging, familiarity and disclocation, which may be expressed by 
alienation, nostalgia and disorientation. The communal stories that are told about the disruption of 
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place may also tell about collective resistance to social change (Dixon & Durrheim 2004).8 I argue 
that at least with some Mapuche living in Santiago, the move from the South – and if not personal 
then at least the awareness of that in the family history – can be seen as a process of dislocation, 
where feelings of alienation, nostalgia and disorientation are often present. New place of living, the 
awareness that most likely there will be no return back, but there is change and the change is 
definitive, constructs discourses where the past and the historical place of origin meet the current 
reality, its challenges and prospects. (DiMasso, Dixon and Durrheim 2014.) 
 The anthropological research on place has been influenced by phenomenology as the 
apprehension of the world unfolds as an act of embodiment (Di Giminiani 2015, 3, quoting 
Merleau-Ponty 1962, 134). The attention has been on bodily activities, like walking, and in the 
ways in which activities establish connections with the landscape. The focus has been on senses, in 
the emotional attachment to and signification of particular localities. (ibid. 4, referring e.g. to Tilley 
1994 and Feld & Basso 1996.) In narrative studies, bodily experiences and narratives have also 
been approached, by studying different types of intersubjective relations portrayed and evoked by 
narration (Drakos 2006, 136). In addition to embodied experience, the apprehension of the world 
can also be seen as emplaced (ibid. quoting Desjarlais & Troop 2011, 90). This point of view 
separates place from space, that is, transforming space into place through individual experiences, as 
stated by Fingerroos (2009) above. A place becomes embodied and emplaced in individuals’ words 
and praxis and when distributed and discussed in the society, it can attain a shared cultural and 
communal level. When bound to indigenous people and ancestral land connections, this kind of 
point of view can both open-up the local, individual and social meanings given to places and also 
help to rethink the common and expected understandings of place. As Massey (1995) argues we all 
have our action space with different dimensions but those are not as limited and local as they 
perhaps used to tend to be like. Globalization has made places wider and more complex. In addition 
to identity, connections, densities, strengthening, limits, international economy and power are 
equally important to be taken into consideration. Massey calls this global mind (ibid.; 1991). As 
much as mind would be global and able to go back and forth in time, our bodies can only live in the 
presence. Our senses become embodied by living them, by feeling them, and therefore for our body 
the time is now. What makes this interesting is how our memories live in our bodies, how we can 
                                                
8 Although the study has been made on the white holiday-makers in South-Africa, a majority – if not in 
numbers but definitely in power – it still reveals important and useful findings on how place matters in 
identity building and how crucial it is to take into consideration when there is dislocation and social change 
taking place in society. When it comes to politics, there is always a possibility to do it differently: ”Just as 
the dissolution of racial boundaries may form the basis for resistance to desegregation, so the project of 
warranting and implementing desegregation may be grounded in the possibility of creating more inclusive, 
unifying and liberating places.” (Dixon & Durrheim 2004.) 
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still feel things passed as if our body could go back in time and remember and actually, one way in 
trying to understand places is through memories. 
 The Proustian involuntary memory refers to the senses like smelling and tasting that conjure 
textures of the past with different feelings related to it. (Highmore 2004, 318) In his novel 
Remembrance of Things Past (1983, 48–49) Proust tells about Madeleine pastry that took the 
narrator back in time and reminded him about his aunt Leonie, evoking at the same time memories 
about the place, Combray.9 The extract is a good description of the power of embodied memory and 
the importance of senses in the process. As much as certain tastes bring us memories of certain 
people, they also bring memories of places, and construct place identity10 – without them it could be 
hard to give perspective to places we visit or to understand them. Where do you come from, you 
hear people asking. Where do I come from, we ask ourselves. However, the frames and borders we 
give to places can also become exclusive. We might consider some people as a part of a place 
whereas others might need to justify their existence there. We see places through a cultural horizon 
and expect certain elements, certain kinds of habits and people being part of a place. We expect 
traditions there too, seen as an intrinsic part of place-bound identities (Harvey 1989, 14; 1991, 13). 
Instead of speaking about places, Anttonen (2003, 292) indicates how territories11 can become 
meaningful for people only when they are differentiated from other territories. I would argue that 
we can make the same kind conclusions when it comes to places – the place can only be understood 
when it is related to other places. For the Mapuche living in Santiago this ’other place’ is the South. 
It appears as a place of origin and a reminisced place in the past although people still travel and 
maintain the connection there. By reflecting between the spatiotemporal here (Santiago) and there 
(South) the Mapuche show the importance of place in the identity building and in constructing the 
social and cultural order in their lives. 
  
  
                                                
9 Proust (1983, 49) writes: ”And I begin again to ask myself what it could have been, this unremembered 
state which brought with it no logical proof, but the indisputable evidence, of its felicity, its reality, and in 
whose presence other states of consciousness melted and vanished”. 
10 Place identity is ”(a) something that people create together as they routinely talk about self-in-place rela-
tionships; (b) something that people use as an interactional resource to perform varying kinds of social and 
rhetorical work; and (c) something that is embedded within broader ideological traditions for defining and 
regulating person-place relations so as, for example to maintain certain kinds of socio-spatial entitlements” 
(DiMasso, Dixon and Durrheim 2014, 80). 
11 Anttonen (2003, 292) defines territories as ”geographical topoi on which distinct social and/or ethnic 
groups bound their sense of identity”. 
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2.2 Identity 
 
When talking about belonging and how people navigate in the world in relation to others, we 
inevitably talk about identity. I approach identity from constructivist point of view where it is seen 
as socially constructed, negotiated and produced in the discursive categories of everyday life (Hall 
2006; Goffman 1974, 1983). It is there where we speak, formulate words, tell something about 
ourselves, about others and about life around us. By identifying ourselves and constructing specific 
identities, we also classify groups, as categorization reflects the symbolic systems and processes 
created to apprehend social relations and realities (Woodward 1997, 29–30). We use categories to 
make sense of the world, to make the complex less complex (look for example Duranti & Goodwin 
1992), and categories are inseparably linked with mental representations of human beings 
(Anttonen 2003, 293).  
 Although different categories and classification systems frame our world, they do play an 
important role in identification processes: they are like moulds within which individuals and groups 
construct oppositions and affiliations, similarities and differences. Also in understanding how place 
is being produced, its physical motions, it is important to listen to speech, the exchange of words 
(DiMasso, Dixon and Durrheim 2014, 77, referring to Tuan 1991, 685–686). Language enables 
people to construct and negotiate their membership in certain groups and communities, it gives an 
individual a tool to show attachment and to belong. (De Fina 2003, 140.) And next to the individual 
there are institutional practices, power relations and ideologies that form ground for identity 
building. They are like scenes for the stage and for performance behind the individuals. They are 
the context for the categories people tell when reflecting on their identity – themselves in relation to 
others. These ’others’ are not only people they can name but also public discourses and 
expectations, institutions and authorities, other ethnic and cultural groups, other ideologies. Here 
the abstraction level arises, and it is possible to distinguish moral characteristics, right and wrong 
behaviors, acceptable or unacceptable attitudes seen as basic part of group ideologies (De Fina 
2003, 140).  
 In my study, the aim is not to analyze the situations where stories are created and told as 
such, but to pay attention to how and in relation to what the participants build up their opinion. At 
the same time I scrutinize these created meanings and reflect on what they tell of the surrounding 
culture and society. Every story12 has the right to be told and although I speak here about ‘them’ or 
about the Mapuche, I am aware that the meanings they give to places, food and relationship to 
                                                
12 Although I would refer to a story or stories in my text, my research is not about ’stories’ or narrative re-
search that both have their own research traditions within folklore studies.  
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others are subjective, and rather escaping from than getting closer to the objective meanings people 
or I as a researcher would offer for them.  
 When an ethnic group starts to bring out definitions, in this case, on what is it like to be a 
Mapuche can, it according to Elicura Chihuailaf (1992, 122), feel like a shirt that has only one size. 
At the same time references appear on ’purity, contamination, authenticity’ towards what the 
Mapuche are seen like fossils whose ’primitivity’ should be protected. The point is that an ethnic 
group, as Mapuche, are not seen as dynamic and changing subjects that follow the time but rural 
and traditional in contrast to urban and modern. (Aravena 2002.) As if we would like them to wear 
a shirt which will help us to distinguish them, to give us order in this world, treating them as objects 
rather than subjects.  
 But not only the definitions that come from outside of the ethnic group limit the features that 
are seen as part or the culture – discussion on the boundaries is as well internal. Leslie Ray (2007) 
writes about urban Mapuche as people living in between two myths. The first one is related to the 
South and the purity of life there, and the other one to the dream of education and improved life 
conditions in the urban context. The life in between these two myths becomes visible in 
generational conflict between old and young, the former longing for the lof13 in the countryside and 
the latter believing in the new urban Mapuche identity. Two things that Ray (2007, 20) sees vivid in 
new urban culture is the role of the machi14 and the revival of interest in Mapudungun, the language 
of the Mapuche.   
 When modernization is also seen as a positive thing, there is concern among Mapuche 
people that the connection with the roots will be lost. Thiers (2013, 157) writes about the Mapuche 
in Santiago and their suffering, but she argues that they seem to suffer less from racism and 
economical inequality than in the South. Thiers (2013, 152–159) formulates three possible 
hypothesis for the future of the urban Mapuche: that the integration will mean (1) cultural 
assimilation and loss of their own identity, (2) the appreciation from mainstream society will create 
an ambience that is more in favor for the Mapuche, or that (3) the identities shared by the Mapuche 
and others than Mapuche will create a basis where all kinds of identities will be accepted. There is 
also a study made about the wellbeing of Mapuche in the metropolitan area where the most crucial 
                                                
13 Forms or used to form the basic social organization of the Mapuche people, consisting of a familial clan or 
lineage that recognizes the authority of a lonko (chief of the Mapuche). The Lof or caví is formed by diverse 
families that share the same territory and they are considered mutually related, descended from a common 
ancestor.  
14 A shaman or healer in the Mapuche community. He or she leads the machitun (healing ritual). In several 
places he or she also encourages the other people to hold a ngillatun (ceremony) (Catrileo 1995). 
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factors for happiness were sense of belonging, possibility to maintain one’s own culture and be in 
touch with people of the same ethnic group (Schnettler et al. 2013). 
 On the other hand, Ray (2007, 20) refers to José Ancán Jara who has postulated a triple 
discrimination among the Mapuche who live in the cities, this is discrimination of being Mapuche, 
poor and urban. The urban one being self-inflicted. There is a tendency to feel rootless, without 
identity, inferior with respect to the relatives living in the rural communities and therefore closer to 
the land. This has led to concepts such as very Mapuche (bien Mapuche) in contrast to wingka-like 
(awinkado)15 where the former determination refers to a person fluent in Mapudungun, familiar 
with ritual practices and politically engaged and the latter to a person assimilated into Western or 
Chilean way of living (Di Giminiani 2015, 9). The phenomenon reminds about discussions in 
Finland where the Sámi people have faced similar experiences: if a person is unable to speak Sámi 
language, does not practice the traditional livelihoods or live in the historical land, there is a danger 
that the person lives ’in between’ without a feeling of belonging to the current urban society nor the 
’more authentic’ Sámi community. (Ray 2007, Uusi-Rauva 2000.) It seems there has been a 
displacement from the traditional territories but the integration to the current place of living has not 
been satisfactory in terms of practicing their own culture and feeling of belonging, for both the 
Sámi in Finland and the Mapuche in Chile.  
 The search for the ’normal’ has been a crucial factor in Mapuche adolescents identity in 
urban Temuco and Santiago (Oteíza & Merino 2012). The normal has represented Chilean society 
and the other the Mapuche. The mirroring to the normativity and blaming themselves for not 
integrating enough places young Mapuche to an inferior position in relation to Chilean society. 
What is important to take into consideration here is that the Chilean society has and has had 
difficulties in recognising Mapuche people as an equal part of the community causing, that ’the 
mirror does not reflect all it should’. On side of the will to adapt and be part there has been the 
conflict where Mapuche people have tried to protect their land and cultural values. They have faced 
the dilemma of the necessity to be wingka-like, to adapt Western features and to be able to exist as 
Mapuche (Di Giminiani 2015, 16). 
 When compared to the urban Mapuche, the rural Mapuche have been perceived as more 
bound to traditions. This may cause a danger of essentialisation and romanticism. Instead of 
searching for the exotic and mystic, the wisdom (kimün)16 of being Mapuche can be best seen in 
                                                
15 Wingka means white foreigner, with the origin in Peruvian Incas, the first invaders of Araucanía. Thereaf-
ter, the word has been used to refer to Spanish colonizers and these days to Chilean, non-mestizo ’mix raced’ 
people (Mora 2009 [1992], 178). 
16 Kimün means knowledge, esencial wisdom. 
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everyday life and practices. (Course 2011, xi.) The phenomenon of urbanisation, integration and 
discrimination is present and needs to be followed and understood in a long run. What still seems to 
be missing in the studies on urban Mapuche, and related to many other indigenous groups, is the 
attachment to place and how people create and recreate cultural spaces and maintain their culture in 
their everyday life and practices in the new place of living. I ask, are they not the rutines and 
repeated everyday practices that remind us about the past and keep us as part of traditions, and are 
they not these very practices that form a haven, the basis for life upon which something else can be 
created, something beyond the everyday and mundane?17 I suggest that by analyzing the discursive 
practices related to food and place, we can contribute to generate a more specific, concrete and 
intimate picture of the everyday life of the Mapuche people living in Santiago. Furthermore, this 
view will also give us an opportunity to understand a cultural phenomenon that is both embodied 
and articulated, and bound to places in the current place of living and in the historical place of 
origin, that is the Araucania region in the south of Chile.  
 
2.3 Food in Everyday Life and in Memories 
 
Food can be scrutinized as an experimental aspect of human life (Highmore 2004, 306). Food is a 
cultural artefact, symbol and tradition, and for people who live in a diasporic relationship18 with 
their culture, food can enhance continuity. This can be seen as a crucial factor when searching for a 
feeling of belonging and identity, taking place through negotiations between the past and the 
present, between an individual and society. 
 What folklore studies can offer to food culture research is the ability to see the mental 
constructions and spiritual dimensions in ’ordinary’ people’s life (Apo 2001, 26–27). It is not so 
much about describing elements but finding a connection between mind and the artefact. The 
artefacts can indicate both personal and collective identities, aesthetical and practical aims, as well 
as everyday and spiritual goals. These connections appear in the action related to making and using 
the artefact. (Knuuttila 2006, 39 referring also to Glassie 1999, 41–42). The process of cooking 
itself is also seen as bodily action, where knowledge is being transmitted by doing rather than 
explaining. This cultural know-how is closely bound to bodily techniques rather than recipes and 
                                                
17 Look at Knuuttila 2006, 18–19. 
18 Diasporic communities are based on an idea of a lost or non-reachable place of home. Even though the 
place would still be there, it is distant. It can appear as physical, narrated or reminisced but it remains physi-
cally distant. Those places can form a bound that keep the community together, they represent the past and 
collective memory and as narrated, they represent also present and future of the named community. (Savo-
lainen 2015, 76 referring to Halbwachs 1992, 202–205.)  
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written instructions. Food, cooking and eating are fertile ground for the Proustian involuntary 
memory (Highmore 2004, 318). 
 Food symbolizes life and survival. It is both material and immaterial. It is something that is 
there and then disappears. We can prepare it from the beginning, starting from cultivating crops and 
vegetables, grinding grains into flour, producing or buying sugar, yeast, dairy products, to name a 
few ingredients. No matter where food comes from we all have a relationship to it. We all need 
food, nutrition, to exist. Following Maslow’s hierarchy of physiological, safety, love and belonging, 
esteem and self-actualization needs, food is a physiological need and therefore requirement for 
human survival – without it the human body cannot function (Maslow 1968).  
 In addition to its pure nutritional and production value, food is also recognized culturally 
and symbolically. It is impossible to ’store’ as such, but it appears in different cultural 
representations: texts, pictures, questionnary answers, films and in different cooking pots and table-
ware. In the number of practicalities related to it, food reflects the complexity of human life and 
people’s features as a cultural subject. (Knuuttila 2004, 9–10.) And it is connected to the practice of 
everyday life as it is to wider social and cultural patterns. As Holtzman (2006, 373) points out food 
has ”the uncanny ability to tie the minutiae of everyday experience to broader cultural patterns, 
hegemonic structures, and political economic processes, structuring experience in ways that can be 
logical, and outside of logic, in ways that are conscious, canonized, or beyond the realm of 
conscious awareness.” 
 Studying food and food related practices can also be seen as a movement between natural 
and culturally constructed perception and interpretation of the world. This dichotomy between 
nature and culture as well as mind and body, has been widely discussed among philosophers and 
anthropologists. (see Knudsen 1998.) Tim Ingold, for example, offers a view closer to monolithic 
way to perceive the world and takes a step towards more emphatic, contextual and praxis oriented 
approach (ibid). It is actually in the anthropology of food and nutrition where food has been seen as 
a field where culture and nature come across and where it is possible to find interaction between 
psyche and soma – mind and body (De Garine 1999). Food has also been seen lying between the 
two ’cultural’ and ’natural’ and as a powerful mediating and transformatory substance (Janowski 
2007, 21). 
 My master’s thesis intends to understand the meanings of food and foodways for the 
Mapuche from a holistic paradigm instead of a compartmentalized way to observe the world where 
culture and environment as well as mind and body are separated. Food can be seen as part of an 
entity, of wholeness where the lived environment, cultural practices – the embodied and emplaced 
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experience – is not divided but united, where one thing affects the other and where culture becomes 
visible in our ways to interpret these experiences, that is, experiences on and around food. 
 In addition, I look at memories of food and foodways. In her study on the poetics and 
rhetorical techniques of reminiscence writings about childhood evacuation journeys from Carelia to 
other parts of Finland, Savolainen (2015) states how food, eating and lack of food are repeated in 
almost every reminiscence writings in her data. The amount of stories tell about the connectedness 
between sensory experiences and memories.19 Food is a way to differentiate and identify oneself, 
and it is always somehow connected to the sociocultural settings, that is, to the place and people 
you share a place with. Food related choices are a way to define oneself and one’s position in the 
surrounding cultures. (Savolainen 2015, 268; Mäkelä 2001.) I suggest, following Tuan (1977, 157–
160) that food and food related narrations represent also a way to bind personal narrations as part of 
communal narration, history and memory, and although many food related memories are often 
positive, bringing up memories of childhood, safety and love, it does not mean that childhood 
would have been any happier than an usual one but that nostalgia is a way of making the childhood 
look like that. It produces a fiction of a happy childhood. (Makkonen 2004, 23; Lupton 1996, 50.) 
Likewise, for the Mapuche, food can bring about memories from the South provoking nostalgia but 
it doesn’t imply necessarily to a better way of life there but rather, creates fiction of that. As 
Hankiss (1981, 203–305) states, these positive memories have as well their place as part of family 
tradition (quoted from Knuuttila, 2006, 69). There is no harm to have them. 
 Memories and reminiscing can also be seen as something concrete (Savolainen 2015, 217). 
They can be bound to certain place, object, document, bodily experience and embedded in taste and 
smell, in senses. They exist in past and in present by being reminisced, by having their concrete 
point of reference. Savolainen calls them sites of memory, where place is not only physical but also 
linguistically, narratively and bodily performed and maintained. In her words: ”Sites of memory 
testify, authenticate and reassert the link between the past, the present and the future” (ibid, 414). 
Sites of memory have also been studied in place names among the Mapuche, and seen often visible 
only to local dwellers (Di Gimiani 2015, 14; referring to Morphy 1993, Santos-Granero 1998 and 
Hirsch 2006). Di Gimiani also points out that Mapuche sites of memory consist mainly of place 
names ûy mapu (referring to Catriquir and Durán 2007, 67) and ancient burial grounds known as 
eltun. These places of memory can help Mapuche to make sense of the present by articulating 
continuity and necessary disruption with the past (Di Gimiani 2015, 17). I argue that food and food 
                                                
19 Closeness to senses is also important to take into account. According to Pink (2009) sensory memories can 
bring the past to the present.  
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names, particularly in Mapudungun, can also be seen as sites of memory binding the reminisced 
together in semantic, sensory and experiential level.  
 
3. The Research Questions 
 
The aim of this study is to understand what kind of meanings the Mapuche living in Santiago de 
Chile give to food and food related practices. Food is seen not only as a functional and symbolical 
element but also as bodily and sensory by its nature, and it is this experiential level that binds it to 
the place where it is prepared and consumed. Food can also reveal social relations between people, 
and indicate place related ritualistic connections. The focus of this study is in a practical and 
everyday level in the life of the Mapuche in Santiago.  
 
Therefore I ask: 
- How is food and food related practices articulated in the interview talk of the Mapuche living in 
Santiago de Chile? 
- What kind of meanings the Mapuche give to food and food related practices in indivual and 
collective level? 
- How is food articulated in relation to place and identity among the Mapuche? 
 
4. The Research Data 
 
The present thesis focuses to the objective 3 of the Fondecyt project 1140500 (2014–2016) 
”Narrating Place Identities. Sociocultural places recreated by indigenous Mapuche families in 
Santiago, Chile”. The aim is to identify and describe artefacts, elements, practices and geographical 
conceptions of the Mapuche worldview, which are essential for the recreation of sociocultural 
spaces in urban context. The purpose is also to study how these aspects in the lives of the migrated 
Mapuche are connected to the material and geographic organization with a focus on place identity 
in the new living environments. In addition to worldview, this study reveals important aspects on 
the social organization of the Mapuche, their norms and communal as well as individual 
perspectives on life in Santiago de Chile, which for many of them, is a place where they have 
migrated to. 
   The interactional interviews form the basis of this present study. There are families that have 
lived in the neighbourhoods over 30 years now, who have started their life there and established a 
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family. The houses are subsidized by the state and are assigned to Mapuche immigrants moving to 
Santiago. There are new generations who were born in Santiago, and a community with whom to 
meet and practice one’s social and cultural activities. There are particular places where to find 
typical Mapuche food and products brought from the South. 
   There were 12 families interviewed for the project considered as extended families with 
fathers, their adult children (from 16 to 20 years old) and grandfathers or elder aunts and uncles. 
The corpus consists of 60 interviews and 12 focus groups that were collected in four districts – 
Cerro Navia (6,5 % of the inhabitants), La Pintana (6,12%), Peñalolen (4,8%) and Lo Prado 
(4,75%) in the area of Santiago de Chile.  
 
Community Families participated 
in the community 
Individual Interviews Focus groups 
Peñalolén 3 9 3 
Lo Prado 1 3 1 
La Pintana 3 7 3 
Cerro Navia 3 5 3 
Total 10 24 10 
 
Table 1. Research data included in the research according to the neighbourhood in Santiago de 
Chile where the participants live.  
 
 The people interviewed identify themselves as Mapuche and the prerequisite is that at least 
one of the elder members of the family has moved to Santiago from the Southern regions of Chile. 
While writing this thesis, not all interviews had been made and therefore, I have scrutinized 24 
individual interviews and 10 focus group interviews. The data consists of interview talk that I 
analyse and interpret. The interviews varied in length, some were more detailed and focused on 
food that is the main interest in my study.  
 There were four criteria for the selection (1) The participants identify themselves as 
Mapuche, (2) at least one of the family members has migrated to Santiago, (3) there are different 
educational levels presented (primary, elementary, university and/or vocational), and (4) the adult 
participants represent different professions in working life (professional, technical, employed, self-
employed). The selection was made by Mapuche organizations in the communities by snowball 
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method and the already existing contacts with adult participants of the Fondecyt project 1090523 
(2009–2011) directed by Professor María Eugenia Dickinson Merino. The participation was 
voluntary and the participants were guaranteed by the Ethic Committee of the Catholic University 
of Temuco (Chile) that the selection is anonymous and confidential. The interviewer also read the 
texts and signed an ethics consent where it was guaranteed to the participants that any information 
that could permit the identification of the participant by third person on ethnographic archives, 
transcriptions, analysis, or scientific publications were replaced by names and fictitious initials. 
 The data was collected in Spanish through semi-structured interviews and one group 
interviews in each family group and lasted around one hour each. Individual and focus group 
interviews were administrated by a Mapuche interviewer who is part of the research team. The 
interviews were realized with a list of topics, with a guideline and protocol validated by a pilot 
application. The object was to generate a conversation with Mapuche people to stimulate life stories 
and be able to understand how they construct, reconstruct and maintain ethnic and place identity, 
how they practice rituals and activities related to their culture in urban context. There was a manual 
with a guideline made for the interviews. 
 The interviews were made in the participants’ houses to protect their privacy and to have a 
confident atmosphere for the conversation and silent background for the recording. The interviews 
were audio recorded and the interviewer took ethnographic notes about the emotional and kinesic 
expressions. Notes about the context of the stories and photographs of the places the informants 
indicated as important for their cultural practices were also taken. The interviews were transcribed 
to digital format following the model of Jefferson (1978).  
 As mentioned above, the inclusion criteria considers that people participating in the study 
identify themselves as Mapuche and that at least one of the family members has moved from the 
Southern communities to the capital region. Moreover, there are as well people who in addition to 
being Mapuche identify themselves as Evangelical, which somehow directs their worldview and 
especially the spirituality in life. I have included some excerpts from these people too, to 
demonstrate the diversity of being a Mapuche and understanding that some cultural features may 
stay although a person would identify as a member of another religious group. As will be 
demonstrated later, these people also miss recipes, smells, tastes from the South although they 
would diminish the emphasis of them being part of Mapuche culture. However, an interesting point 
as such is that when asked, the people who are part of Evangelical church do not identify 
themselves as Mapuche. 
 In addition, there were a few people in the focus groups that had no Mapuche background at 
all but as in some cases they were related in the stories I included them in my analysis, and 
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therefore, they were included in this study too. I have anynomized the data, but indicated after each 
excerpt the gender and age of the participant, as well as whether he or she is migrant or was born in 
Santiago. The informants are marked as either W(oman) or M(an) and the interviewer with the 
capital letter I. 
 
5. Methodology 
 
This study is qualitative and descriptive by nature. I do content analysis of the interview talk and 
focus on how and what people talk about food and food related practices. In content analysis the 
empirical text data, here transcribed interviews, is scrutinised looking for differences and 
similarities and trying to form a coherent description of the phenomenon in question. In this study 
the phenomenon is related to the ways in which people construct and maintain cultural identity in 
urban context. The emphasis is on the interpretations researchers do of the research data. (Saaranen-
Kauppinen & Puusniekka, 2006.) Content analysis and close reading20 of the data, gives me the 
possibility to distinguish different elements, gestures and words that form the basis of this research. 
I began my research by reading through the data. I made notes on emphatical and redundant 
themes that emerged up and noticed how eagerly people talked about food. After this I started to 
distinguish segments of discourse in which food and food related practices were mentioned. In 
analysing the contents I searched for repetitive themes and thematic clusters, and deepened the 
analysis reading and re-reading the excerpts, which helped me situate them in the surrounding, 
distant and imaginary places, and analyse them in individual, interactional and contextual level. 
Even though I had no chance to visit the people whose stories I have been reading in the data, their 
way to tell about their lives and about things that matter to them was done in such a descriptive way 
that it felt as if the distance had become smaller. Perhaps, because stories on food are very sensory 
by their nature. 
 I study talk and meanings articulated in the interviews. They interview talk was fragmentary 
and consisted of comments, thoughts, expressions and stories about relationships the Mapuche have 
to Santiago and to the South, to meaningful others and the Mapuche culture. Although I do not 
systematically analyse what is happening in the interview situation, I have paid attention to the 
dialogue there, that is, how the dialogue is being constructed (look for example narrative research 
on small stories by Georgakopolou 2006, 127; Bamberg and Georgakopolou 2008, 380). Rather, I 
                                                
20 About close reading, look for example Johnson 2004. 
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have made remarks if I have found the interviewer’s question rhetorical or worth mentioning when 
analysing the answers in interview talk.  
 Nevertheless, I do realise about these meanings produced locally, bound to the culture where 
the informants live in and bound as well to the interview situation. By talking and telling about their 
lives, the people interviewed by the study do position themselves and construct identities and 
attachment to places that are at least partly the product of negotiation processes, this is, they create 
or refute particular alignments and participation frameworks with other speakers and listeners 
(Goodwin 1986; Goodwin 1993). Furthermore, on the local level of interactional positioning people 
may engage, for example, to project their moral identity as independent individuals or stress their 
dependence on the opinions of others. They may be invited to reflect who they are and in so doing 
they use stories to accomplish socially acceptable self-presentations. (De Fina 2003, 26–27.) People 
want to be seen in certain light, they want to tell a story that according to them is presentable and 
accepted. 
 The articulated meanings these people produce form discourses, that I understand as wider, 
rather abstract mindset of people (following the description on the page 9). There are also 
normative cultural patterns that can be distinguished from their talk. Although my analysis is not 
narrative analysis (look for example Labov & Waletsky 1967, Labov 1972) I was able to 
distinguish cultural narratives (Phelan 2005, 8) in the text that reflect common interpretations of 
shared values or historical elements. These can as well come close to cultural ideals, like national 
myths that groups or whole societes adhere to (Koskinen-Koivisto 2014, 51). Mapuche often refer 
to nature (naturaleza), land (tierra) and South (Araucanía) as an essential part of their existence. 
 My priority is on words and the talk people construct, and I analyse these articulated 
meanings as a reality they live in. For me, the stories and experiences told in the interviews are real, 
as they are real and important for these people who have wanted to tell them. However, I cannot go 
’behind’ their words but look at the world created as presented in them. By reading carefully the 
textualised material and combining it with the knowledge I have gained from research literature as 
well as from my own life experience, I have tried to find significant elements, combine them 
together and make interpretations based on the data. The Mapuche interviewed in this study, the 
interviewer, the theme members of the Fondecyt project as much as I, we all have played a part in 
the meaning making process.  
 In addition to looking at words and articulated meanings created by the Mapuche as socially 
constructed, I approach them as negotiated. There is a constant discussion between what is real and 
what is created. There are words that may have never been uttered, or may have been uttered in a 
completely different way in the storyworld, that is, the world (often times in this research the South)  
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which the teller is referring to. By storyworld I refer to a world that is created by the narrator, where 
his or her choices signal the relationship to the world, the agency, for instance, and participation in 
the told action (De Fina 2003, 8). I see it as a scenery people reveal of themselves, with varying 
amount of dimensions, layers, depending on what is wanted, needed or expected to be shared. 
Storytelling world, for its part, is the interview situation that does not have to be identical with the 
storyworld. (De Fina 2003, 95.) 
 Along with storyworld and storytelling world, the concepts of taleworld, storyrealm and 
realm of conversation have been useful in this study. Taleworld is where the characters move in 
their own space and time, and are conjured up by storyrealm, which is a discourse spoken by other 
characters in another spatial and temporal dimension. Realm of conversation, for its part, is where 
communication happens in the actual situation. (Young 1987.) I see De Fina’s definition of 
storyworld coming close to taleworld and storytelling world moving somewhere between 
storytelling world and realm of conversation. However, I want to emphasise that in my research 
work these conceptual devices function more as tools to give structure to the data and analysis, than 
an orderly analysis method. They have been useful for me and helped me to make interpretations, 
although my opening cut is in content analysis that I am committed to follow, assuring that the 
research at hand is as transparent, valid and reliable as possible (see Young 1987, viii).  
 
6. Ethical Considerations 
 
There are several ethical considerations that need to be taken into account when reading this 
research. To begin with, I can only refer to questions and answers that are available in the research 
corpus. The position gives me objectivity in relation to the research context but at the same time it 
may leave out a lot. I have no personal relation with the informants or to the place where they live. 
The photos and maps provided by the project have helped me to contextualize and visualize life in 
Santiago but the distance remains. 
  Some limitations of my study is the cultural ’distance’ that I have to Mapuche and to the 
Chilean society as well. I have no knowledge of Mapudungun, the research data and plenty of 
research literature is in Spanish and I write in English, neither of which is my mother tongue. The 
study has required translation and although I have tried to be as careful and transparent as possible 
when interpreting the results some blind spots may remain. There is the problem of cross-cultural 
translation involved: when we try to understand other cultures, we are re-contextualising them and 
by translating a culture we are trying to construct the life world of others. The question remains, 
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how we can in the end know if what we interpret is how the informants see the world. (Knudsen 
1998.) However, I think that by doing research in places and on cultures that are distant from one’s 
place and culture of origin, we may as well notice things that are locally taken as granted. In 
addition, as much as the process requires constant questioning and pondering, it requires self-
reflexion, and an open mind for new ideas and new ways of thinking. In this study the way to the 
world of the Mapuche has been the textualised form of their speech, and I agree with Greg Urban 
(1996), who points out that if we want to understand truth and knowledge and human mind, it is 
important to study discourses, their appearances and interpretations, and to try to learn from them. 
 Amy Shuman (2006), for her part, argues that we need empathy to be able to understand. 
Empathy and entitlement should be considered as part of doing research. When people tell about 
their lives, it makes them vulnerable too, no matter the listener would be someone who wants to 
know the story. Topics in personal stories are often sensitive. There is intimacy involved there. 
Sharing them can feel like opening a window into the inner world. At best, this can be a path to 
other person’s inner life, and the way to get there is not just listening but also combining the story 
heard with what we already know, to the experiences we have had in life and what we are as human 
beings. (Stahl 1989, prologue.) 
 We all are entitled to talk and tell about our lives. Sometimes our words can be 
contradictory to someone else’s words or they can form a counter-argument too. Sometimes a 
person can tell a story as part of a collective story. Naturally, it is important to consider the ethical 
part of what we say, if there are opinions on other people involved, if it represents ’the official’ 
view of a certain group of people or if words are used for political interests or to declare ’the truth’. 
Amy Shuman (2006, 149) asks, who has the right to tell a story, and this question should always be 
considered when examining at the context and at the same time being aware of possible ethical 
tensions around. 
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7. Food in the Lives of the Mapuche 
 
The stories told in Santiago take us to the South, to the Araucania region. There are memories 
related to land, food and nature. There is nostalgia. The South appears vivid in the words of the 
tellers, being part of their sensory memory. Descriptions of seeing the green, smelling the land and 
the smoke from the chimneys, the fish and the yuyo-herb, and feeling the rain and the humid, fresh 
air are more than just descriptions. They tell about longing and belonging, about involuntary 
displacement, about dreams and current reality. Like a woman in her sixties describes it (see the 
complete excerpt on page 27) ”there is no way of changing the countryside for the city where life 
happens between four walls”. But even when the reality feels like framed and is limited in 
comparison with the countryside, she does try. She has decorated her house with artificial and real 
plants to make it look greener, to make the current place of living remind her of her place of origin. 
The imaginary, the reminisced and once lived can make her dwelling more bearable and exciting 
place to live. The memories and self-prepared food can make the everyday taste like it once did. 
Food, plants, animals, the act of planting and sowing, and a plant that is brought from the South are 
fresh in the mind. Sometimes it is enough to just look at something green, hence the artefacts 
activate sensory memory and bring the place of origin closer, forming a bridge between the past and 
current place of living. 
 
M: Well, for me it is really important to have this attachment and contact with the land like 
the word [mapuche] expresses it well, people from the land, so we like to give it energy to 
the earth like the earth does to us. So from it we take the power, our newen21 that our mother 
earth, our ñuke mapu22 also feels if someone is alive thanks to what she gives to us… as it 
happens with the word mother, a mother never gives up feeding her or never stops loving 
her until one cease to exist, because we were born from the land and we will return to the 
land too. 
(man, 51 years, migrant] [1] 
 
 Food, as the Mapuche, has an origin. It does not just appear in the supermarket, in the 
refrigerator or on the table. Food, as the worldview of the Mapuche, returns people to nature and to 
the land. Newen to what the man above refers to means spiritual power and ñuke mapu refers to the 
mother earth. So the earth and nature is where the spiritual power comes from: Mapuche often 
speak of nature [naturaleza], land [tierra] and South [sur] as an essential part of their identity and 
existence. These concepts, together with the first person form, are also connected to collective ways 
of reminiscing that can be distinguished, for example, as the we-form in talk. Therefore, individual 
                                                
21 Newen means spiritual strength. 
22 Ñuke mapu means mother earth.  
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stories may contain interpretations on common thoughts and about historical and current events and 
ideas that have exerted profound influences on narrators. The Mapuche also build up historical 
continuity, they construct the past, ’their story’. 
 After reading through the interviews, the conversation and little fragments where people tell 
about their lives and things that matter it became obvious to me that the Mapuche in Santiago live 
between two places. There is a constant move between the South and Santiago, even if only 
imaginary, that is kept alive and constructed by telling about it. To begin with, that move can be 
seen in an excerpt below where the woman is telling what she misses from the countryside in her 
current place of living. 
 
 W: One cannot change the countryside with the city, there is no way to change it. 
I: What do you like most in the countryside, in the land where you were born? 
W: Well, everything. Like I said that of planting, sowing, the plants, fruits, animals, birds, 
that is what one misses out the most. Here, this is not the place I mentioned, you see these 
four walls here. That is why I bought these leaves and put them here. I bought this plant 
there and I have it guarded here. [italics mine] 
[She has artificial leaves that cover the border of the ceiling and another natural plant that 
also appears as circulating] [interviewer’s remark] 
W: That doesn’t grow because it is plastic. So that is my thing, to see the green. 
[I notice a painting of carafes close to the wall where the plants are] [interviewer’s remark] 
I: And those carafes? 
W: That I bought from the market. 
[woman, 59 years, migrant] [2] 
 
 There is an imaginary place the woman refers to that is described by activities like planting, 
sowing, food items like fruits and animals, for instance. By naming and describing elements that are 
important to her she constructs a storyworld and gives meaning to the place in the countryside 
[there] as well as to Santiago [here] missing the elements she considers as important. 
 For the woman above it is important to ”see the green”, emphasizing seeing as a significant 
sense for her attachment and identification to the place. She has also bought a painting of typical 
Mapuche carafes [cantaritos] that decorate the apartment and apparently reminds her about her 
origin. This conversation is a good example of a discourse framing and perceiving the reality of the 
Mapuche in Santiago where physical and mental move between Santiago and the South becomes 
presented. The excerpt shows as well how a place, or a feeling of it, can be recreated in another 
context although there is no way to ignore, get rid of or change it. The importance lies in senses, in 
memories and in the connection one finds important to tell about although it at the same time keeps 
up the feeling of dislocation. To be able to tell and share stories and lived experiences can still, I 
would argue, bring a place closer to oneself and construct feelings of continuity and belonging, 
elements, that may have a great effect on people’s and communities’ wellbeing in circumstances 
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that are less favorable or even forced. Having the right to tell and be listened can have a great 
impact on individual’s life and for a group of people it can work as an evident that there is a 
common way of life and a culture that still exists. 
   
7.1 The Sacred in Food, Rituals and Everyday Life 
 
In folklore studies, sacred has been defined by delineating both cultural and cognitive 
characteristics according to which membership in the category of sacred is defined. To name 
something sacred is a cultural category: it is always culturally produced and relies in culture-
specific systems of categories, distinctions and arrangements of human behaviour. The category can 
either separate people or bind them together. Therefore, the focus has not been so much on 
characteristics or nature of the sacred but on the ways in which it marks the difference (Anttonen, P. 
2008, 13). It is a collective representation, related to norms and to ways in which people practice 
social control in society. The sacred is often differentiated from the profane and impurity. 
(Anttonen, V. 2003, 291; 1996, 37–38, 43; look as well Durkheim 1971.) Sacred sites, such as 
rapids, ponds, larger hills and mountains can mark difference and it has been argued that they do 
matter in human understandings of territoriality and play an important role in expressing identities 
and making cultural differences visible (Anttonen, V. 2003, 302–303). 
 For the Mapuche, the worldview is closely related to nature, to the gods and spirits that are 
an inseparable part of it. Food is involved in spiritual practices in life and Mapuche are very 
concerned on where food comes from, how it is prepared and with whom consumed. The Mapuche 
living in Santiago de Chile also bring food from the South and the travels there are important in 
strengthening the connection and keeping it active. When nature is seen as sacred it is differentiated 
from profane and impure city, and likewise, gods and spirits are differentiated from secularised 
society. The sacred has its place above the profane that can represent something impure or 
negotiable. In addition, the border between the sacred and the profane or the secular can become 
sacred too, that is, when it is the difference between categories that needs to be protected, not the 
categories as such. (Knott 2008, 175–176).  
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7.1.1 Sacred Place 
In the Fondecyt project of which this work is a part of there was a special emphasis given to places 
where culture was being practiced in the neighborhoods in Santiago. In addition to ruka23 and Cerro 
Navia, where people sometimes gathered to spend time together or celebrate a special event, an 
important place mentioned in the interviews was the dining room. There, inside of a house, in the 
heart of it, food related practices usually take place and a family gets together. For its part, food 
related tradition24 can bring a feeling of continuity in the lives of the Mapuche who live in Santiago. 
At the same time it is a tradition people want to take care of. It feels like an essential part of who 
they are, part of their identity. Food is also something that is there although many other culture 
related practices would be gone. 
 
I: And for example about the daily practice where do you share the mate25, what is the 
room? 
W: This room. [hands pointing to the dining room where we were seated] [woman, 34 years, 
born in Santiago, not Mapuche but attached to the culture26] 
M: That is the room. [also the head of the house affirms that that’s the way it is, the dining 
room] [man, 51 years, migrant] 
I: Sure. 
M: The window was left like that for the reason of where the sun goes down… so when we 
do a praying we do it towards that direction [pointing to the east]… so this is my place… so 
I stop here and play the kultrun27 here [touches the instrument and looks to the east]… we 
do it like this and this our room [dining room] [man, 51 years, migrant] 
[conversation in a focus group, Cerro Navia] [3] 
 
M: Well, here in the dining room, to share a mate and share a meal, and the area of the 
window looking towards the mountains, that is what my father uses a lot, and the inner yard 
that one uses as a garden, around canelo28. 
[man, 22 years, born in Santiago] [4] 
 
                                                
23 Ruka is a traditional house of living.  
24 With tradition I mean ”culture (elements) handed down from one generation to another” (Hultkrantz 
1960).  
25 Mate is a herb consumed around South America, especially in Argentina. In Chile mate is often enjoyed 
by the Mapuche and people living in the countryside. It is a drink to be shared and people get together to talk 
and drink mate, which makes it a much more social drink compared to coffee or tea. People usually sit in a 
circle and pass the mate cup from one person to another, and there is one person who is responsible for offer-
ing the cup and filling it. Mate drinking tradition is said to pass from one generation to another in a family. 
People often add different herbs to the drink and it is argued that most of the Mapuche use sugar in it. It is 
also said that one should always offer and receive the cup with your right hand; doing it with left hand can 
indicate a curse. (Pohjola 2013, 58.)   
26 The woman’s mother is married to a Mapuche. Both mother and daughter feel attached to Mapuche cul-
ture although they are not Mapuche themselves.  
27 Kultrun is a Mapuche drum.  
28 Canelo is the sacred tree of Mapuche. 
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 In an excerpt the man tells how it is important to have the window pointing to the east, 
puelmapu29, towards the Andes, where the sun sets in the evenings, where water turns snow and 
rivers begin. This is what his son reasserts in the quotation following the group conversation. The 
father, who also is a machi30 plays kultrun there, the shaman drum of the Mapuche. The dining 
room is their place, an important spot inside of the house that in addition to drink mate and eat with 
the family is a place for spiritual practices. Another important place is the inner yard, where there is 
an important tree, canelo. Many Mapuche have herbs growing in their little gardens or flowerpots in 
Santiago to have something green around and also to remind them about the South, as will be 
demonstrated later in the analysis.  
 
I: What does it do to you if you when you meet people in that room, in the dining room? 
M: It is like I said, with that space we have we are in peace. We are inside of a white spot 
inside of the settlement where we are. 
I: Yep. 
M: It is because here we have the room, nobody invades us. We are in peace. Do you get it? 
We are not gathered together, there is no neighbour next to us. Nothing. We are in a free 
space, very comfortable and I like that. That is what a Mapuche searches for, a Mapuche has 
always been with a connection to him- or herself. With what is nature, to listen to trees, to 
know perfectly which bird is singing. There are people who do not know. 
I: Of course and that… 
M: And here if you go to a park there will also be plenty of birds. Trees that are there and 
there they stay and there are always birds there in the morning, cocks, cocks singing and 
hens. All that, an egg… 
I: Like an egg in the countryside. 
M: Yes from here, from this house. 
I: And to eat vegetables. To take them out of the land, it is different as you say, than to buy 
them. 
M: Yes, well, it is different. It is also important to be careful, to take care of the product that 
land gives to you. Not to leave it like that, that there will be weed nothing more. 
I: Yes. 
M: One have to take care of what is food. 
[man, 45 years, born in Santiago] [5] 
 
 Although food is usually considered as rather mundane, it can also keep inside a spiritual 
dimension. The reason for this is that it is flexible by its nature and can easily be turned out to be a 
tool to move between ’worlds’ and so it is easy to channel the spiritual in it (look e.g. Knuuttila 
2006, 13–14). Food is wanted to be shared in a place which is favourable for the gods and spirits, 
                                                
29 Puelmapu means land in the east, referring to the Andean mountains.  
30 Machi is a spiritual and medical authority. In Spanish ”autoridad medicinal y espiritual” (Golluscio 2006, 
248).   
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essential in the world view of the Mapuche. Therefore, dining room can turn into a spiritual place 
where a sacred ritual can be part of the everyday.  
 To further enhance the spiritual side of it the dining room has been described as a white 
spot, a safe place, inside of the Mapuche community. It is a place where nobody, if so wanted, 
except a family member enters. While telling about what is important for the man as a Mapuche and 
generalising his experience by using ’we-form’ in articulating things, he also tells about the 
importance of food and its connectedness to the land. It should not be left like weed, without taking 
care of it. Food connects to spirituality and strengthens the meaning of land, tierra, the nationalistic 
and cultural discourse of the Mapuche and the continuity of the culture in the new place of living. 
Talk on food reinforces established cognitive and social orders on what it is like to be a Mapuche 
and what is essential in the identity building. Like the man above states, there are people who do 
not know what kind of bird is singing, framing out the non-Mapuche and telling, instead, what 
makes them special as Mapuche.  
 Food is closely tightened to the everyday spaces in people’s lives. Nahuelpán (2013) speaks 
about similar spaces as ’grey zones’ in Mapuche culture.31 With these zones he refers to everyday 
spaces where complex social and in-between-people interactions develop. These can form part of 
the experience of social suffering, ways of survival, resilience, and resistance experienced by 
Mapuche women and men under conditions of social marginality and postcolonial violence. These 
everyday spaces, interactions and experiences become part of family histories and remembrances, 
hidden or aside of the official stories. 
 I argue that kitchen, dining room and home as a place can also be seen as a kind of grey 
zone where everyday resistance exists. I refer to resistance that cannot necessarily be seen outside 
of the houses, on the streets where also violent attacks may take place. These home-based protests 
are very individual and family-centred. They enable people to protest silently but powerfully, and 
make a decision to prepare typical Mapuche dishes instead of changing the diet into a wingka-like, 
more mainstream dishes that would be easier to achieve and better available in the actual place of 
living. Aside from grey, the place is as well sacred keeping inside not only the material reality, but 
having a connection also to the spiritual in human life, where in addition to body, the person is 
nourished. 
                                                
31 Nahuelpán (2013) also claims that these grey zones make possible the reproduction of colonialism as a 
mode of hegemony and culture as the experiences and remembrances are being dispersed and fragmented. 
This may affect the Mapuche culture the way that culture is not being shared publicly and ’aloud’ but hidden 
and on a small scale.  
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7.1.2 The Sacredness of the Everyday 
 W1: You get together to make pan amasado32… [woman, 48 years, migrant] 
W2: We as a family live around this…We live around the food… and it is what we mostly 
practice for example…my mother makes yarn and I weave, and the little ones play 
txutxuka33… [woman, 48 years, born in Santiago] 
 [focus group] [6] 
 
 In addition to be enjoyed and consumed together, people prepare typical food with each 
other. Practicing and maintaining culture can be as simple as doing things inside of the house, at 
home, in the yard or dining room. When practices are a part of everyday life and there is no need to 
organise an event to practice them, traditions may seem to be on a stable basis. Moreover, besides 
cooking there appear items that represent or remind of the culture and are used in everyday 
practices. They are not there just to be presented but to be lived with.  
 
I: And considering that you’ve been already living here in the community of Peñalolén for 
years, how do you arrange things so that you are able to maintain your Mapuche culture? 
What space do you use, for example, to keep feeling like a Mapuche? Where do you do you 
daily activities – you said you do them? 
W: I work here well, in the same house. 
I: Yeah, the spaces you use would be the yard? 
W: Yes. 
I: Yep, and the dining room is where you get together, [you said] here? 
W: Well yes, here, everyone here from outside. I mean people come here as well because 
like they say that. It is the same as in the countryside because there is the fire, the oven. 
I: Yep. 
W: Because I always do a lot of things that are from the countryside. 
I: Yep. 
W: Or all of a sudden I bring cheese from the South, then I receive visits and they say it is 
like coming to the South, heh heh. 
I: And you take mate as well? 
W: Yes. 
I: Everyday? 
W: No, my daughter is taking more mate now but the time, summer well no, in winter time 
well yes. Well I take sometimes. I am not so much of a mate drinker heh heh. 
[woman, 45 years, migrant] [7] 
 
  
 Food can be seen as a sphere in life where the profane meets the everyday, by constructing 
discourses the move between different dimensions of place, time and spirituality the Mapuche 
create the reality, which they want to live in. The particular yard with its fire and oven remind 
people of the countryside. The woman also describes how she always does things related to the life 
                                                
32 Pan amasado means kneaded bread.  
33 Txutxuka is a musical instrument.  
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in the countryside and sometimes has things, like cheese from there. People know it and come to 
visit her. Her house is not only a house but keeps inside much more. It is like a little piece of South 
in urban context: ”They say it is like coming to the South”, she laughs. The quotation shows how 
Mapuche culture is related to countryside, which is a comparison, an analogue, repeated in the data. 
People connect countryside and the South with being a Mapuche. In the end, the interviewer directs 
the conversation to mate, traditional hot drink that has been considered as part of Mapuche culture. 
There is a word for an eager mate drinker, matera, informing us as well about the importance of the 
mate in the culture.  
 
 M: Yes, well to take mate and to talk about life. That’s what happens at home. 
 I: But what room do you use most? 
M: Well the living room, the dining room, that one usually occupuyes to finish a 
conversation for I don’t finish the conversation in one room. 
 [man, 23 years, migrant] [8] 
 
M1: Well here, when the family gets together the most common thing to do is to talk around 
the Matetun, like the Mapuche call it, to take mate, with ñiwin kofke34. [man, 52 years, 
migrant] 
I: Heh, with sopaipillas. 
M1: With sopaipillas, kofke, right? With bread, with everything. 
M2: That is something we share. [man, 57 years, migrant] 
M1: That is what we share and… 
M2: And you talk and always come to the question of the origin. 
[conversation in a focus group] [9] 
 
 Participants often mentioned in the interview how they gather around mate to talk. Drinking 
mate is a social event and tightly connected to everyday life. In that sense it can as well be seen as a 
motivator, to cause people to socialize and continue cultural traditions. As described above there are 
also a series of cultural conventions, restrictions and rules, related to mate drinking – how it should 
be served and consumed to be on a ’safe side’ to avoid misfortune and guarantee the favour of the 
spirits by doing things right. Therefore, mate drinking can as well be seen as a ritual, being that 
rituals are understood as something socially shared and a way to differentiate oneself from others. 
They are repetitive and very much culture-bound traditions revealing common values and important 
structures in culture. (Anttonen 1998, 48.) They are patterns of meanings and forms of social 
interactions (Geertz 1957, 52). In that case, emphasizing the sociality and sharing of thoughts – like 
the man above says reflecting on matetun, the moment to share mate: ”And you talk and always 
come to the question of the origin”. Mate can be seen as a binding bond between people: With its 
                                                
34 Ñiwin kofke means Mapuche sopaipillas. Sopaipillas are fried pastries.  
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ability to be a very private and intimate component, like food and similar beverages, it is also 
integrally constituted through its open sharing, which offers it a unique movement between the most 
intimate and the most public. This can foster both its symbolic power in general and especially in 
relation to memory. (Holtzman 2006, 373.)  
 Things reminding of the South are very important for the Mapuche. Ruka is one of those 
things, apart from food and beverages. As much as food is consumed in one place, in the dining 
room or ruka in Santiago, it also situates the place of origin that might be more abstract and more 
imaginary by its nature, to the current place of living. Knuuttila (2006, 88) has argued that people 
want to find roots and origin to food that can preferably be located to certain geographical region. 
Although many experiences, memories, impressions and assumptions are based on particular places 
and happen in micro-level world of meanings (Johnstone 1990, 5), food also travels with people 
from one place to another (Knuuttila 2006, 88). 
 Typical Mapuche food and beverages are often enjoyed as part of the activities and rituals 
together with the family or with larger social group, and things are reminisced. In these activities an 
important thing is the meaning making process, that is, a process where one defines and deals with 
different dimensions in human life – including quality and style of life, its moral and aesthetical 
dimensions, and this meaning making process should be seen part of the meaning, important as such 
(Geertz 2010, 224–225). In other words, the process of creating talk, the sole action of speaking of 
the South in dialogue with other people for its part constructs the place and creates a meaning for it. 
  
 W: Yes, we went there once to the hill, there we went once close to the hill ’Santa Lucía I 
 think it is’ [asks from her accompany], darling, was it San Cristóbal or where was it? 
M: Where? [husband, 62 years, migrant] 
W: When we went once to drink muday35 and eat catutos. 
M: In Santa Lucia.36 
[woman, 59 years, migrant] [10] 
 
 In addition to mate, Mapuche often drink muday, connecting the present with the spiritual 
world to pray for good life, to strengthen the unity of the community or thank the spirits for the 
benefits. These drinks as well as many typical dishes appeared in people’s talks when they started to 
tell about culturally meaningful events, like the Mapuche New Year or when they just met their 
family members or fellow Mapuche. Although there has been no studies made on the meaning of 
food in specific Mapuche rituals, like ngillatún or we tripantu, people often mention food when 
                                                
35 Muday is a fermented drink consumed in particularly in ngillatun. 
36 Cerro Santa Lucía is a small hill in the heart of Santiago and historically a significant place for Mapuche. 
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they talk about these ceremonies. In general, it is hard to think of an event without food and food 
often concretely makes an event a feast (Knuuttila 2006, 27). 
7.1.3 The South 
As mentioned above, people talk a lot about the South and try to stay connected. 
 
I: And considering that you have already lived many years here in the community of Cerro 
Navia, how have you arranged it to keep your culture alive? 
M: Practicing it daily. 
I: Yep. 
M: Like we said to you, eating these things, searching always where are these things from 
the South, from the countryside, the most natural possible and when we can talk something 
we talk as well. 
[man, 55 years, migrant] [11] 
 
 Practicing culture daily is a way to maintain the culture alive in Santiago. The action takes 
the man closer to the South. Food is not seen only as an item but as a process of an everyday, on the 
fringe of the official and public life (see also Salmi 1991, 248). The man also states how Mapuche 
in Santiago are always searching for things from the South and from the countryside. Food plays an 
important role in strengthening one’s feeling of belonging and makes it possible to maintain the 
connection to the land of origin. Food is a concrete element that can be brought from the South and 
consumed in the current place of living. As already mentioned above as a ’hidden’ and home-based 
activity food keeps up everyday resistance towards the dominant culture and offers people an 
agency – a feeling of being able to affect on one’s life and have influence on how tomorrow might 
look like.   
 
M: We cultivate land. We have potatoes planted at home. [man, 45 years, born in Santiago] 
W1: We have chicken. One makes life of countryside…one makes life of Mapuche in… 
[woman [daughter], 48 years, born in Santiago] 
W2: I have my dogs, my cats… [woman, 83 years, migrant] 
W1: So we talk, we also talk Mapudungun well. We celebrate the we tripantu in the family. 
Before we did it but for the whole world, but no, we are, we practice and in addition we use 
our costumes. 
[focus group] [12] 
 
 For several participants in Santiago there is something in the green, in the plants, flowers, 
animals, in different food and food ingredients, as well as in the presence of fellow Mapuche that 
make them feel like in the South and help them to belong. Meanwhile there are Mapuche who think 
that there is no way you can compare or see the countryside in a neighbourhood in Santiago. 
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Opinions vary. What I find interesting is that when people talk about being a Mapuche they 
frequently refer to the South and to the countryside – no matter whether they actively recreate their 
cultural space in Santiago or think that being a Mapuche can only be something you feel inside of 
you, knowing where your roots come from the connection stays. This discourse strengthens the 
’romanticised’ idea of Mapuche where the modern, the multiplicity of lifestyles and urbanisation 
appears more like a threat to the culture than a natural part of it. The question remains, can life in 
Santiago or Santiago-bound Mapuche ever be enough or does the pondering around culture and 
cultural habits only strengthen the feeling of being dislocated and living in diaspora within the 
national borders. As if it would be the resemblance to the South that people are looking for to 
reassure themselves as well as others of their origin and cultural continuity of being a Mapuche. 
 Among other things that connect Mapuche to the South, to nature and to the past are herbs 
that they use in their diet. Eating good food and using herbs is seen as part of a good way of living, 
part of buen vivir,37 where culturally meaningful elements can exist as a part of everyday life. 
Although ruka is not anymore a place of living, it is a joy to visit one and to reminisce how life was 
like in the countryside. 
 
 W: Yes, we went to Huechuraba to a place where a lamgen38 prepared sopaipillas, we   
 drank mate. She was a professor in language as well. 
I: Yeah. 
W: And she invited us as well everytime she organized meetings that we would go there to 
listen and everything, and there they played as well, they played kultrun and did something 
similar one does in the countryside, in the South, and so on. We drank muday too, and she 
had a ruka, sister, she had ruka and many of the plants that are from the countryside that 
they use a lot.  
I: Herbs. 
W: Herbs, yes like medicin. 
[mother, 59 years, migrant] [13] 
 
                                                
37 Buen vivir, ’Good Living’ or ’Living Well’ is an articulation of Latin American indigenous cosmovisions. 
Broadly speaking, it is a ’system of knowledge and living based on the communion of humans and nature 
and on the spatial-temporal-harmonious totality of existence’ (Walsh 2010, 18). Although there are differ-
ences between different ways to understand buen vivir, there exist also features that unite them: 1) To live 
well is a process between making, done and undone, a category in permanent construction and reproduction 
2) To live well is to relate to nature as a subject that surrounds human life 3) To live well is to live in harmo-
ny with other human beings and enable them to live in dignity. It emphasizes relationship of service and rec-
iprocity towards each other and Nature 4) To live well is not to separate the material from the spiritual di-
mensions in life but rather to understand the spirituality surrounding the material world one can see 5) To 
live well is to understand the contextuality. Every culture has its own characteristics and one cannot trans-
plant the concept of buen vivir directly to other culture 6) To live well keeps inside a utopian dimension. It is 
’a way of life in construction’ (Acosta, 2010:34). There will always be contradictions and tensions. (De-
neulin 2012, 3.) 
38 Lamgen means sister.  
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W: It is not the same. Up to the rain and smell of land and everything that either, because we 
when we have been there in the South it it has rained and you feel, the smell of grass, of the 
animals, the land, up to the land itself, it has a different humidity than this here, well here 
this is mud, the smell of rain here is mud. For that reason it is not the same there in the 
countryside. It is not the same. [woman, 19 years, born in Santiago] 
[focus group] [14] 
 
 The concept of the South has many facets. It is closely related to countryside and it feels like 
they are often used as synonyms. These concepts keep inside different flavours, smells, ways to 
play kultrun or get together. Usually, the tone is positive and the experience is something people try 
to achieve. To get a touch of countryside in an urban context is something to look forward to. The 
way people tell about countryside or South related experiences is often descriptive, full of senses. 
This experience is over-generational: it has been described by people born in the South but also by 
the ones born in Santiago. Nevertheless, people also make mental ’lists’, where they keep different 
dishes or herbs without any further reminiscing or thinking on the issue, and as such, it is as well a 
way of telling, a strategy to tell about culture and culture related practices. Knuutila (2006, 72) has 
pointed out: everyday talking about food is often just descriptions on what was eaten today, and 
what will be eaten tomorrow. It is the everyday and the routine that narrow the need to express 
oneself. 
 
 M: Of course, for the flavour of the countryside that you don’t compare with the one here. 
 I: And yuyo, what is special in it? 
 M: The flavour well, the flavour of the land, the flavour of the nature. 
I: And how do you prepare it? 
X: With pantruca39 [or fried with onion] with bread. 
M: With pantrucas, of course, yes, the way that all these things. We have some plants here 
as well. We have mint, pennyroyal, like boldo40. 
I: Yeah, you have it in the pot or in the land? 
M: Lemon verbena, in the pot because there is no space in the land. 
[man, 55 years, migrant] [15] 
 
 But people do also stop and ponder about food. In the fragment above the man gives a more 
detailed description on yuyo, although in this case it is obvious that it is also the interviewers 
intention. She wants to know what is peculiar in yuyo too. The man emphasises the flavour of the 
nature and the land as the basis where food comes from. Yuyo, to which he refers to, is a herb that 
the Mapuche use for instance in pantruca. He also mentions that they have some herbs in flower 
pots, as there is no space for larger cultivations in Santiago. There is symbolism in plants. They can 
                                                
39 Pantruca is a type of dumpling 
40 Boldo is herb.  
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be seen as witnesses of the past, like Michael Dove (1999) writes referring to Barrau (1965) and his 
studies on ’useless plants’ cultivated next to new and productive plantations in Oceania. The reason 
why the plants were conserved lies in myths, rituals and language pertaining to them: they contain 
history people do not want to forget, but consider important for their existence. At the same time the 
plants witness the presence, in this case of the importance of certain plants for urban Mapuche 
living in Santiago, the stories and meanings these plants transcend and the curative power they 
have. 
 It also matters where the herbs and other food ingredients come from, especially if those 
herbs or food ingredients would not be available in Santiago. They are, but it is not the same to buy 
them as it is to plant them and grow them. 
 
W: Of course, carafes and the fruits, that is what I miss most. Natural things like to plant 
them. Here I buy a coriander and the next day it is gone and that is what kills me, and kills 
everything: the will to eat, to eat these green things that one goes to search for from the 
garden, the potatoes, the peas, everything. I eat something here and it feels like something 
would be staying here. It is terrible to eat these things here, these meats that are so bad. 
Eating just fat, for me this is an annoyance, to do things here. It is a thing I have here, I 
don’t know, but it affects me a lot to live here. 
[woman, 59 years old, migrant] [16] 
 
 To eat food from the city is ’an annoyance’ to some of the Mapuche living in Santiago. To 
buy coriander, or herbs, that is gone next day is described as a symbolic death. One may lose 
appetite and find it hard to buy vegetables and to eat bad quality meat available there. Food is 
something vital, affecting a person’s life in a holistic way not solely in terms of nutrition but in 
entire sense of living, the will to live and exist. The woman explains how bad it feels for her 
physically to buy herbs in the city and see them dying next day. The experience is described 
following emotions in her body and interestingly the person also identifies with the plant she lives 
with. She points to her chest and says: ”it feels like something would be staying here”. By using the 
metaphor of the dying coriander she also shares a feeling of anxiety that comes from an experience 
of living in a wrong place, of being displaced. 
 Davis (2008, 76) also commented how migrants in Minangkabau found the rice bought in 
the local market ’hard’ or ’tasteless’ in comparison to rice from their homeland, and that way 
showing their ethnic pride and identity through the staple food that has been an important part of 
their family for generations. Food is there to remind them about their connectedness to their 
ancestral property and their home village, and the same matters for the Mapuche in Santiago. Also 
travelling and trips to the land of origin are important. By bringing and receiving food from the 
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South the Mapuche are able to connect two places, and two dimensions of time, the actual with the 
one behind.  
 
I: Chicken and all that? 
M: Well yes, there in the South, when I go there they kill a lamb, animals. (woman’s 
partner) 
I: Yep. 
M: They do ñachi41 that I go to search for dihueñes like I said, changle42 that is something I 
never leave to the South because they are things that I like and I never buy here, and if I buy 
the price is like thousand five hundred. 
W: Expensive. 
M: In contrast there not well […] 
I: With pieces of food that needs to be thrown heh. 
M: Yes well, I go to the hills to search for mutilla43. 
I: And you bring them here as well? 
M: Yes, well when…  
W: Yes. 
M: They bring what they can well, potato one goes to search for to the South. 
I: And how often do you go there? 
M: I go like twice a year. My aunt and her mother also go like twice or three times a year. 
I: In summer time most of all? 
M: Well yes, for the vacation. Now for the 18 [of September] I will go to the South. 
I: Yep. 
M: For the branches because here the branches are so bad. 
[woman, 22 years, born in Santiago] [17] 
 
I: And when you do tortilla44 where is that? 
W: On the ash, inside. 
I: And to do mote? Your daughter told me that sometimes you asked her to find ash. 
W: Yes, I am responsible for the ash [coming] from the South. 
I: Oh, and you bring a lot? [How much do you bring?] 
W: Yes, no. All of a sudden they bring a bag and I go to search as well, and I do mote here 
by myself well. 
I: Various kilos? 
W: Yes… 
I: Good ash, yes well. 
W: Yes, well, here in a minute it cleanses the wheat. 
I: Ok, and wheat, you also bring from there? 
W: The wheat I bring from the South because there it costs hundred pesos for a kilo.  
I: Okay. 
W: All of a sudden up to a half I take, sometimes I can bring a whole sack, I bring the 
whole. 
I: Umm. 
                                                
41 Ñachi is a dish prepared with fresh animal blood and dressings. 
42 Changle and dihueñes are mushrooms.  
43 Mutilla is a berry.  
44 Tortilla means bread.  
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W: We did milcao45 with my daughter too. Of everything, I do milcao with milk, the same 
way as in the South like to not… 
I: The way you grew up? 
W: Yes. 
[woman, 45 years, migrant] [18]  
 
 Travels can be both mental and physical. Food is not brought from any place but from a 
place with significance and it also connects Mapuche from Santiago with the fellow Mapuche from 
the South. Usual time for travels is summer, that is, in January and February. There is an awareness 
of someone travelling to the South, bringing something from there. People talk about the prices of 
food and compare things. Word spreads, and it is not only food that people carry from the South, 
they also carry things to prepare food like ash: even ash is different there and used for cleaning the 
wheat with it.   
7.1.4 Protection and care 
More than poisoning or unhealthy ingredient, as mentioned above, food is described by its curative 
power. Food comes out as a form of healing, especially when a person has problems with his or her 
stomach, or has a fever. 
 
I: And do you have more herbs there, plants? 
W1: Yes, here I have pennyroyal, I had mint for the little ones to give them warm water 
here. 
[woman, 45 years old, migrant] [19] 
 
W2: Of course, medical plants that we have. Here, for example, we have quelón, we have 
foli, poleo, mint, sauco, maitén, quillay46. What else nahuen47 there is? Well all those 
nahuen that are around.  
[woman, 50 years, migrant] [20]  
 
 The Mapuche use herbs for different type of health problems like in the testimony where the 
informant mentions herbs such as pennyroyal and mint that she gives to her children. In Santiago 
herbs are planted in flower pots and often brought from the South. The way to tell about things by 
listing them repeats in the excerpt.  
 
 I: What do you do when you have stomach ache? 
M: One woman […] [partner of the woman] 
                                                
45 Milcao is a potato dish.  
46 List of different herbs.  
47 Nahuen means newen, power and energy.  
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I: Well, after that what do you give them? You give her something? Hot water? 
W: Hot water with lemon. 
I: Yep. 
W: Lemon, olive oil and smashed potato. 
I: And herbs like that, do you use as well? 
W: Ah, yes well, the herb when, chamomile. When she has stomach ache or fever I put on 
her leaves of canelo. 
I: And you have canelo here? 
M: Potato, heh. 
I: Potato? How do you put it? 
M: Potato in slices like. 
I: Ah, well. 
M: Little slices that you put on the chin.  
I: Slices of potatoes. 
M: Yes. 
W: Yes. 
I: For. 
M: Yes, in the South my grandmother did it. When I have a fever I put them. 
W: Or like raw/pure flour, to put that on her stomach or sole of feet for a fever as well. 
I: To make it go down? 
W: To reduce a fever. 
[woman, 22 years, born in Santiago] [21] 
 
 People also use leaves of canelo or potatoes to help to lower fever. A mixture of smashed 
potatoes, lemon and vegetable oil are given for stomach ache together with herbs like chamomile. 
The couple explains how they use mashed or sliced potatoes on chin or on sole of feet as a remedy 
for fever. The woman also reminisce that as a treatment her grandmother used in the South. While 
explaining how they use different food ingredients and herbs in curative means, the man mentions 
as well his grandmother and the South, and brings to the conversation another spatial and temporal 
dimension. This way he moves between different time levels and places.  
  
X: In my house? I have matita48, mint, I had plenty of, well… 
I: Yep. 
X: The way my son ’armed himself’ with dogs. 
W1: That is called ilfahuen in Mapudungun. [woman, 80 years, migrant] 
I: Ilfahueno, which one? This herb? 
W1: Mint. 
I: Ah, okay. 
X: How is it called? 
W2: And you have ruda as well? Canelo I brought to myself from the South and it has not 
died. [daughter, 47 years, migrant] 
I: And when you go to the south you bring plants from there? 
W2: No, I brought the canelo because canelo is difficult to plant it so that it would grow. 
Very difficult. 
                                                
48 A diminutive form of Mate.  
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W1: It dries up. 
W2: I brought it several times and it dried. Now it is beautiful, it precious like this. I have it 
in a little bottle. 
I: And you have these plants, or that you bring, you bring them with means that you can use 
the herbs when you get ill. 
W2: Yes. 
I: Really? 
W1: Yes but when only when they are bigger. I take care of them as if it were a sacred heart. 
I: And you don’t take a leaf out of the canelo. 
X: I take them with me always, especially when I travel by bus I put ’some leaves here, 
some there’. 
I: Aah. 
X: I take them with me. 
W: And what is that for? 
X: To protect me. 
I: Aaah yep. 
W1: Because they are… 
X: Because faith is very strong. 
[focus group] [22] 
 
 The women discuss about the difficulty to plant a canelo in Santiago as it often dries up. 
Some other times the tree had dried up but now it was beautiful. This is why the interviewer 
comments that they would not take a leaf out of it. Many plants and food names have retained their 
name in Mapudungun although the language would have otherwise been switched to Spanish. 
Using Mapudungun or moving between languages can be seen as code switching that keeps inside 
social function as a marker of solidarity or difference. In addition, words in Mapudungun can be 
cultural markers: details, such as certain food or place names, may help to bind stories of 
individuals together and bring understanding of being a part of a larger whole (Savolainen 2015, 
185, 231). This is an element that is repeatedly present throughout the data and can be seen as a 
very meaningful cultural marker in food related discussion. In addition, these discussions and 
comments on herbs and culture related practices give us a good example on how different cultures, 
worldviews and languages can merge together and be solidly part of people’s daily life. It means 
living with cultures, taking different elements of them as part of one’s life. The borders do not need 
to be strict, they can be blurred too.  
  
W1: You also have to pray for them, in the morning you hardly get up… 
X: Yes, everyday I greet my plants. 
W1: I give them water, un metawe49 and – 
W2: You gave it lawen.50 
                                                
49 Metawe is a jar used in spiritual purpose.  
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W1: Yes. 
I: You greet them, and what do you say to them? Do you greet your plants in Mapudungun? 
W1: Yes, yes. 
I: Ah. 
X: When I take a leaf out if it when I come to take a piece out of it I say to it, you are going 
to get angry at me, I say to it. 
W1: You ask for permission. 
X: Yes. 
W1: The other day one woman asked me, whom are you talking with. With my plants, I 
answer. 
[Everyone laughs]  
[focus group] [23] 
 
 The women pray for their plants and one of them comments how it is the first thing she does 
in the morning – she goes to greet and to say hello to her plants. She also talks with them and asks 
for permission, that is, guidance and protection from the spirits of plants, to connect with the 
spiritual world. She talks with them, that is mentioned in a humorous tone in the interview; perhaps 
to demonstrate the awareness that this can look a bit silly in the eyes of the other and to lighten the 
atmosphere. However, the informant is pleased to tell about her connectedness to plants and about 
her love for them. 
 Canelo, the sacred tree of the Mapuche, is used as a medicine but also as protection. Canelo 
leaves are carried with people when leaving home, a protected place, to public sphere. The 
informant describes how she uses them especially when travelling by bus. ”Faith is very strong”, 
she says. The tree both protects and heals, and brings the sacred to be part of an everyday. That kind 
of practice, along with drinking mate or using herbs, food with significance, can be seen as part of 
everyday ritualistic practices, where it is not only important to use certain ingredients to cure the 
disease but it is important to believe. As I remember an elderly Mapuche woman saying ”if one 
believes, one will get better”51. She cured people at her home, and in her worldview there is the 
Evangelical precepts and there resided her ancestors. There are two religions hand in hand. 
 
  
                                                                                                                                                            
50 Ngen-lawen refeers to a spirit of medical herbs that gods have left to them when creating the world. Lawen 
means remedy. Ngen, a spirit.   
51 Personal communication, July 9th 2015, Temuco Chile.  
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7.2 Food and Belonging 
 
We can mirror ourselves in food, and it is like a lense for others too: they can read us through it 
(Glassie 1999, 84). It is the food processed and made into a meal, this materiality in industrial 
civilization that informs on us. It may unite us to other people or differentiate us from them. It may 
help us to belong or make us feel dislocated. It may be a tradition we are aware of or upsurges in 
our subconscious mind where the learned, internalized and forgotten exist. 
 
 I: What is the room that you use most daily? Where do you… 
M: Here well, in the kitchen, in the dining room. Because here we get together well… 
 I: Yep. 
 M: We all work, we come home late and in the weekends: if I leave the house in the   
 morning I have to return to have lunch, like, do you get it? If I leave the house in the   
 afternoon I have to let know if I would not return to have the afternoon tea or something like 
 that. To not let people wait for you. 
I: Yep. 
M: Do you get it? They are, that they transmit from fam[ily] of, I don’t know, from a child 
well, they are habits that all of a sudden, now that you asked me, yes, we do that well. 
[son, 45 years, born in Santiago] [24] 
 
 ”Do you get it?”, a man asks the interviewer whether she really got the point. The fact that 
they get together as a family and share eating times really matters to him. He uses the Chilean 
Spanish verb cachar which means ’to understand’. The informant repeats the verb to convince the 
interviewer. By telling about his family’s eating times, food related norms and over-generational 
continuity of traditions he marks the difference between ’us and others’, and hence at the same time 
constructs cultural identity and shows active agency on how to maintain cultural practices. Food is a 
way to construct boundaries between social groups (Manderson 1986), and a way to construct 
identity among migrants (Janowski 2012). There is difference in when to eat and how to eat. The 
we-form in the comment also indicates a collective tradition and continuity. 
  
W: And that more than a cultural practices, how you say, to take mate and have a 
conversation in the family. That is what one practices. [woman, 29 years old, Santiago 
born] 
I: Of course. 
W: Because other people don’t do it. There are other people who eat – I have noticed in 
other families that they eat and they stand up. We don’t well. We are to take mate, to talk, 
sopaipillas with pebre52 and I think that this is of the same, of our culture that it is this way: 
people, when one goes to the South people are like that. They sit down to eat and talk.  
[focus group] [25] 
                                                
52 Pebre is a condiment made of coriander, chopped onion, olive oil, garlic and chili.  
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 Food fosters social relationships. As 29 years old woman says, in her family they get 
together everyday to drink mate and eat sopaipillas and pebre, differentiating them from other 
families who just eat and then leave the table. In her family they behave like in the South where 
people sit down to eat and to have a conversation, which constructs affection of the self to Mapuche 
culture and to the South. Self is as well constructed by opposing people they are not. Also the man 
in the excerpt before describes the family dynamics in the light of the importance of getting 
together and keeping the family updated about one’s comings and goings. ”If I go out in the 
evening I need to let them know that I will not be there for once (afternoon tea)”. Eating together 
indicates trust and loyalty, it is a binding tie between family members, and reflects social norms and 
expectations on how one is supposed to behave and act. This bond between food and social 
relations is beautifully described by Dossa (2013, 444) in an Afghan common saying ”Those who 
eat together have a heart-to-heart bonding. Those who eat separately, their hearts are separate”. 
It can be a political statement to name different types of food as particularly Mapuche food 
(see also Karisto 2014; Amilien 2003). National food cultures is seen as a concept that is regularly 
used but never really examined (Coakley 2012, 323). When examined in a long run food and ways 
to produce it can be seen very international, affecting each other. There are local and regional 
variations but it is a result of the ideology of nation states that certain dishes begin to be considered 
as part of a nation. (Karisto 2014, 76.) And although it would be intended, it does not requiere 
legitimate territory in the realm of nation states, but an intellectual intention to construct common 
heritage, historically and in present day. Ethnic groups, such as the Mapuche, can as well have 
nationalistic intentions: my study shows how the food related connections together with land, tierra, 
are crucial elements in Mapuche worldview and culture. Food plays an important role as other 
cultural indicators, such as language or costumes, in keeping up traditions among the Mapuche in 
Santiago de Chile. 
 Following the norms and customs how and when food should be eaten, the Mapuche want 
also make a difference between ’us and others’ on how food is prepared. By telling about their 
experiences, the Mapuche offer a view from the inside of a group about life as displaced and re-
settled within national borders, but at the same time they perform social and moral relocation with 
an active part in it (Relaño Pastor and De Fina 2005, 37). 
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W: Oh yes well. I knit, I bake bread, I prepare tortillas de rescoldo53, I prepare food 
especially to the kids that come from the South because they don’t eat so much food from 
Santiago, the typical food from here, they like, at least I prepare them pantrucas. I do them 
sopaipillas – but not sopaipillas these from Santiago with zucchini, no, sopaipillas from the 
South without zucchini without anything. I do them, alfajores54 from the south as well, 
southern and all kinds of food from the south, I do them here. 
I: Why do you prefere to do that food for them? 
W: Because I think that it is a lot healthier and has less… 
I: Yeah. 
W: Because to the typical food here in Santiago they put a lot of… 
I: And you sell as well something or not? 
W: No, only for my children. 
I: To eat. 
W: Yes or I inform my friends, family members, one grandmother there who is from the 
South as well when I do things. 
I: And this food you share with the family? 
W: Yes, with my children and my partner and my other sisters. They come sometimes to eat, 
they ask me to prepare pantrucas so that they can come and eat. 
[woman, 41 years, migrant] [26] 
 
 Sopaipillas are a good example of food that is prepared differently, without zucchini, among 
Mapuche. There is a dissimilarity as well in alfajores although the interviewed does not specify 
what the difference is like. In this excerpt the mother prepares food from the South for her children 
not only because it is considered healthier and is less spicy but because they like it. Family and 
friends get together to eat and the woman is asked to prepare typical Mapuche dishes, like 
pantrucas, so that her sisters can come for a visit and they can eat them together.   
 Also in the following example the attention is on sopaipillas, and the ingredients used in 
them, which are differentiated from Chilean sopaipillas. Now the discussion goes as well to 
Evangelical church precepts and its influence on the lives of Mapuche in Santiago. 
  
W: But… when they turn to Evangelical religion they change immediately and separate 
from their culture. They always ask me why do we dance purun55 that is seen as something 
bad, but they don’t give value to anything either, they don’t know how to do Mapuche meals 
like tortillas, they don’t know how to do Mapuche sopaipillas but only imitate wingka 
sopaipillas with zucchini. They just follow the stream following cultural standards that are 
not theirs.  
 I: Ha. 
W: The Mapuche sopaipillas are made with salt, lard and yeast and you leave it for a while 
to leaven and to be ready for the bread [smiles gently as if she would be explaining how one 
                                                
53 Tortillas de rescoldo are unleavened bread. 
54 Alfajores are sweet pastry. 
55 Purun is a typical dance that imitates a bird, and it is danced in rituals like We Tripantu, the New Year’s 
celebration of Mapuche. 
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makes a real Mapuche sopaipilla, after that there is an interrupt by a cock and after that we 
continue…] 
[woman, 74 years, migrant] [27] 
 
 The action of explaining how to make Mapuche sopaipillas makes the woman smile. The 
spoken explanation turns into bodily explanation: the experience is not only spoken but it is also 
embodied. Interestingly, she also tells about her experience with other Mapuche who have turned to 
Evangelical church. She explains how they embrace new cultural traditions that are not theirs and 
stop valuing their own culture. The members of the Evangelical church refer to purun dance as 
something bad, and according to the woman do not give value to Mapuche culture but imitate the 
Chilean tradition, that is, wingka sopaipillas with zucchini. The example presents the Evangelical 
Mapuche as a significant other, as something she is not. This ’other’ is fake, not real and authentic 
as a Mapuche like she is, who follows the traditions and prepares sopaipillas in a proper way. 
Judging others on their distinctive cultural habits can also be seen as moral superiority over the 
others. Similar findings have been found in Flinn’s (1988) study on Pulapese people on the Pacific 
who assert moral superiority over the others through their greater reliance on traditional foods. 
 Revealing what is theirs, what is others, the Mapuche also list things, name different dishes 
and ingredients, herbs and beverages. The distinguishing feature is in typicality or speciality of food 
being Mapuche food. There are, for example, special mushroom dihueñes that grows and is brought 
up from the South.  
 
M1: When we go to the South we as well take part, I don’t know well, when they do 
’ñachi’, we go to pick up ’dihueñes’. Do you know the dihueñes? [man [nephew], 27 years, 
migrant] 
I: Of course. I live in a Mapuche community. So surrounded by trees. 
M1: Also where I lived, it was full of trees. I went to the hill to find dihueñes, I went to 
search for dihueñes, changle. 
M2: There is changle, dihueñes. Have you eaten these things? Well if you know… [man 
[spouse], 52 years] 
I: Yes, yes I eat them. 
M2: The changle.  
I: Yes. 
M1: Little feet of a rat they say.  
I: Harina tostada, mote, everything, anything at all. 
W: I do them all here well, browned wheat, I sell harina tostada, I did coffee, coffee of 
wheat, of everything. [woman [dueña], 45 years, migrant] 
I: Very tasty that, heh. 
W: Of everything, of everything. 
[focus group] [28] 
 
 Another well-known mushroom is changle and has a nickname ’little feet of rat’ [patitas de 
ratón]. The man mentions as well ñachi, food prepared with fresh animal blood – preferably lamb 
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or pig blood – and dressings like coriander, merken56 or chili, salt and lemon juice. Interestingly, as 
mentioned already on the page 42, many food names conserve their name in Mapudungun although 
they would appear in conversation held in Spanish.57 
 
W: Yes I have of everything I have Llepü58 I have metawe59, of everything like the stone to 
grind chili, also of everything I have to brown the wheat, the callana60 where I do my 
browned flour [in diminutive harinita]. I have the batea61 to knead the bread. I have 
everything that I need in the kitchen. 
[woman, 74 years, migrant] [29] 
 
 Everything, the qualifier articulated repeatedly by the woman in her kitchen, can as well be 
interpreted as a feeling of perfection of creating the connection to the South. Having meaningful 
items and food ingredients around makes the kitchen a special place and enhances the feeling of 
belonging. However, telling about cooking items and how to prepare food, can as well be more on 
listing things than thinking what these items or having them means for the person. The reason for 
this type of talk on food and cooking can be that the wisdom and know-how related to these skills is 
regarded as truism (Knuuttila 2006, 28).  
 Together with typical meals or food ingredients like dihueñes, the difference in a Mapuche 
way of preparing things can be in the cooking items: 
 
W: Well no, there is no harina tostada, well there is but not done the way we do it. We 
prepare it on callana. 
[woman, 59 years, migrant] [30] 
 
 The woman tells how in Santiago there is no that kind of harina tostada, browned flour, that 
she would like to have. She prepares the flour with a special pan callana, and this is what 
differentiates her and her way to prepare the flour from Chilean way and people. This sort of 
differences seem rather ’simple’ and closely tight to the everyday life of the people. As a folklorist I 
notice how I try to look for symbolism and meanings for the thoughts and practices people have 
expressed in the interviews. Perhaps things do not need to be so ’loaded’ although they would be 
historical. Some of the Mapuche might have brought these items from the South and they may rise 
                                                
56 Merken is a condiment of smoked chili pepper.  
57 The translations were done by the interviewer who is bilingual, holds a wide cultural knowledge on both 
Mapuche and Chilean culture and is a Mapuche herself.  
58 Llepü is a bowl. 
59 Metawe is a jar.  
60 Callana is a pan.  
61 Batea is a bowl.  
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up memories. Some people might even hesitate using them to avoid to break them for the sake of 
the personal and intrinsic value they contain, but for many they are everyday items, used without 
intense awareness of the culture. It is a way culture is lived with in the domestic sphere, and culture 
which continuity seems to be passing to the following generations still rather ’naturally’, that is, 
culture does not need to be institutionalised or (publicly) performed to guarantee its continuity. 
Instead, culture needs to be lived and practiced without conscious effort. 
 In the present data collected in Santiago, there was clear evidence on how the Santiago-born 
generation was very aware and connected to the Mapuche culture, which appeared especially in the 
connection to the South, in a respectful attitude towards ancestors and roots, as well as in the ways 
of preparing and consuming certain food, having certain rules and norms at home. In addition, it 
was clearly articulated that they practice the culture because they are Mapuche. Although there was 
a debate on whether the culture should be consciously practiced or not, the key argument seemed to 
be that it is in the domestic sphere where it is being transmitted spontaneously and continuously. 
Moreover, especially the food related culture is something one grows up with.  
 Aside from typical Mapuche dishes, herbs and cooking items, ways to prepare food and eat 
it right, are remarkable distinguishing features related to food is its origin. There is a difference 
depending where the food comes from. As mentioned, it is an honor for a Mapuche to travel to the 
South and bring food from there. A trip to the land of ancestors is an important part of their life in 
Santiago.  
 
M: Look, we celebrate the Easter, the New Year, the 18th [of September, Chile’s 
independence day] as well everything at least I like to celebrate it. 
I: But something – something on how to identify as Mapuche. Earlier you spoke of the food, 
this kind of action. 
M: Yes, yes yes. Food; pork, chicken, all these things and all of a sudden they bring me 
from the South. All of a sudden they send me typical food from the South [a third person 
mentions browned flour] yes harina tostada, all these things, catuto. 
I: You get together as a family to celebrate something? 
M: Yes, here, yes here we get together all of us. 
[man, 59 years, migrant] [31] 
 
 Most of the time people refer to the South, but not to a specific place there. It is important to 
show some kind of connection to the South, tell about trips there, tell how things are done and what 
makes it different. Practicing culture and maintaining identity is also based on movement, on 
moving there and coming back, on bringing something with them. Like bringing herbs that are used 
with hot water or mate, and taking them instead of or prior to Western medicine. That transfer is not 
only meaningful for those who have the chance to go to the South. Also those who wait for certain 
food ingredients from the South know what to look forward to. As Greek folklorist Themelina 
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Kapella has described, only those who come from the place of origin of certain food can understand 
its proper essence because there is a symbolic nature in food deliveries that she calls pestellomata in 
Greek; ”a piece of homeland, carrying inside them its sun, its sea, its wonderful smells” (Sutton 
2001, 78; original version in Greek, see Kapella 1981). The same kind of attachment can be seen in 
the stories told by the Mapuche where products brought from the South include a smell of rain, 
fresh air, mud, plants and forests. They are very vivid and sensory by their nature. 
 Hence, it is not only between people where the difference stands. It is also between places: 
in Santiago acá [here] people sell any kind of flour that is not necessarily made from wheat and is 
different from the flour of allá [there]. 
 
W: They like a lot the flour because it really is good, of wheat. Because here they sell flour 
about anything and not specifically of wheat. Therefore, people come here for the flour, they 
change information where good flour is sold and we go and buy, and there is always lack of 
browned flour, that is when my son went in summer he brought 30 kilos and it didn’t take us 
long to sell it.  
I: Yeah. 
W: Look, you see a lot of browned flour, because there are lots of people who are from the 
South they know the flour and know that is a food and that the majority of us who lived in 
the south we grew up with this browned flour and that is why people, as I said, like it a lot. 
[woman, 59 years, migrant] [32] 
 
 According to the interviewee it is the Mapuche flour that is really good. The Mapuche living 
in Santiago, those who know the difference between the flour that is brought from the South and 
other kind of flour, inquire of a place where they can buy the ’real’ flour. The flour with origin 
glimpses the tone of authenticity and past. People know what to search for, and the majority of 
people that grew up in the South recognise the value, they appreciate and enjoy the possibility of 
consuming something appropriate to their culture and their proper way of life. This is a good 
example on how people organise socially. Similar arguments have been made by Davis (2007) who 
studied Minangkabau in Indonesia and Janowski (2007) in her studies on urban, migrated Kelabit in 
Borneo, stress that the rice should be from the region where they and their ancestors are from. 
Whereas Mapuche long for flour, herbs or cheese from the South, it is the rice that matters for these 
two groups in South East Asia. They are keen to find rice from their ancestral land. Rice is 
connected to the spiritual world and there is assumed special relationship between rice and humans 
(Janowski, 2007, 12–13). Similar connotations can be found between Mapuche and certain curative 
food, like herbs and potatoes, for instance (look at the page 41). 
 In addition to spiritual or personal attachment to food in the South, it is also seen as 
healthier, purer and lacking chemical additives. 
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 I: Do you also bring meat from there? 
 W: It is different from here; chicken, eggs, they don’t have things. I don’t know, well,   
 chemicals that we have here, like these things well. 
 I: And you’ll see how they do the bread because I think that here in Santiago it is difficult 
 to see that someone is doing a tortilla. 
 W: Yes well. 
 I: And the tastyness. 
 W: That they prepare it in ash. 
 I: Of course. 
 W: That is what people from the South do, yeah well. These things they already, to them  
 they like know how. It is not something that is teached to them, like that they would have  
 grown up with it, so, it is something natural. 
 [woman, 28 years, born in Santiago] [33] 
 
 This 28-year-old daughter, born and bred in Santiago, tells about tortilla that is prepared in 
the ash following the way how people in the South do it – in a way that is different from other ways 
to bake bread. She as well relates to the way to do things ‘naturally’, to grow up with them, not that 
there would be conscious act of teaching behind it. 
 
I: And the activities and cultural practices that you had celebrated before, many are mafün62, 
lakutun63 This way you identify as a Mapuche. 
 M: No. Not only for these activities but I say that one is a Mapuche because was born as a 
 Mapuche. 
 [man, 49 years, migrant] [34] 
 
M: To be able to live with all that. The herbs like he says it goes inside of one, in the 
moment, it is innate that one needs to have these herbs because… I think that in the womb 
already your mother starts to say to you what is good and what is bad…I think that with she 
takes…the tastes she takes…one feels in the womb of the mother…from there comes the 
connection… [man, 45 years, migrant]  
 [focus group] [35] 
 
 Being a Mapuche can mean something you are born with. Or something that has started 
already earlier, in mother’s womb. It is the connection you feel, it is innate, a feeling of something 
being right and being capable to distinguish between good and bad. They are not so much the 
activities that matter. Things are internalized by an embodied apprenticeship rather than by an 
institution outside of the community (look for example Sutton 2001, x). This kinds of ways of 
knowledge have also been called as ’clues’ where the concrete practices, talk, gestures and glances 
form the basis of learning (Knuuttila 2006, 21; referring also to Giard 1998 and Ginzburg 1996, 62). 
Related to this discussion, Fischler (1988) has pointed out how experience more than science 
                                                
62 Mafün means wedding. 
63 Lakutun means to become a godparent to a child. 
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transmits cultural wisdom and knowledge on how to eat right. The natural is distinguished from 
unnatural, from learned and taught, marking the difference of origin, between the north and the 
South, that is, a difference between Santiago and the Araucanía. Santiago born Mapuche 
generations are also well aware of cultural differences between the South and the city, and between 
Mapuche and the non-Mapuche. 
  
W1: Once they prepared food, those dried beans, with beans, how do you say it? With 
[porotos] con rienda64. They gave a plate of beans to everyone and there were leftovers of 
beans and all of a sudden they said “HEY neighbour would you like to have more food? 
There are leftovers. [woman, 51 years old, migrant] 
I: And this food who prepared it? 
W1: By the neighbour. 
I: But were they of Mapuche origin or not? 
W1: I don’t know it is the neighbour, at the one next door. I am not sure if she is a Mapuche. 
W2: I don’t know. [woman, age?, born in Santiago]. 
M: No, no. [man, 59 years, migrant] 
I: But not with typical Mapuche food? 
M: Chilean food, nothing more.  
W1: Chilean food. 
M: The Mapuche food has locro65, potatoes. 
W1: It was with pumpkin that’s it, and with spaghetti. 
[focus group] [36] 
 
 Mapuche food or non-Mapuche food. This is where a difference stands and people know 
where to draw the line. Food plays a distinguishing role also in the above testimony where a family 
discuss about their interaction with their neighbour. Although the neighbour’s ethnic origin is or 
was not clear to all of them, it is clear that the food she prepared was not Mapuche but Chilean. 
Mapuche food would contain locro and potatoes. This shows how food can be a marker of ethnic 
origin and give order to people’s life. Things become evident when people talk about them, and 
stories on and around food are a way to categorize people, make sense of the world. Although there 
must be Mapuche who follow Western way to cook and Chileans who copy recipes from the 
Mapuche, for the people interviewed in the project the difference was clear. This also proves the 
centrality of food in people’s social and cultural life and as a marker of cultural identity. 
 However, the boundaries of these ethnic, cultural and gender related categories may as well 
blur. Although food is seen as a rather feminine element in the Mapuche culture, the tradition also 
breaks the gender line. In addition, it allows Mapuche who identify themselves as Evangelical by 
their worldview to practice food related culture. 
                                                
64 Porotos con rienda is a bean dish. 
65 Locro means stew. 
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M: But not specifically, because, because eh because like it would be, let’s say, of our 
ethnicity but because I like muday, I like mote, I like harina tostada, I like these things. 
One thing has nothing to do with the others, so with these things I like the way I say to you  
this thing and I haven’t said to mother how to do it. I have made it clear how to do it and 
after that we forget it, but yes I want to do it. 
I: Yeah 
M: I want to learn that I can do it myself and one day pass it to children, grandchildren, 
grand-grandchildren, and one can understand as well that that, to call it, call it chilenised, 
original, aboriginal, cultural the way they say it, but on its basis it is something rich [tasty], 
something natural. It is very natural and tasty drink. I like locro, I like harina tostada, 
chuchoca66 of corn, I like ulpo67, all these things I like, I like, dishes. Let’s say, the soups of 
browned flour with potatoes, onions and eggs, I like that. 
[man, 34 years, Evangelic, migrant] [37] 
 
 Although cooking and foodways are considered as a rather feminine side in Mapuche 
culture, there are men that are interested in cooking, too, like a 34-year-old man above. He recalls 
and lists a variety of food he likes and emphasises the taste instead of the ethnic label of the food. 
He eats Mapuche dishes because he really likes them, not to consciously construct his identity or to 
reply to the expectations on being a Mapuche. This distinction can also be explained by his 
religious conviction to Evangelical church and offers and example on different ’grades’ on being a 
Mapuche. Although the person would not call him- or herself as a Mapuche or ’feel like’ a 
Mapuche when it comes to belief systems he may still practice Mapuche culture and in this case 
food works as an example of that. Considering the Mapuche food tasty and good is present in the 
following example, too: 
 
W: My daughter is the same, she likes a lot muday. She says to me, let me know and call me 
when you prepare it, and that is because she also lived in the countryside, and it was a bit 
complicated to do these things where I lived, at home, where I lived with the father of my 
children as he didn’t like me preparing these things, but when I could, I prepared them 
anyway because I grew up with these things, with catutos. 
[woman, 59 years, migrant] [38] 
 
 This woman refers to life in the countryside, a memory of a shared experience with her 
daughter and with her husband who had a negative attitude towards Mapuche meals. However, it is 
life in the countryside that explains as well her daughter’s attachment to Mapuche food. Despite the 
negative atmosphere that surrounded her she prepared Mapuche meals. It was important for her 
because she grew up with catutos. 
                                                
66 Chuchoca means corn flour.  
67 Ulpo is a side dish made of browned flour and water. 
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 In a thesis on Urban Mapuche Family in Temuco where the roles of the family members 
were studied it was stated that the urban Mapuche women get their living from domestic chores, 
referring to chores inside of the house whereas their rural sisters accomplish their economical role 
by doing chores in the garden, taking care of the small pastry and manufacturing crafts. This sounds 
logical as the living context has changed from rural to urban where there is no land to cultivate 
vegetables or space to breed domestic animals. The lived space affects social structures by enabling 
certain cultural practices and framing out others: It influences the dynamics inside of a household 
and family. Another important and interesting point of the thesis is that the family model was based 
on nuclear family model of father, mother and son. There is no big interaction between consanguine 
relations, that is, between grandfathers or granduncles and grand-aunties, and if the family 
distinguishes itself as Mapuche the cultural practices happen inside the nuclear family, not within a 
larger cultural group. (Aedo 2002, 113.) In contrast the Mapuche who live in Santiago often share a 
house with family members with aunts and uncles, and also with cousins, who come from the 
South. Relatives seem to be the first people to contact when a Mapuche moves to the capital region. 
 Both the Mapuche who are migrants in Santiago and who were born there, feel connected to 
typical Mapuche food that has its origin in the South. They feel attached to local food in the 
countryside, which is articulated in relation to the current place of living and the people one shares 
a life with. As Igor De Garine (1999) writes, people feel emotionally connected to food related 
habits from their childhood, often marked by their traditional culture. The perpetuation of the 
nutritional style of the daily life or of the diets is a test of authenticity and of social cohesion and a 
defense against external assaults, including the case of emigration. For the Mapuche in Santiago, 
food can be seen as way to keep up the tradition, to maintain a tad of authenticity in their lives and 
stay connected with the region they find important in their lives and with people who matter. 
Perhaps the connectedness brings them security although they would not have land as property in 
the South. Davis (2008, 75) has argued that the Minangkabau people in West Sumatra who had no 
ancestral land that would guarantee rice in their table felt insecure. If they managed to acquire 
wealth they intended to buy land. When it comes to the Mapuche in Santiago, I would argue that 
also the past connectedness to land and to the South make them feel more secure. Security can be 
constructed by stories told that strengthten the awareness of being from somewhere, having 
common and shared history supporting the individual one. 
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7.3 Food as a Site of Memory 
 
The Mapuche stories on food can be presented as harmonic, rich and balanced. They can be seen as 
a nostalgic image of the past or an image of time, as Jean Duruz (2001, 2–4) describes. They can as 
well be described as an image where everything seemed to have been better, purer, slower and 
happier. By creating these images we may try to get to that state of the past (Duruz 2001b, 22; 
quoted in Knuuttila 2006, 329.) Studies on food have offered insights into ethnic and other forms of 
identity, and invented food traditions in nationalism and consumer capitalism. These studies do not 
only tell about food but also about food-centred memory and the phenomenon of memory itself. 
(Holtzman 2006.) Food carries symbolic value and it has the ability to connect people to the past 
and national tradition (Karila 2014, referring at Tuomi-Nikula 1986 and Anttonen 2001). In my 
study, in addition to finding food important in the ’actual’ social and cultural meaning-making 
process, food is as well connected to the ways people remember and construe the past in the 
present.  
 
W: Or all of a sudden they say to me, lamgen [sister], prepare me a cazuela like they did it 
before of chuchoca. Everything like this they ask me to do, and I do it.  
[woman, 45 years, migrant] [39] 
 
 Mothers, sisters and grandmothers are asked to prepare certain meals, and prepare them in 
the original way like they were done before. A woman tells how she has been asked to prepare 
cazuela, and she prepares it with chuchoca, corn flour, to give it its particular essence it used to 
have. Grandmother or mother can also be seen as a representative of the time past, a representation 
that by cooking, by telling about the past, also reminds about the golden time and about the remote 
homeland, being it not only geographically but also timely. (Knuuttila 2006.) 
 But although food and kitchen related practices are often considered a women’s area in 
Mapuche culture (see earlier discussion on pages 52–53), also men prepare cazuela or pantrucas – 
food that bring them memories.  
 
 I: You’ve been cooking Chinese food for more than twenty years but at home you don’t  
 cook? 
M: Very little, I cook very little in a day off I don’t want to be cooking everyday and come 
here in general when I return home I cook a cazuela and sometimes pantrucas. 
I: Yeah. 
M: I like that as it brings me memories. 
I: You cook these yourself? 
M: Of course. 
I: Pantrucas? 
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M: Pantrucas bring me memories. 
I: Why is that? What kind of memories do they bring to you? 
M: My mother always cooked them. 
I: Pantrucas. 
M: Of course. 
I: And what do you put to pantrucas or how do you prepare them? 
M: I moisture the flour with water and that’s it. After that when it’s done I put one egg with 
bones – I prepare a soup with bones. 
I: You put the bones to boil first? 
M: Of course. 
I: And everyone likes that? 
M: Yes, everyone. 
[man, 57 years, migrant] [40] 
 
 Cooking pantrucas reminds the man about an important person in his life, his mother. What 
makes this memory interesting is the action, cooking, indicating an embodied memory that is 
actualized by doing. By cooking pantrucas he remembers. Holtzman (2006, 365) writes how 
sensuousness of food is central to understanding its power as a vehicle for memory. He also states 
that food-centred nostalgia is a repeating theme in studies related to diasporic or expatriate 
populations although there the emphasis has been on the experience of displacement rather than on 
the construction of identity (ibid., 367.) There are also other studies indicating food as materialized 
emotional memory (e.g de Certeau et al. 1984).   
 
W: They like a lot the flour because it really is good, of wheat. Because here they sell flour 
about anything and not specifically of wheat. Therefore, people come here for the flour, they 
change information where good flour is sold and we go and buy, and there is always lack of 
browned flour, that is when my son went in the summer he brought 30 kilos and it didn’t take 
us long to sell it.  
I: Yeah. 
W: Look, one sells a lot of browned flour, because there are lots of people who are from the 
South they know the flour and know that is a food and that the majority of us who lived in the 
south we grew up with this browned flour and that is why people, as I said, like it a lot. 
[woman, 59 years, migrant] [41] 
 
 Harina tostada, browned flour, is often longed for in the interviews. It is the absence of the 
ingredient or food that reaffirms the memory of it, as it reaffirms the memory of nature, purity, and 
life that is considered better in the South. Similar results were found by Parin Dossa’s study (2013) 
on Afghan women where there was lack of meat in the households. The absence highlighted its 
presence in memory and reminded how being able to afford and consume meat socially meant a 
good life. A food related memory involves much more than the sole absence of the ingredient. It 
also functions as a reminder of the societal and cultural situation, and of how things have been or 
could be different.  
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 Food works as a mnemonic tool when describing experiences. A man tells about his 
experience with his grandfather and how he wants to replicate it with his granddaughter.  
 
 M: Because…when at one chance, when we won’t be here anymore or they will have their 
 children they will remember like I remember my grandfather when he took me with a horse 
 and said to me; here they are doing a ngillatun and I asked him why do they bring us food 
 and why did I have to receive that food if I was not hungry, so he explained to me all these 
 things and I think that…what I did with my granddaughter is the same that my grandfather 
 did with me once… [man, 51 years, migrant] 
[focus group] [42] 
 
 He remembers and consciously wants to maintain the tradition for the rising generations. He 
tells about an event from his childhood, his participation in a ngillatun68 in the countryside and how 
he was not feeling hungry but wondered why he should eat if he was not hungry at all. In ngillatun 
everything has to be shared among the participants and if there are leftovers one needs to take them 
home. It is considered as an insult if one denies.  
 Food refers to ancestors, to the past and traditions. If the culture is not being practiced, it can 
cause feelings of isolation. The excerpt below justifies the discourse on why it is important for some 
of the Mapuche living in Santiago to maintain and save traditions: 
 
 M: Oh well, my experience here in Santiago, for example, I have had it because when all of 
 a sudden one guy told me that they were planning to prepare a typical food in Lo Prado and 
 I went there, well, because I like it. There yes, that experience I liked a lot because it is a  
 typical food of our ancestors that has been prepared for years and I think that there they are, 
 they are better organized than in any other community. There for me that is why I stayed  
 with a will to continue that contact and be able to and be able to have more experience of  
 what I’ve had here like like Mapuche. Well, because finally here we like to tell you in one 
 way, all of a sudden one feels like isolated because they don’t do the practices. This theme 
 did not instill totally in us either. I want to save it this way because I like it and I feel that  
 way and I think this is what we all should do because it is our identity. Where we come 
 from. [man, 36 years, migrant] [43] 
 
M: I grew up eating yuyo. 
[man, 55 years, migrant] [44] 
 
 The above mentioned elements – growing up with a certain herb like yuyo, reminiscing the 
typical food made by ancestors, getting together with fellow Mapuche – activate senses and cultural 
                                                
68 Ngillatun is the sacred ritual of the Mapuche. 
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memory.69 They can be conceived as sites of memory that connect the past, the imaginary or 
remembered with the present. These sites of memory also emplace culture to the new place of living 
in the urban context, making it local and concrete. An important element in binding the culture to 
the local sphere is the everyday life, routines and practices (Agner 2005). As Das (2007) points out, 
only when memory becomes social can we work toward not forgetting past injustices. Memory is 
not confined to words: it is revealed through practices and performances, such as the ”descent into 
everyday life”. Routines are a way to keep alive memories from the past and traditions. They bind 
people to their own past. (Felski 2000, 20.) 
 
 M: Of course, well yes that for us is the only thing or it soon makes us feel like we are in the 
 south because my mother she always has done that with the theme of the food. Let it be  
 muday, let it be browned flour, let it be browning the food, to grind things that for us are  
 priceless because we came from there. We grew up with these things and this is why it is in 
 our roots. For us we feel like in the south well, we are here but we feel like being in the  
 south because one does, one does the activity and and we like this food. We like it. We love 
 it. [man, 36 years, migrant] [45] 
 
 The action of eating is a capsule to the past, to the origin. Food builds a bridge between time 
levels. The traditional food and food related practices are considered as ”priceless” because ”we 
came from there”, indicating the origin. The man speaks in plural (”we”) reflecting not only 
individual but also group identity and collective continuity. As mentioned before, people seldom 
name a place in the South, which gives an impression that the South is actually more like a mental 
state of mind than a concrete living environment. Physical place as such can be less important than 
what actually happened in it. (e.g. Aro 1996, 68.) 
 
W: So we always laughed and said that we are not going to the countryside, the countryside 
comes to us. There he made the flour, I did my tortillas, that way of rescoldo and including I 
did up to muday until the past two years that I don’t do anymore. I have a clay pot that I used 
for cooking wheat, there we brought wheat from the South. I did muday here, I did catutos, 
these things so everyone laughed at me because heh heh because I did my things here because 
one grew up with these things so equally one feels like eating these things. These things 
especially muday because that is something people did a lot in the countryside.” [woman, 59 
years, migrant] 
[focus group] [46] 
 
                                                
69 I follow Charles Briggs understanding of cultural memory as a field of contested meanings between per-
sonal memory and history. Constructed socially, it helps us to understand the identities, relations and actions 
of the past. Past is there to understand the present, and stories as well as the ways of telling, influence on 
their viability in conversations and different printed sources. The more tightly memory is constructed in dif-
ferent references, the more real it seems. The repetitiveness of stories told makes them less personal, objecti-
fies them and become seen as authentic and authorative reflections of the world. (Briggs 2003, 77–78.) 
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 After being pointed out as rooted in the South, food travels. It moves in streams of 
migration, especially in practices, in tacit knowledge, as embodied knowledge and information. 
Although it is considered important to show that food comes from somewhere and to 
geographically indicate the origin and frame the region, food does move with people and in that 
sense it is not place-bound. Notwithstanding, it can function as a representation of a certain region. 
Ecological food environment is considered as an important factor for migration identity, and it does 
not appear only in food related practices but also in songs, stories and folklore. It cannot be carried 
with people as a physical environment but as practices and feelings born in the place of origin. 
(Knuuttila 2006, 88; referring also to Gillespie 1984, 166.) 
7.3.1 Artefacts  
Food related memories are not limited only to ways of preparing it and to ingredients but it also 
includes artefacts used to prepare dishes. The material dimension can as well be used to mark a 
difference, to separate a Mapuche sugarbowl from a wingka, or ’non Mapuche’ one. 
 
M: They sold articrafts and there I learned to do things. The sugarbowl that we bought there, 
and I have also made things [of wood] and when we went to the market I bought her 
something there and she has it thrown there heh heh” [man, not Mapuche, 62 years, migrant] 
W: The sugarbowl, no, it is not thrown away, it is in safe [she laughs emotionally like she 
would be saving a big treasure that cannot be touched] of course because he like he is 
wingka [not Mapuche] he did not know so much about these things. [woman, 59 years, 
migrant] 
[conversation in a focus group] [47] 
 
 Traditionally all the decorative and Mapuche kitchen items are made out of wood and this 
explains why it is important for the woman to mention the sugarbowl and its distinguishing role in 
the family dynamics. It can also be seen as the husband’s way to show his attachment and 
valorisation of his wife’s culture as he prepared a wooden sugarbowl particularly to her. It is a 
gesture that demonstrates how an item, a sugarbowl, accomplishes its function as a symbol of 
attachment, appreciation and love. 
 Different dimensions play their role in food preparation – food needs to be prepared and 
traditional artefacts and methods used for cooking carry cultural value. The act of using the 
artefacts can as well be seen as a way to revitalise culture. 
 
I: And what kind of objects, elements or artefacts do you use to do your Mapuche practices? 
W: Clay pot to prepare muday, and I have a wooden spoon there that he did to me [referring 
to her partner], I asked and he did it to me. 
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I: A::h, you have a spoon. 
W: Yes, one of those round ones, I don’t know where it is nor do I want to use it because I 
don’t want it to use it, because my mother used those utensils. 
[woman, 59 years, migrant] [48] 
 
 The woman does not want to use the wooden spoon because she is afraid that it will be 
broken. She gives value to it because it reminds her about her origin, where those utensils are made 
and where she once lived. The object reminds her of her family that stayed in the South, a memory 
of the antecedents, of her tuwün and küpan,70 even though the spoon is not the particular spoon her 
mother used but only a resemblance of it. 
 The spoon, although a mere object can be seen as a site of memory leaning to the past and 
how life was like back then. However, a memory needs as well the present moment to be 
remembered. The conversation realm that frames the storyrealm affects the way things are 
remembered and what it is from the taleworld that has been added to the conversation. What is it 
that people want to tell about the South? These frames are perspectives for stories, and as much as 
they are frames of stories they are frames for their hearers. (Young 1987, xi.) The stories are always 
created here, and now, and they construct the reality people live in. Food items, like a spoon, can in 
a concrete way function as a frame for a set story too: it can keep the talk in food and in memories 
that are reminisced related to it. In the end, a spoon can keep inside many stories depending on the 
teller and on the people the story is told to. 
7.3.2 Doing 
Attachment to places, to the culture and the way life was like in the past can be expressed in the 
description of food and in the memories related to it. The emphasis is often on doing things, on the 
experiential level. 
 
M: To go and work a little bit, go to cultivate, potatoes because I like them. I also like 
potatoes, beans, corn, everything well. 
I: Yeah. 
M: And this and that I like because before, before when my mother was alive we did that – 
we planted garlic, onions, everything, corn. In summertime we went to sell corn to the 
village, new flour, mote we sold in the village milk, in summer there were animals like cows 
that give birth, cheese. I am very much an entrepreneur. 
I: Here it is not possible to plant anything. 
M: Here it is not possible to do anything because… 
                                                
70 Tuwün and küpan mean family and place where a person comes from.  
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I: But you have your mawizantu71 there. 
M: Yes, yes, I have already bought things for my mother [vieja – literally old] to do 
plantations, vegetables for her. 
I: And what do you have there on your hill? Which tree? 
X: There we have [a third person replies that an apple tree] an apple tree we have, we had a 
tree there, we had three trees [a third person says that they had a peach tree] a peach tree. 
[man, 59 years, migrant] [49) 
 
 In the excerpt the informant describes the relationship to her mother by reminiscing 
activities they did together, such as cultivating garlic, onions, corn and going to the market place to 
sell corn, new flour, mote and milk. In the summertime there were baby animals, cows breeding and 
cheese. In contrast in Santiago there are no possibilities to plant things. However, when the 
interviewer asks about the mawizantu, the little greenery hill, the informant says that he has bought 
things to plant there for his ”old one”, and that they have an apple tree and a peach tree there. 
 The interviewer takes the man back to the current reality with a comment ”here it is not 
possible to plant anything”. The informant moves between different time levels. A memory, a 
fragment from the taleworld has its end when a perception of what life was like there changes to the 
current life here. The narration is much more vivid and sentimental when it comes to memories and 
although the man has possibilities to plant things in Santiago too, he responds to the interviewer’s 
rhetorical question by agreeing with her that there are not so many possibilities in the present place 
of living. 
   
W: I have a big variety of flowers. I have not forgotten how to sow and how to plant and I 
sow and plant to not to forget how was my lof Mapu, my place. It is like transferred that 
here and this is the reason why I sowed beans, I plant chilli, coriander, roses, there are, I 
have the same flowers that I had in my house where I lived. I have similar house that I had 
in the South. [woman, 74 years, migrant] [50] 
 
 On the other hand, there are people who try to actively reminisce and maintain the 
connection to the South. Preparing meals, sowing flowers and herbs can be seen as a way to 
maintain tradition and transfer the culture to Santiago. To do is to remember: the practices seem 
very conscious. People remember by acting and reiterating. There is a movement between 
storyworld and the storytelling world, between the past and the present, the here and there.  
 
  
  
                                                
71 Mawizantu means a hill.  
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 W: There is no way to wash mote in running water… when one makes a big amount of  
 mote, it is not the same to wash that mote with the water from the tap…before one made  
 big amount of mote: mote of wheat and corn.  
 [woman, 74 years, migrant] [51] 
 
 A food preparing practice like washing mote makes remembering very concrete. The 
difference between the South and Santiago becomes apparent when doing the activity and it also 
reminds of the abundance of mote in the past.   
 An important element that is repeatedly mentioned in the interviews is the oven. That as 
well reminds people of the South, and as it is considered important not to forget how to sow and 
plant things, it is also important not to lose the habit to cook on fire. 
 
I: And what are the places or elements of the nature that that remind of your community of 
origin? Would that be it, for example? 
W: Well yes, the oven or I don’t know well, not to lose the habit of cooking with firewood: I 
fry everything with firewood because I do chicharrones72. 
I: Yes.  
W: Well of everything, I smoke meat here as well. I bring meat from the South and I smoke 
it. 
I: Yeah, so this smoke also brings you memories? 
W: Well yes. 
[woman, 45 years, migrant] [52] 
 
 As the informant above tells us, she brings meat from the South and smokes it and even the 
smell of smoke reminds her of the South. It activates the sensory memory and brings out memories. 
It makes a place feel like home. Here, too, the emphasis is in the doing and preparing, in the 
specific way to prepare a meal, not only the in the meal itself. She does it consciously for not to lose 
the tradition. Another example of sensory memory related to smells is the sweet briar: 
 
W: It looks so big and I have one sweet briar. So you know that the smell of sweet briar, the 
perfume is to remember the South well, because in the South we have plenty of sweet briar 
there. [woman, 52 years, migrant] 
I: Of course. 
W: The flower, all that, so this like a place, especially I feel like personally. I don’t know 
about the others. 
[focus group] [53] 
 
 For some participants it seemed to be sometimes hard to realise that food and food related 
practices are as well cultural practices. When people were asked how they maintain their culture, 
                                                
72 Chicharrones are pork rinds. 
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they could deny having any activities at all. Only after the interviewer mentioned food and some 
typical Mapuche dishes, the person started to talk about food. As such a crucial part of everyday 
life, food as the concept of the everyday itself, is often hidden. It is hard to realise what is actually 
happening now, in our daily routines when we are so used to them (Knuuttila 2006, 17). At the 
same time, these ’hidden’ everyday situations where food is consumed are full of rigid rules on how 
things should be done although they might lack explicit verbal emphasis (Janowski 2007, 5).  
  
 I: Well, and what are the actions or practices that you do to give a cultural meaning for a  
 place here in Peñalolén? 
 W: There isn’t any. 
 I: But you knit. 
 W: Ah, yes well, I knit and I do ’pan amasado’, I do ’tortillas de rescoldo’. Practically I do 
 food for the kids here because they don’t eat much food here from Santiago. The typical  
 dishes from here. They like, at least I make them ’pantrucas’, I make them ’sopaipillas’ but 
 not those from here from Santiago with zucchini, not. Sopaipillas from the South without  
 zucchini and I make them ’alfajores’, from the South too, southern, and everything that is 
 food from the South I do here for them. 
 I: And why do you prefer to do them this food? 
 W: Because I think it is a lot more healthier and has less spices [or things]. 
 I: Okay. 
 W: Because to the typical food here in Santiago they put a lot… 
 [woman, 41 years, migrant] [54] 
 
 Here, as in some other cases, the participant does not say directly that the way she prepares 
food is the Mapuche way to do it. She cooks with Southern recipes because she considers them 
healthier for her children. Although she does not emphasise ethnicity, she does make a difference 
between the South and Santiago. She continues traditional ways of cooking with recipes she is 
familiar with and by telling about them she demonstrates how cultural practices are being continued 
in the central Chile. She also demonstrates how values and things considered ’right’ are being 
continued in the daily life and how they follow people in their paths and through different phases in 
lives.  
7.3.3 Talking 
As mentioned above, sometimes it can be hard to name cultural practices and to particularize them. 
Sometimes talking was mentioned as the only thing people do, but like the example below 
demonstrates, from talking the story often continues to eating. 
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M: Practices or activities, I would say, none. 
I: Okay. 
M: We only talk. Sometimes we hit the theme, sometimes around an asado [barbeque] or 
sometimes in the afternoon when we take once [afternoon tea], or I am at home at ease, and 
we start to talk and the theme of Mapuche people comes out. We look at the news, how they 
are oppressed, the Mapuche people. 
[man, 57 years, migrant] [55] 
 
M: Well, cultural practices they mean more than anything living together… [man [dueño], 
51 years, migrant] 
I: Okay. 
M: Living together that we generally are talking about themes in the table. 
[focus group] [56] 
 
 Cultural practices take place when being together, when talking. This strengthens the 
thought of living the culture, not presenting it, or performing it. By talking they keep up continuity, 
reminisce the culture and talking about it keeps it alive. Barbara Johnstone (1990, 5) states the 
same: it is the talking about community’s own past that is important, rather than participating in 
activities or displaying local symbols. Places can be created by telling stories about them, and a 
place can be called home when there are stories told about it. 
 
 M: To share with the most, one is able to…at least in our case, talking about them, taking  
 them… Every time when I speak it feels as if I would be living the moment [they laugh]… 
 Because it is difficult to forget…[man [close friend], 55 years, migrant] 
 W: Not to forget that one is Mapuche. [woman [his wife], 48 years, migrant] 
 [focus group] [57] 
 
 The participants ponder about remembering and talking, sharing things together. The man 
describes reminiscence as a sensory and bodily action, as a feeling inside of him. Talking is a way 
to keep the culture alive and remember one’s origin. In fact, talking about places can even be a 
prerequisite for the survival of places, because without the one who reminisces or tells about them, 
the places may lose their significance and cease to exist. When there is no telling attached to a place 
people may develop an indifferent attitude towards it. On the other hand, the places that seem at 
first sight insignificant can through stories be transformed into noticeable sites where past becomes 
part of the present day (Cruikshank 1998, 18; Glassie 1982, 662–664; Ryden 1993, 63–68; Referred 
to in Heimo 2006, 50). 
 
 W: Well, here it has required a lot from us, here in Santiago. It has cost us a lot to maintain 
 and practice what is the culture but with a lot, a lot of fighting, with a lot of strength that the 
 leaders have needed to recover places like this ,’damn’, has required a lot and to us as an  
 organization and as a family to have this place, that is essential well. In spite of that my  
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 mother always, well she didn’t celebrate We Tripantu but told us how in We Tripantu my  
 grandmother made sopaipillas, made catutos, made muday, always as a special dish to  
 celebrate San Juan because I have a sister whose name is Juana. So my father always said no 
 Juanita well and let’s make that special meal, my mother prepared and did special meals that 
 day. Well that sopaipilla, catuto, un causeo de patitas73. Well, very tasty then.   
 This was like maintaining the culture and the We Tripantu vivid. That inside of this small 
 village, because the houses as well have a yard that is small and is surrounded by other  
 neighbour, it was… It was special. 
[woman, 52 years, migrant] [58] 
 
 A memory from the past keeps inside many meals that are typical for the Mapuche. The 
woman tells us how instead of We Tripantu that is a Mapuche New Year’s celebration, they 
celebrated San Juan. She remembers the event by reminiscing the food: first, her mother telling 
about her mother’s way to maintain traditions and second her mother preparing sopaipillas, catutos 
and muday herself. Following Sutton (2001) it is the sensuality of food that makes it an intense and 
compelling medium of memory. Food connects the woman to her family, to her parents and to the 
Mapuche culture although the family had not prepared the dishes particularly to a culture related 
event. Therefore, although some parts of tradition would diminish, some others may continue and 
food, as a representative of such continuity, seem still strongly to exist.  
 
7.4 Food as Tradition: On the Continuity and Transmission of Culture to Forthcoming 
Generations 
 
Thoughts of worry turned up in the research data and this worry was targeted to the transmission of 
tradition to the following generations. At various points in the interviews the importance to 
maintain the culture was emphasised, as well as the importance of it being happened in the early 
age – there is a concern on continuity of culture and fear of not passing it to children and 
grandchildren. The argument is also reasserted by de Certeau et al. (1998), who claim that it is at 
young age that cultural habits are being transmitted to children and that eating has an important role 
in the socialization process in life. 
  
W: Of course, I keep practicing it and I hope that it is not lost because my grandchildren 
already, I said that they won’t they won’t do it anymore because they have another 
education here. So I see that this will end in me. I see it that way but perhaps if I lived in the 
countryside, perhaps my granddaughters would one day say that this is what my 
grandmother did. 
I: But they have tried your… 
W: Of course, they have tried muday, like I told you, mote, catutos… 
                                                
73 Un causeo de patitas is a potato dish. 
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I: And they like them? 
W: Yes, they quite like the mote, the harina tostada too, they like a lot… 
[woman, 59 years, migrant] [59] 
 
 The families that were interviewed by the project represented various generations. Food 
related knowhow and skills has been considered as heritage from past generations. Losing them 
would mean losing the tradition. (Look as well Sutton 2001, 147.) Like in the excerpt above, there 
appears to be an awareness of change and distance from the place of origin that people talk about, 
pondering, what if – what if things were different, what if life was like back then. 
 A mother, grandmother and dueña [head of the house] who has lived 12 years in Santiago, 
expresses her fear that she will be the last one and that her death will be death of the tradition too. 
Countryside represents the authentic, the real environment where culture should be transmitted and 
where it could survive. Grandmother is concerned because her granddaughters have a different 
education in Santiago. There is a break in the continuity and a fear that the traditions will not 
continue to be practiced. The informant shows awareness and consciousness of the problem: the 
threat that the loss her generation represents to the whole community. Nevertheless, her 
grandchildren have as well tried different Mapuche dishes, are aware of them and like them. There 
is the awareness of the culture although the continuity cannot be guaranteed. It is the place, the 
urban in comparison to the rural that marks the difference: it is dissimilar to grow up in the current 
place of living and children mature immersed in a different culture.  
 
W: Yes well I prepare food to all my children, and I teach them where it comes from, how 
you do it, I tell them one day if I am not, if they want to do something, at least they know 
how, what to do well…  
[woman, 45 years, migrant] [60] 
 
 The fear and awareness of being the last representative member of the traditions and culture 
is repeated in the comment above. Despite the fear some women have of being the last ones 
carrying food related wisdom and know-how, traditions seem to have a tendency to be passed on 
from one generation to another. Every generation gives something of the current time to traditions 
they keep practicing. Tradition lives and chances in time. (Giard 1998, 156.) 
 Nevertheless, the fear is also expressed more specifically, naming that with time the cultural 
practices will disappear and will only appear in words and gastronomy: 
 
 W: Cultural practices, well, there are not so many. They are disappearing with time here. I 
 mean that we as well do participate but we don’t do daily cultural practices related to 
 the origin of the Mapuche. There are just a couple of words, and gastronomy, but to have  
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 more than that… with time, and because there is no time or space for them either. [woman, 
 28 years, born in Santiago] 
[conversation in a focus group] [61] 
 
 It is not only time that is missing but also the space. There is a fear that culture turns out to 
be performed but not lived. For the informant, words and gastronomy are not enough. Interestingly, 
instead of using the word food the woman speaks about gastronomy that can be seen as an action of 
enhancing the experience with a word that differs stylistically from the language around it (see 
Bauman 1984, 11). I would offer that gastronomy as a word is distanced from the concept of food 
as an everyday practice but rather supports the argument of culture being performed, not lived.  
 Cultural practices keep inside much more, and culture should be embodied by practices, not 
just left to exist in words. The excerpt shows how it is not only the older generation that is worried 
about the existence of culture but that also the Santiago-born-generation is concerned about the 
future and argues for ’natural’ connectedness to the origin of Mapuche. I understand the reference 
to space as connectedness to the nature, land and countryside, not just a recreated place in urban 
context. There is a call for responsibility in transmitting traditions, not just the material side of 
objects and property as Dorothy Noyes (2009, 248–249) has emphasised. Culture with its traditions 
is something we inhale, exhale and transform. They are a resource used and a process enacted by us 
as individuals. (Cashman, Mould and Shukla 2011, 4.) It is something we live in and through, and 
as much as doing it as individuals we, more or less consciously, also present the culture we live in. 
 Food as a feminine site of memory has been considered as an access to otherwise muted 
history that is enacted inside of closed doors, at homes and in kitchen. Kitchen as such can be seen 
as a repository for memories (Christensen 2001, Counihan 2002, 2004). On the other hand, cooking 
is a cultural construction, not the essence of being a woman. Although mothers and grandmothers 
are characters remembered for food and food related practices, it is only one dimension among 
others in being a woman (Knuuttila 2006, 26.) 
 People reminisce their mothers and grandmothers throughout the data and talk about them. 
They are the ones who in the end make an effort for the culture to prevail, at least when the 
conversation touches the theme of food like in the example below where breakfast gives a reason to 
get together. According to both sexes, there is respect towards women in the family. It is often 
addressed that women transmit much of the cultural knowledge in families. 
 
 W: Besides doing ceremony it is having conversations with my grandmother because she, 
she is the one to have the greatest knowledge of all that. 
 I: Yep.  
 W: And she is the one who has to teach us, so to sit down with her and speak and listen to 
 her, or the dreams she has. For me that is like, it is, I think that is the base. I think my   
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 grandmother here is someone, an important pillar. Because she is the one who was born  
 there and the one who knows better. The one that knows more, so. 
 I: Yep, and what places do you use with your grandmother, for example, when she tells  
 you about the dreams she had in the morning, where do you take mate, for example? 
 W: That is what we do at my home well, in the house, not here in the ruka. At home   
 sometimes when I wake up and go to greet her in the mornings, there she tells me about her 
 dreams, and there we take breakfast and I give her breakfast in her bed. 
 I: And do you take mate as well together? 
 W: No, I don’t take mate because when I was a little girl my grandmother did not allow me 
 to take mate. 
 [woman, 23 years, born in Santiago] [62] 
 
 The preparation of traditional food and telling stories, transmitting the cultural knowledge 
related to dreams, for instance, is addressed to be in the hands of grandmother. The argument is 
strengthened by telling that she, the grandmother, was born there (in the South) and therefore she 
knows more. The argument goes back into authenticity, roots and an idea of being native. As if 
being capable of knowing something would require an embodied knowledge of culture, something 
you are born with, practices and traditions you grow up with. 
 In studies related to national and regional food cultures natural and authentic have appeared 
as concepts that take the discussion to a time that is somewhere behind generations and justifies the 
association of the concepts of nature and food (Tschofen 2000). In terms of food the Mapuche relate 
strongly to nature and and land on mental level. The mental construction of the South becomes 
evident in ways in which the Mapuche articulate about food and the closeness of food to land and 
nature, that point as well to the ontological way of understanding and living the culture: one pursues 
the activity, it is something concrete and lived. Culture becomes embodied by food related 
practices. A thought of Cartesian segmentation of senses can also be seen problematic in terms of 
historical connectivity people may have on food. They matter for one’s identity, and can be seen as 
meta-narratives on the felt losses of modernity or of the exile of migration, as Sutton (2001, 99) 
describes (referring also to Seremetakis [1994, 17, 26]). 
  
W: They bring a bit of everything, the same lamienes. Everybody presents there their 
knitting, everything. They present it like in an exhibi[tion]… [woman, 45 years, migrant) 
I: Like in an exhibition. Well, and that how often do they do it? 
W: They do it like once a year, not more. 
[fogus group Peñanolen] [63] 
 
 Occasionally, the Mapuche in Santiago display purposely their cultural objects, that is, when 
they get together and show and share things of their culture. They bring food and crafts with them 
and present them to other participants in the event where they get together. Culture has become 
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performed in urban context: it is not anymore something one takes as granted in everyday life but as 
something one needs to get organized for. The phenomenum tells as well about growing awareness 
and consciousness of culture and people’s will to perform their personal touch on it. 
 
M: More than everything in the meals, I would say, because it is not lost yet. For example 
my mother has not lost the tradition at all. She does everything and we likewise help her. 
I: What does she do? 
M: My mother does catutos, sopaipillas, tortillas de rescoldo that here my mother, it is easy 
for because, everyone makes a tortilla like that and everyone says that you don’t see it 
anymore. Not even in the south they see tortillas like that. 
I: Well, and she does them to eat or to sell, to share, or how? 
M: My mother sells but we as well to take them with once [afternoon tea], with breakfast, 
like that. 
[woman, 22 years, born in Santiago] [64] 
 
 Although food related practices are regarded as important to preserve it is made clear that 
people do not maintain the tradition only for the sake to conserve them. The culture stays vivid 
because people live it and like to live it. In the conversation above the informant wants to 
emphasise that he does not eat typical Mapuche meals just because they are considered to be part of 
his ethnicity but because he likes them, or like the 22-year-old woman argues, culture is vivid in 
food, in meals because it is something that has not been lost yet, and some recipes are even better 
off in Santiago compared to the South. Family members also prepare it together, help each other. 
Food has also become a small business for her mother as she sells certain Mapuche dishes, like 
tortilla, that one barely sees in the South anymore either. In addition to social and cultural value, 
food has an economical value too. Or in Bourdieu’s (1997) terms, in addition to social and cultural 
capital, food signifies economical capital for some of the Mapuche living in Santiago. 
 It is said that it would be the routine, the everyday, that reminds about the traditions, and 
make people bound to their past (Felski 2000, 20). Practicing one’s culture does not necessarily 
require special feasts or rituals, an event for event’s sake or tradition bound practice for tradition’s 
sake. Children learn by imitating, living in the culture. 
 
I: Yes, coffee of wheat, yes, and there where, and you help with all that as well? 
W: Yes, I help as well. 
I: And the kids also learn from watching that? 
W: Yes well, yes. 
[woman, 22 years, born in Santiago] [65] 
 
 But a tradition is not to be seen as an abstract element in stasis. It is a process and a 
”volitional, temporal action” (Glassie 2003, 192). In addition, it requires an active agency and it 
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includes both creativity and change. Tradition can also be seen as a resource – as handed-down 
knowledge and ways of knowing (Cashman, Mould and Shukla 2011, 3). When children are seen to 
learn by watching how food is being prepared, there must be an activity involved in the process. It 
is not only ’a feeling to be a Mapuche’ that matters but an action that makes a person feel, that is, 
identities are socially and culturally constructed. There appears two conflicting views on how to 
transmit the culture to the following generations: either to work hard on it and put effort on it, or to 
be born with it and understanding cultural identity rather as an innate feeling than a practiced 
tradition.   
 
I: For example, if you want to play palín or, how do you keep feeling like Mapuche for 
example? What kind of activity are you able to do here in the neighbourhood? 
M: Close-by here, nothing well. [man [nephew], 27 years, born in Santiago] 
W: I don’t know, well. My idea was before, well my dream as well, because I have always 
dreamed of having a restaurant with pure typical Mapuche food. [mother, 45 years, migrant] 
I: Well. 
W: Or to sell food. I used to sell a lot of food here, but after I put the room here, the place 
got smaller but I invited all the lamienes [brothers], everyone I know and neighbours 
because they like the food. To remember, they say. At least tortilla de rescoldo. 
[focus group] [66] 
 
 The practice of cooking in traditional ways is also a way to maintain the past. At the same 
time it creates a sense of security (Knuuttila, 2006, 328–329), and cultural continuity. Keeping up 
traditions is a conscious action, and food and cooking make it reachable and concrete on side of 
talking. Food and stories bind people together, give a reason to see each other and share things.  
 
M: Well, to feel like a Mapuche, I think like I already said in the group interview but I 
repeat it: to feel like a Mapuche it is not necessary to be living that tradition the way it is 
lived ever before, for the reason that our habits in Santiago don’t give us time, don’t give us 
the situation to do it. We feel like Mapuche for where we come from, for our blood because 
to say we have, I don’t know, we play Palin74 once in a month. To feel like Mapuche would 
be like lying in that moment in Santiago because the reality in Santiago does not give us 
that, to say when we see that because we could say well, we take medicinal herbs when we 
feel sick. We would be taking the Mapuche habits like an expression. 
I: Yeah. 
M: Well, yes, that’s the way it is but it is not a big thing either. Oh, I take a medicinal herb 
because I feel like Mapuche. 
I: Yeah. 
M: We can’t do that either because in reality there are people who take medicinal herbs and 
don’t feel like Mapuche. 
[son, 23 years, migrant] [67] 
 
                                                
74 Traditional Mapuche game.  
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 For this young Mapuche, cultural identity is not something one consumes or expresses in 
daily life, it is not a sole action or a habit of consuming certain things or playing palin once a 
month. It is something much deeper, it is in the blood, in the roots. It is in the knowledge and in the 
inner sense of coming from somewhere. He constructs his point of view by ridiculing the tradition 
of using herbs – culture is not something expressed, it is lived. For him, it does not only live in 
words, on the semantic level. Similar opinions appear in the following comments: 
 
W: It is that I think that more than a place it is something that I know and something that 
will never change. It is something, knowledge that I have inside independent of what one 
cooks or that one travels to the south. They are things that one as a person knows and has 
inside and not anymore, because if I go somewhere people don’t say ’hey that girl is a 
Mapuche or that girl is foreigner’. They don’t know, but if they ask, yes, I have a Mapuche 
surname. I am a descendant but because one says, because one can as well deny it. 
I: Of course. 
W: But no, in my case, no. 
I: Yep, but, for the same reason I ask you, what do you do to keep your culture alive? For 
example with your children, do you give them advice, you said to me, before, you said to 
him. 
W: Yes, well, and my children know that grandmother is from the south, that she has a 
Mapuche surname, and that the Mapuche were people who worked in the land. They are like 
things most practical that one says to them for them to understand, to teach them more like 
you make them confused. 
I: Of course, but in fact they see, well, alimentation that what they eat practically everyday, 
that it is not junk food. 
W: Of course. 
I: That as well? 
W: For example, meat, they know that it is from the south, that it, that the cheese is from the 
south. 
[woman, 28 years, born in Santiago] [68] 
 
M: As a family […] and I say that to be Mapuche it is not necessary to be participating in a 
group where they play palín or go to a ngillatun, but one has to feel like Mapuche, believe 
in it that one is Mapuche. Because many go for a feeling and after that they ask, hey, are you 
a Mapuche? And they feel ashamed and one does not well, I for example, I am a Mapuche 
and feel like a Mapuche and I don’t have to participate in any activity. 
[man, 57 years, migrant] [69] 
 
 Apparently, there is a need among the Mapuche to think and answer to questions about the 
culture’s existence and the ‘proper and improper’ ways to practice the culture. Being a Mapuche 
can significate a mere feeling inside or ways to practice the culture daily. What seems to be 
important is that people feel connected to the South, that they share a feeling of continuity and 
belonging, and that in addition to individual level there is the collective level where traditions are 
shared, talked and practiced. In the end, cultural practices and traditions can offer a perspective to 
look towards tomorrow. They can be like feelings of the past breathing through us. Or like Henry 
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Glassie put it when asking about the tradition and how it works in the lives of Turkish artisans; they 
named it not as of passing things along, but of breathing in the air (Cashman, Mould and Shukla 
2011, 4). 
8. Conclusion: Food and the Connection to the South 
 
When the Mapuche living in Santiago de Chile were invited to talk about cultural practices and 
about life in their place of living, they talked a lot about food. Food plays an important role in the 
continuity of Mapuche culture in Santiago. Food and foodways – cooking, preparing, purchasing, 
serving and consuming food – are a crucial part of people’s daily lives and they are not only 
presented as material but also symbolic and embodied by their nature. Enjoying food together and 
talking, as it is often done around mate or sopaipillas, makes food a ritualistic practice as well. It 
connects people to nature, to gods and spirits and to the South, which presents the land and place of 
origin. The closeness to nature and spiritual world gives food a curative and protective power: slices 
of potato on the chin, herbs, or leafs of canelo in the pocket offer an alternative to Western 
medicine and knowledge systems. The relationship the Mapuche have to food reaches out to the 
monolithic rather than compartmentalized way to perceive the world, meaning that culture is united 
to nature, mind to body and the spiritual to the material side in life. 
 Food creates categories and marks ethnic and cultural differences. It matters what a 
Mapuche eats, with whom, how food is prepared and where it comes from. By explaining ’our’ way 
to do things, the Mapuche draw a line between ’us’ and ’others’. By getting together to eat they 
foster their cultural identity, social relations, the connectedness to the South and to their origin. 
Food, food related practices and stories around them can bring the South vividly present to the 
conversation taking place in Santiago. There are two places, two realities and two temporal orders 
that meet and there is a bond between them that is kept alive. The differences are marked by listing 
Mapuche dishes, items and ingredients, or by pointing out clearly that ’this is the Mapuche way to 
do things’. People may as well compare the authenticity, purity and quality of food between the 
South and Santiago. Food and plants are brought from the South and people travel there too – if not 
concretely, mentally. The connection is maintained active in talk and food related practices. The 
bond is equally important for the Mapuche who have migrated to Santiago as well as for those who 
were born there. To stay tuned and connected to the South strengthens the feeling of security, 
continuity and belonging. In other words, the connection to the South strengthens Mapuche ethnic 
and cultural identity. 
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 Food is a key to the past and the origins. By talking about food and maintaining foodways 
the Mapuche reminisce past events, places and people in the South. In addition, food appears as a 
site of memory – a dish, an act of eating or a way to prepare food can open up senses and take the 
Mapuche back to the South. The smell of fresh air, taste of ash in bread, or just feeling in the body 
like being in the South, describe the power senses have in remembering and the ways in which 
senses are connected to food. People reminisce by doing and talking, and carry learned skills and 
conventions with them as well as habits they have become familiar with at early stages of life. 
There is awareness of roots and of grandmothers representing the disappearing heritage in Mapuche 
culture. Food is strongly related to feminine figures in the family – to mothers and grandmothers – 
although tradition is also breaking the gender line and men have become interested in cooking too.  
 The interviews displayed a vivid negotiation on the issue of what being a Mapuche means. It 
is experienced by practicing food related traditions daily, or solely by feeling like a Mapuche inside. 
Culture is either lived or performed. In both cases, the awareness of the South and the common 
origin is important. Meanings given to food are in the end related to the importance of land and 
nature in the worldview of the Mapuche. Food ingredients, herbs, plants and even ash used for 
cooking are purer, better and more authentic in the South. Although talk on food for its part keeps 
up the feeling of dislocation, it also brings the South closer to these people – for as long as 
something is remembered and practiced, it still exists. I argue that these two opposing views form a 
basis for indigenous cultural theory that should be further studied and elaborated. By talking about 
food and food related practices the Mapuche living in Santiago de Chile have revealed important 
point of views on being a Mapuche and on how culture is being practiced in the urban context. The 
spatiotemporal categories between the origin in the South and the current reality in Santiago 
become evident by food related talk and explain the connections between food, identity and place in 
individual and collective level.  
 In the end, food and food related practices can also be seen to function as silent resistance 
that occurs inside Mapuche houses and communities. It gives these people a reason to get together, 
to talk, and to reminisce. Despite of the worry related to the transmission of culture to the next 
generations, there are still plenty of stories to be told, a lot of talk about traditions and a constant 
move between the South and Santiago, between the past and the present, between the here and 
there. Moreover, there is a great number of recipes and embodied knowledge to be spread, shared 
and enjoyed.    
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Appendix I – References 
 
References in Spanish, and a few in Mapudungun that are translated into Spanish. 
I have anonymised the informants but otherwise the excerpts are in their original form.  
 
1. 
M: Bueno … para mi es sumamente importante tener ese apego y contacto con la tierra como la 
palabra lo dice pues gente de la tierra entonces nosotros tenemos darle energía a la tierra como 
también la tierra a nosotros entonces desde ahí nosotros sacamos las fuerzas nuestro newen para que 
nuestra madre tierra nuestra ñuke mapu también sienta que si uno esta vivo gracias a lo que ella nos 
da … como es la palabra madre la madre a uno nunca lo deja de alimentar o nunca lo deja de querer 
hasta que uno deja de existir porque nosotros nacimos de la tierra y vamos a volver a la tierra. 
 
2. 
W: <°Sí es que el campo uno no lo puede cambiar por la ciudad°> no hay forma de cambiar el::  
I: ¿Qué es lo les gusta más del campo de de su:: tierra donde nació? 
W: Todo po (.) como le decía esto de planta::r, sembra::r, e::h las pla:ntas, las fru:tas, los anima::les, 
las a::ves, eso es lo que uno echa de menos a- acá no:: no- no es el lugar donde le decía yo (.) estar 
viendo estas cuatro paredes aquí:: (.) por eso yo compré esas hojas y las puse ( ) ahí:: compré esa 
planta de allá y la tengo guiando pa acá(h)  
((tiene unas hojas artificiales que cubren toda una orilla del cielo del techo y otra planta natural que 
también parece enredadera))  
W: Esa no crece porque e(h)s de plástico (.) entonce::s eso es lo mío (.) ver lo verde: 
((Observo un cuadro de cantaritos cerca de la pared que están en las plantas)) 
I: ¿Y esos cantaritos?  
W: E:::h no sé:: lo compramos en la fe::ria eso 
 
3.  
I: Ya. Y para por ejemplo la práctica cotidiana donde comparten el mate…¿ cuál es el espacio? 
W: Este es el espacio (con las manos apuntando el comedor en donde nos encontrábamos sentados). 
M: Es el espacio (también el dueño de casa asiente que es así el comedor). 
I: Claro. 
M: La ventana se dejo así por el tema de la salida del sol… entonces cuando hacemos rogativa lo 
hacemos hacia allá (apuntando hacia el este)… entonces este es mi lugar… entonces yo me paro 
aquí y toco aquí el kultrun (le da un toque al instrumento y mira hacia el este)… nosotros lo 
hacemos así y este es nuestro espacio (comedor). 
 
4. 
M: Bueno aquí el comedor, por el hecho de compartir un mate y compartir el alimento, y el sector 
de la ventana que está mirando hacia la cordillera, que ese lo ocupa harto mi papá, y el patio que se 
utiliza como el jardín, en torno al canelo. 
 
5. 
I: Qué hace <o sea por ejemplo a ti qué te hace estar como:: reunido en torno a- acá a:: este espacio 
que es el comedor 
M: Es lo que te digo (.) con el espacio que tenemos estamos tranqui::los (.) estamos en un punto 
blanco dentro de todo lo que es la población de donde estamos=  
I: =Ya 
M: Porque aquí tenemos espa::cio, no nos invade nadie, °estamos tranquilos° (.) ¿cachai? eso, eso::: 
NO ESTAMOS HACINADOS, no está el vecinos al lado meti:do (.) nada (.) estamos en un espacio 
libre:: bien cómodo (.) eso me gusta (.) y eso es lo que busca el Mapu:che (.) el Mapuche siempre 
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ha estado un poco con .hh con la conexión (.) £con su yo inte:rno£ con lo que es la- la- la 
naturale::za, escuchar árboles >conoce perfectamente qué pájaro está canta::ndo< °hay gente que no 
sabe° 
I: Claro y eso tu::: 
M: Y eso aquí se consigue porque aquí incluso llega harto pájaro:: (  ), los árboles que ha::y (.)  y 
ahí se que:dan (.) y siempre están los pájaros ahí en la mañana, los gallos (  ) (.) los gallos ca:ntan, 
las galli:nas >todo eso< el hue:vo: 
I: Como el huevo del campo 
M: Sí:: (.) de aquí de la casa (.) °sí°  
I: Y comer las verduras que tú dices o:: sacarlos de la::: es distinto que comprarlos afuera  
M: Sí:: po (.) es disti::nto (.) igual hay que- que tener cuida:do también po (.) preocupación del 
producto que tení: ahí en la tierra (.) no dejarlo que salga así como maleza °no más° 
I: Ya 
M: Hay que cuida:::rlo (.) °hay que° (.)  es comida  
 
6.  
W1: Se juntan hacer sopaipillas hacer pan amasado… 
W2: Nosotros como familia  vivimos en torno a eso…vivimos  al entorno  a  las comiditas… y es 
mas a demás nosotros practicamos por ejemplo… mi mamá hila yo hago telar los chiquillos tocan 
txutxuka…hacemos… 
 
7. 
I: Y::: [name removed] (.) considerando que lleva años aquí en- en la comuna de Peñalolén ¿cómo 
se las arreglan para mantener su cultura Mapuche? (.) ¿Qué espacio utiliza por ejemplo, aquí usted 
para seguir sintiéndose mapuche? (.) ¿Dónde hace su activida::d, su actividad diaria:: (.) dijo usted 
que lo hace::?  
W: Trabajando aquí mismo pu (.)  en la misma casa 
I: Ya (.)  e:::h (.) ¿los espacios qué utiliza serían el patio? 
W: Sí 
I: Ya (.) y el comedor dónde se reúnen ¿(le diría) aquí? 
W: Sí pu (.) aquí (.) too aquí afuera (.) o sea (.) >y la gente vienen aquí igual porque como dicen 
que:: < es igual que en el campo (.) porque está el fue::go, que el horno=  
I: =Ya 
W: Porque yo siempre tengo hartas cosas que son como:::: (.) de campo 
I: Ya 
W: O de repente traigo que:sos del sur (.) entonces llegan visitas y u::y dice como llegar en el sur  
heh heh 
I: Um (.) ¿y toman mate también?=  
W: =Sí:: 
I: ¿Todos los días? 
W: No (.) mi hija ahora ta tomando más mate (.) pero tiempo verano no po (.) tiempo invierno ahí 
ya::: (.) bueno yo tomo de vez en cuando (.) no soy tan matera heh heh 
 
8.  
M: Sí:: bueno to-tomarse un mate y:: conversar de la vi::da (.) es lo que se lleva en la casa  
I: ¿Pero cuál espacio utilizan más? 
M: O sea bueno el li:ving comedor (.) que sería lo que::: lo que se ocupa para:: normalmente para:: 
llevar a cabo una conversación (.) porque £la conversación no la voy a llevar a cabo en una pieza£ 
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9.  
M1: Ah bueno (.) >aquí cuando se reúne la familia lo que más se hace es que se conversa< 
alrededor del matetún como le llama el mapuche (.) a tomar mate (.) ¿ah? con:: con ñiwin kofke 
((conversación tomando mate para hacer mas amenos la conversación) 
I: heh heh con sopaipillas  
M1: Con sopaipillas, Kofke ((pan)) ¿ah? con pa::n, con todo 
M2: °De eso se comparte°  
M1: Eso se comparte y se::: 
M2: SE HAbla y siempre se llega a ese tema del:: e::h de origen 
 
10.  
W: Sí fuimos a:: allá al::: al cerro (.) allá fuimos una vez cerca del Cerro::: °Santa Lucía creo que 
es° ((le pregunta a su compañero)) ¿guatón era el San Cristóbal o dónde era?  
M: ¿A dónde?  
W: Cuando fuimos una vez a tomar muday, a comer catutos 
M: En Santa Lucía  
 
11.  
I: Y considerando que ustedes llevan muchos años aquí en esta comuna de Cerro Navia ¿cómo se 
las ha arreglado para mantener la- viva su cultura? 
M: Practicándola a diario  
I: Ya 
M: Como le decíamos que- comie::ndo las cosas, buscando siempre:: (.) donde están las cosas del:: 
(.)  del sur, del campo (.) lo más natural °posible° (3.6) y las veces que podemos hablar algo: (.) 
hablamos también 
 
12.  
M: Cultivamos tierra tenemos papas sembra en la casa. (man, 45 years, born in Santiago) 
W1: Tenemos gallinas se hace vida de campo… se hace vida mapuche en… (woman [daughter], 48 
years, born in Santiago) 
W2: Tengo mis perros, mis gatos…(woman, 83 years, migrant) 
W1: Entonces hablamos, hablamos también mapudungun entonces…celebramos el wiñol txipantu 
en familia… antes lo hacíamos pero para todo el mundo…pero no… nosotros somos… practicamos 
y además usamos nuestra vestimenta… 
 
13. 
W: Sí:: en Huechuraba íbamos donde una:: donde una:: (4.0) lamgen que íbamos igual a hacer 
sopaipi:::llas, tomábamos ma::te (.) ella era profesora también del:: del:: idioma (.) del:: (.) de la 
lengua= 
I: =Ya 
W: Y:: y ella nos invitaba igual cada vez que hacía reuniones nos llama::ba: e:h (.) para que 
fuéramos a escuchar y a todas las cosas (.) y ahí se tocaba igual po (.) se tocaba el kultru::n y hacían 
(.) algo (.) parecido a lo que uno:: vivió en el campo (.) en el sur y eso (.) tomábamos muday 
también (.) y ella tenía una ruka la:: la:: lamgen ella (.) tenía una ruka y también hartas plantas de:: 
éstas de::  del campo que: utiliza uno siempre en:: 
J: Yerbas  
W: De yerbas (.) sí (.) medicina:les 
 
14. 
W: No es lo mi::smo (.) y el:: (.) hasta la lluvia y el olor del- del (.) de la tie::ra y todo eso tampoco 
(.) porque nosotros cuando hemos estado en el sur allá ha llovido y se siente::: .hh £el- el olor de 
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pasto, de los anim::les, la tie::ra, hasta la tierra misma tiene la- el- una humedad diferente a esta de 
acá po£ <ésta es barro (.) el olor de la lluvia de acá es barro (.) entonces no es lo mismo que allá en 
el: (.) en el campo (.) no es lo mismo (daughter 19 years, born in Santiago) 
 
15. 
M: [Claro] por el sabor del- del campo que (.) no se compa:ra con lo [de acá] 
I: [y el] yuyo ¿qué tiene de especial? 
M: El sabor po (.) £el sabor a tie(h)rra el sabor a:: (.) [la naturaleza£] 
I: [¿y cómo lo preparan?] 
X: Con pantrucas [o frito con cebollita] pal pan   
M: [con pantrucas (.) claro]  °sí° (.) así que todas esas cosa:::s (.) nosotros tenemos algunas plantitas 
aquí también (.) tenemos menta, poleo <o sea .hh boldo 
I: Ya (.) e:h ¿lo tienen en [macetero] o en la tierra? 
M: [El cedrón] (.) en macetero no más porque no hay espacio heh heh £pa la tierra£ 
 
16.  
W: Claro cantaritos y las- las fru:tas (.) entonces eso es lo que más echa más de menos (.) cosas las 
natura:les (.) como planta:rlas (.) aquí compra un cajo de cilantro y al otro día está echado a perde::r 
entonces eso me mata a mí: y mata todo:: las ganas de come::r de comer esas cosas tan verdes que 
uno va buscar al huerto:, las papas, las arvejas, todo (.) yo como algo aquí y como que algo me va:: 
me va quedando ahí (.) es horrible como comérselas cosas aquí las carnes tan malas, come puras 
grasas ↑no::: para mí es un fastidio::: hacer cosas acá (.) es una cosa que la tengo ahí como::: no sé 
estoy (.) pero:: súper afectada de vivir acá.   
 
17.  
I: ¿Pollo y todo eso? 
M: Sí pu’ (.) allá en el sur uno: no (.) cuando va pal < yo voy siempre pal sur pu y allá:: matan 
cordero, animales. 
I: Ya.  
M: E:::h y se hace ñachi °eso° (.) yo voy a buscar dihueñes como le decía (.) °Changle° (.) eso 
siempre nunca dejo del sur porque:: esas son cosas que me gustan y que acá nunca pillo (.) y si pillo 
una tacita así de:: dihueñes te sale como mil quinientos  
W: [Caro]  
M: en [cambio] allá no po’ (.) uno pega un garrotazo y:: 
I: Con Palos hay que tirar heh 
M: Sí:: pu’ (.) voy pa:: los cerros a buscar muti:lla  
I: ¿Y traen para acá también? 
M: [Sí] pu’ cuando 
W: [Sí]  
M: Se trae lo que más se puede po’ (.) papas uno va a buscar al sur 
I: ¿Y cada cuánto van para allá? [¿van bien seguido?] 
M: [Yo voy como dos veces] al año mi tía (.) la mamá de ella (.)  igual va como dos o tres veces al 
año 
I: ¿Para el verano sobre todo? 
M: Sí pu (.) pa las vacaciones (.) ahora pal’ dieciocho voy a ir pal sur pu 
I: Ya  
M: Pa las ramas heh <que acá las ramas son muy fomes> 
 
18. 
I: Ya (.) y- y cuando hace tortilla lo- lo hace ¿dónde?  
W: En la ceniza adentro 
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I: Ah ya ¿y para hacer mote? (.) me decía la- su hija que a veces mandaba a buscar ceniza 
W: Sí (.) >yo encargo ceniza del sur< 
I: O::h ¿y le traen harto? [¿cuánto le traen?]  
W: [Sí:: (.) NO:: ]  de repente traen una bo::lsa o yo misma voy a buscar (.) y hago el mote aquí 
mismo pu 
I: ¿Varios kilos? 
W: Sí:: 
I: Ceniza buena si pu 
F: Sí:: pu (.) ahí en un ratito limpia el trigo 
E: Ya (.) y trigo:: ¿también [trae de allá?] 
F: [ El trigo] traigo del sur igual porque allá sale a cien pesos el kilo de trigo pu 
E: Ya  
F: >De repente hasta con medio sa::co< (.) a veces puedo traer un saco entero (.) traigo entero 
E: U:m 
F: Hacimos milcao con mi hija too:: (.) de too (.) le hago milcao con leche (.) igual que en el sur 
como no- 
E: ¿Cómo se crió? 
F: Sí:: 
 
19. 
I: ¿Y tiene más hierbas ahí, plantas? 
W: Sí:: ahí tengo poleo, tenía hierba bue:na, me:nta (1.8) pa los chiquillos (.) pa darle agüita ahí  
 
20.  
W: Cla::ro (.) plantas medicina- medicinales (.) queu tenemos ahí: por ejemplo (.) tenemo:s 
queló::n, tenemos el fo::li, que el pole::o, que la me::nta, que el sauco:, que el maité:n, que el 
quilla:y e::h ¿qué otro nahuén que hay? bueno y todos los nauhenes que hay ahí alrededor 
 
21.  
I: Eso (.) <¿Qué hacen cuando está empachado?> 
M: E:::H >una señora que tira la cola po< 
W: Ya ¿y después que le dan? (.) °¿le dan algo?° (.) ¿agui::ta? 
W: Esa aguita con::: limón= 
I: =Ya 
W: Limón, aceite y papa rallá 
I: Ya (.) pero hierbi:tas así ¿utilizan igual? 
W: A::h sí po (.) la hierba cuando: la manzani::lla (.) >cuando le duele la guata< (.)  o la fie:bre (.) 
ponerle:: hojitas de canelo 
I: Ya (.) °¿y aquí tienen [canelo?]° 
M: [PAPA] heh 
I: ¿Papa? (.) ¿cómo se pone? 
M: Papa::: en láminas <o sea::  
I: A:h ya 
M: Laminitas chicas uno se coloca en la frente 
I: Rebanadas de [papas] 
M: [Sí] 
W: Sí 
I: Para:: 
M: Sí  (.) eso::  en el sur lo hacía mi abuelita °yo cuando tengo fiebre le coloco°  =                                           
W: =O la- o la harina cru::da (.) eso ponerle  en la guatita y en la planta de los pie::s pa la fiebre 
igual= 
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I: =¿para- bajar? 
M: >Pa bajar la fiebre< 
 
22.  
X: ¿En mi casa:::? (.) a ver tengo(h) una matita de:: heh (.) de hierba buena (.) tenía ha:::rto po  
I: Ya 
X: £Co(h)mo mi hijo se armó de perros£ 
W1: Eso se llama (ilfahuen) en mapuzungún 
I: (ilfahueno) ¿cuál? (.) ¿ése? Hierba= 
W: La hierba buena 
I: A::h ya:  
X: El ¿cuánto se llama? 
W2: Tiene:::: ¿ruda también? (.) £canelo yo me traje del sur£ que está- está:: £no se ha muerto£ 
I: ¿Y cuando van al sur traen las plantas (.) del sur? 
W2: N::o (.) yo me traje el canelo porque el canelo es difícil de::: - de plantarlo y que crezca (.) 
[muy difícil] 
W1: [Se seca] 
W2: Me lo traje varias veces y se me:: - se me había secado (.) y ahora ya está:: bonito, está así 
lindo (.) lo tengo en una botellita 
I: E:::h (.) entonces esas plantas que tienen ustedes <o que traen (.) e::h bueno lo traen con el 
objetivo de que::: por ejemplo utiliza::r las hierbas cuando se enferman 
W2: Sí 
I: ¿Cierto? 
W1: Sí pero cuando esté más grande porque lo(h) cui(h)do co(h)mo hue(h)so sa(h)nto  
I: No le sacan ni una hojita al canelo  
X: Yo le saco siempre (.) cuando viajo sobre todo en el bus me echo °unas hojitas por aquí, por acá° 
I: A::h 
X: Me lo llevo conmigo 
W2: ¿Y para qué le sirve eso? 
X: Pa protegerme  
W2: A:::h ya 
W1: Porque son (             ) 
X: La fe es muy grande 
 
23.  
W1: Hay que hacerle rogativa también al (                ) en la mañana apenas se levanta  
X: Sí::: si las saludo todos los días a mis plantas  
W1: Llevo aguita yo, con un metawe y (            ) 
W2: ¿Le daba (lawen)? 
W1: Sí 
I: A::h lo- lo- lo- lo saluda ¿y qué le dice? (.) ¿en mapuzungún lo saluda a sus plantas? 
W1: Sí:: , sí 
I: A:::h 
X: Cuando saco (.) cua(h)ndo lle(h)go a sacar alguna patilla £yo le digo no te vai a enojar ¿ya? le 
digo yo£ 
W1: Pedirle permiso 
X: Sí 
W1: £El otro día me dijo una señora ¿con quién estai conversando? (.) con mis plantas le digo yo 
((Todos ríen)) 
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24. 
I: Ya (.) eh ¿cuál es el espacio que ocupan más a diario? A donde se= 
M: =Aquí po (.) la cocina, el comedor (.) porque aquí nos juntamos po  
I: Ya 
M: Todos trabaja::mos, llegamos en la tarde y el fin de semana: (.) si salí en la mañana tení que 
llegar a almorzar <o sea:: (.) ¿cachai? (.) si salí en la tarde tení que .hh o avisar que no vai llegar a 
tomar once o algo así (.) pero pa no espe↓rarte  
I: Ya 
M: ¿Cachai? Son ( ) QUE::: (.) que- que se traspasan de fa- de- de .hh no sé (.) de ni::ño po (.) son 
hábitos que (.) de repente >ahora que me lo preguntaste< sí (.) (nosotros hacemos eso po) 
 
25.  
W: Y eso (.) más que::: práctica cultural ˃como dice< el tomar MATE y conversar así en familia 
ºeso es una prácticaº 
I: Claro 
W: PORQUE otra gente no lo hace (.) hay otra gente come <yo me he fijado en otras familias ellos 
comen y:: se levantan  (.) nosotros no:: po (.) nosotros somos de tomar ma:::te, conversar, sus 
sopaipillas con pe:::bre .hhh y yo creo que eso es por lo mismo de::: la- la cultura de nosotros es así 
(.) la gente -  uno cuando va al sur la gente es así .hh se sienta a comer, conve::rsa 
 
26.  
W: Ah sí po (.) yo tejo, hago ˃pan amasado<, hago tortillas de rescoldo, le hago comida 
prácticamente a los niños de allá del sur porque  ˃ellos no comen mucha comida acá de Santiago< 
las típicas comidas de aquí (.) les gusta .hh ˃por lo menos yo les hago pantrucas<, les hago 
sopaipillas <pero no sopaipillas esas de aquí de Santiago con zapallo (.) no (.) sopaipillas del sur sin 
zapa::llo sin nada .hh e:::h les hago alfajores (.) del sur también, sureños y:::  todo lo que es comida 
del sur yo se las hago acá a ellos 
I: ¿Por qué prefiere hacerles esa comida? 
W: .hhh ˃porque encuentro que es mucho más sana y tiene menos condimento< 
I: Ya   
W: Porque la comida aquí típica de Santiago le echan [mucho] 
I:  [¿Y vende] también algo o no? 
W: No (.) sólo para mis hijos 
I: Para comer  
W: Sí <o:: le convido a mis amigos, familiares, a una abuelita ahí ˃que también es del sur< cuando 
hago cosas= 
I: =¿Y esa comida la comparte con su familia? 
W: Sí (.) con mis hijos y con mi pareja (.) y:: mis otras hermanas ˃vienen a veces a comer< me 
piden que le haga pantrucas pa venir a come(h)r.  
 
27. 
W: Pero… Evangélico koni egün fey ta zuamwelaykonal mapuche mew … zuamwelay… 
chumekefuymün am purukeymün am chumkeymün am pikeney engün …chemam zeumakeymün 
am kimlay …mültxü, kimlay ñi tortilla, kimlay sopaipilla… chumechi ta zeumaki ta sopaipilla pu 
wingka zapallo mu feyta kisu engün ka femkey engün … ((Cuando entran a ser de la religión 
evangelica cambian inmediatamente ya se apartan de su cultura. A mi siempre me preguntan porque 
bailamos purun que es como malo. Pero ellos tampoco valoran nada ni tampoco saben hacer 
comidas mapuche como tortillas, no saben hacer sopaipillas mapuche solo imitan hacer sopaipilla 
de wingka con zapallo ellos siguen la corriente igual siguiendo los patrones culturales que no son de 
ellos)). Iñchiñ femkelaiñ welu mapuche sopaipilla müten… 
I: Ha. 
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W: Chadi… la manteca levadura no mas pu muchay müten poyüy kofke… ((La sopaipilla mapuche 
se hace con sal manteca y levadura y se deja un rato para que liude y queda lista para el pan (ríe 
suavemente como si estuviera explicándome como se hace la verdadera sopaipilla mapuche, luego 
interrumpe el canto del gallo con su canto y luego continuamos…).  
 
28. 
M1: Cuando nosotros vamos al sur igual participamos (.) no sé po (.) cuando hacen ñachi, vamos a 
sacar dihueñes >¿usted conoce los dihueñes?< 
I: Claro (.) yo vivo en una comunidad Mapuche (.) así que ahí rodeada de:: árboles 
M1: Yo igual donde vivía estaba lleno con árboles iba pal cerro a buscar dihueñes, iba a buscar 
dihueñes , changle  
M2: Hay changle, dihueñes uf:: ¿usted ha comido esas cuestiones? Si po si conoce  
I: Sí, sí yo como 
M2: El changle  
I: Sí 
M1: >Las patitas de ratón que le dice< 
I: Harina tostada, mote, todo, todo lo que se::: o sea 
W:  Yo todo eso hago aquí po, trigo tostado, vendo harina tostada, hacía café, café de trigo, de todo 
I: Muy rico eso heh 
W:  De todo, de todo 
 
29.  
W: Nien lamgen nien … nien llepü,nien külko , nien metawe … ape fill nien ahí txanantxapiwe ka 
nien …nien…nien ape fill ka … kotükem … tañi kotükemu ka nien Callana ,tani müllkekemu ka 
,patia palangana … kom nien. ((Si tengo de todo de todo tengo Llepü tengo, metawe, de todo como 
la piedra para machacar ají también de todo tengo para tostar el trigo la Callana donde hago harinita 
tostada, tengo la batea para amasar el pan tengo todo lo que debo tener en la cocina) 
 
30. 
W: [No po]  HAY  harina tosta (.) claro HAY pero:: no así hecha como lo hacemos nosotros (.) lo 
hacemos en callana  
 
31.  
M: Mira nosotros celebramos aquí la pascua, el año nuevo, el 18 también (.), todo lo por lo menos 
me gusta celebrarlo 
I: Pero algo: - algo relacionado como para identificarse como mapuche (.) denante usted me hablaba 
de -  de - de la comida (.) ese tipo de acción 
M: Sí, sí, sí (.) la comida, chancho, pollo, toda esa cuestiones y de repente::: - de repente en el sur 
me traen también (.) de repente mandan del sur comida típica de::: - del sur ((una tercera persona 
menciona la harina tostada)) sí harina tostá:::, todas esas cosas (.) el catuto:: 
I: ¿Se juntan como familia a- a celebrar algo?  
M: Sí aquí, si aquí nos juntamos [todos] 
 
32. 
W: Le gusta mucho la harina porque realmente es buena, es de trigo (.) porque acá venden harina de 
cualquier cosa no- no °específicamente° de trigo (.) entonces la gente viene toda por el harina75 (.) 
ya que se dan el dato unos con otros, allá venden harina buena y vamos a comprar .hh y::: y nos 
                                                
75 Ella vende harina tostada. Negocio.  
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veimos siempre alcanzado con la:: harina tostada (.) de hecho el Moisés cuando fue en:: el verano 
trajo como 30 kilos y qué (.) no demoramos na en venderla= 
I: =Ya 
W: Se::: se vende mucho la:: la harina tostada .hh porque hay mucha gente acá que es del sur que 
conoce la harina y que sabe que es un alimento que .hh que la mayoría de los que vivimos en el sur 
(.) nos criamos con esa:: con harina tosta(h) po entonce::s la gente como le digo le gusta mu::cho  
 
33. 
I: ¿Traen también la carne de allá?] 
W: Que es difere::nte de acá:: (.) el po:llo, los hue:vos (.) que no tienen cosas (.) no sé: pu (.) 
quí:micas (°que hay acá° (.) como que esas cosas pu 
I: Y qué vean que se hace el pan (.) £porque yo creo que en- acá en Santiago es como difí:cil ver 
que alguien hace una tortilla£ 
W: Sí:: po 
I: Y lo rico más= 
W: =Que lo hacen en la ceni::za 
I: [Claro] 
W: [Que ] eso lo hace la gente del sur < sí pu (.) esas cosas ellos ya- a ellos como lo saben <como 
que uno::no es algo que le enseñe (.) como que se han crecío con eso (.) entonce:: (.)° algo natural° 
 
34. 
I: Ya las actividades y prácticas culturales usted decía denante que habian celebrados muchas que 
son los mafün (casamiento). Lakutun (Apadrinar a un niño) para de  esa forma se identifica como 
mapuche usted. 
M: No. No  solo por esas actividades sino…que yo digo uno es mapuche…porque nacio como 
mapuche… 
 
35.  
M: Que puede vivir con todo eso… las yerbas como dice el “eso va dentro de uno”…al momento… 
eso es innato que tiene que tener esas yerbas por que… yo creo que desde tu vientre ya tu mamá te 
empieza a decir que es lo que es bueno y que es malo… yo creo que con lo que ella toma… con los 
sabores que toma… uno siente en el vientre de la madre… por ahí va la conexión…  
 
36. 
W1: Una vez hicieron una comida po heh hicieron porotos de esos secos con:: porotos ¿cómo le 
dicen? con rienda (.) a todos le dieron un plato de porotos y:: so- sobró porotos y de repente dijeron 
ALÓ vecino ¿usted quiere más comida? sobró 
I: ¿Y esas comidas quién las preparo? 
W1: Una vecina 
I: Ya pero ¿de origen mapuches o no?  
W1: No sé es la vecina (name deleted) la de al lado no sé si será mapuch↑e:: 
W2: °No se 
M: No, no  
I: Pero no con comidas típicas mapuches  
M: Una comida chilena no más 
W1: Comida chilena 
M: Que la comida mapuche lleva locro, papa::s 
W1: Claro (.) No:: era con zapallo nomas y fideos  
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37. 
M: E:::h pero:: no en específico (.) porque, porque eh porque SEA digamos de- de nuestra etnia sino 
porque el muday ME GUSTA, ME GUSTA EL MOTE, ME GUSTA LA HARINA TOSTADA, 
ME GUSTAN ESAS COSAS (.) >una cosa no tiene nada que ver con  la otra< así que yo a esas 
cosas la:: me gusta como le digo e::h eso y no le he dicho a la mamá cómo se hace (.) he quedado 
de acuerdo en cómo hacerlo y después se nos olvida (.) pero sí quiero hacer 
I: Ya 
M: Quiero aprender hacer eso para hacerlo yo:: y algún día difundirlo (.) hijos, nietos, bisnietos y se 
pueda extender también eso que:: que:: (.) llamarlo (.) llámese chilenizado, originario, aborigen 
cultural como se llame (.) pero en el fondo es algo rico, algo natural (.) que viene del trigo (.) es 
una:: es un cereal muy rico (.) preparado (.) es una bebida muy:: natural  muy rica  (.) me gusta el 
locro, me gusta:: el harina tostada, la chuchoca de maíz, me gustan los ulpos, todas esas cosas me 
gustan, me gustan las, las comidas (.) digamos, las sopas de harina tostada con papas, con cebollas y 
huevos, me gusta eso 
 
38.  
W: mi hija igual:: le gusta mucho el muday (.) me dice mamá cuando tu hagái muday llámame para 
venir para tomar muday porque ella igual yo a veces hice en el campo (.) porque igual era como un 
poco complicado:: donde yo vivía:: en mi casa (.) a:: donde vivía con el papá de mis hijos era un 
poco complicado hacer esta cosas porque a él no le gustaban pero:: yo cuando la podía las hacia 
igual (.) porque yo me crié con esas cosas po (.) con los catu:tos  
 
39. 
W: O de repente me dicen::: (.) .hh lamgen me hace una cazuela como lo hacían antes con chuchoca 
(.)  to:do así: me mandan hacer < yo lo hago. 
 
40. 
I: Mas de veinte años cocinando comida china ¿Pero en la casa no cocina? 
M: °Muy po::co° muy poco cocino (1.8) días libres no::: me da- estar cocinando todos los días °y 
llegar aquí° (.) generalmente cuando llego me cocino una cazue::la ya:: (.) o de vez en cuando 
pantrucas  
I: Ya 
M: Me gusta (.) eso sí que me trae recuerdos 
I: ¿Esas las cocina usted?  
M: Claro 
I: ¿Las pancutras? 
M: Me traen recuerdos las pantrucas 
I: A::h ¿Por qué? ¿qué recuerdos le trae? 
M: Mi ma:dre siempre cocinaba eso 
I: Pantrucas 
M: Claro 
I: ¿Y qué le echa a la pantruca o cómo lo hace? 
M: Yo:: lo:: (.) la harina la mojo con agua no más y listo (.) después estando lista le pongo:: huevo 
batido (2.0) con huesos (.) hago la sopa con huesos 
I: Echa a cocer huesitos primero 
M: Claro 
I: ¿Y a todos les gusta? 
M: Sí: a todos.  
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41. 
W: Le gusta mucho la harina porque realmente es buena, es de trigo (.) porque acá venden harina de 
cualquier cosa no- no °específicamente° de trigo (.) entonces la gente viene toda por el harina (.) ya 
que se dan el dato unos con otros, allá venden harina buena y vamos a comprar .hh y::: y nos 
veimos siempre alcanzado con la:: harina tostada (.) de hecho el Moisés cuando fue en:: el verano 
trajo como 30 kilos y qué (.) no demoramos na en venderla= 
I: =Ya 
W: Se::: se vende mucho la:: la harina tostada .hh porque hay mucha gente acá que es del sur que 
conoce la harina y que sabe que es un alimento que .hh que la mayoría de los que vivimos en el sur 
(.) nos criamos con esa:: con harina tosta(h) po entonce::s la gente como le digo le gusta mu::cho  
 
42. 
M: Porque…cuando en alguna oportunidad cuando nosotros no estemos o ellos tenga sus hijos se 
van acordar igual como yo me acuerdo de mi abuelo cuando me llevaba enanca del caballo y me 
decía; aquí están haciendo un guillatún y yo se preguntaba porque nos traían comida y porque yo 
tenía que recibir si no tenía hambre entonces él me explicaba todas esas cosas entonces yo creo 
que…lo que yo hice con mi nieta es lo mismo que me entrego mi abuelo en una oportunidad… 
 
43. 
M: [Ah sí po] experiencia acá por ejemplo en Santiago sí:: la he tenido porque:: e:::h (3.6) cuando:: 
(1.2) de pronto un compañero tenía:: (1.4) tenía:: (.) él me aviso de que iban a hacer una comida 
típica en Lo Prado y yo partí para allá po (.) como me gusta eso (.) ahí si:: e::h esa experiencia eh a 
mi me gustó porque es la comida típica de nuestros ancestros de que se viene haciendo por años y 
creo ahí están- están más organizados que en cualquier otra comuna (.) entonces para mí :: .hh de 
hecho yo quede con- con muchas ganas de:: de continuar con ese contacto y poder y poder e::h 
sacar más experiencia de lo que he tenido acá como:: como mapuche po (.) porque finalmente acá 
nosotros (.) como te digo de alguna forma uno se siente como aislado de repente porque no-no se 
hacen prácticas (.) a nosotros no se nos inculcó plenamente ese tema tampoco entonces .hh yo lo 
rescato así porque eh a- a mí me gusta eso y:: y lo siento así y yo creo que es -es como lo que 
debiéramos hacer todo porque es nuestra identidad po (.) de donde venimos. 
 
44. 
M: Yo me crié- me crié comiendo yuyo. 
 
45. 
M: [Claro] sí po eso para nosotros es único o sea:: nos hace sentir de pronto que estamos en el sur 
porque mi mamá:: ella siempre ha hecho así con:: con el tema de:: comi:da ya sea el muday, ya sea 
la harina tostada, ya sea ↑tostar, moler esas cosas para nosotros son impagables porque nosotros 
venimos de allá:: e::h nos criamos con eso entonces por eso e::h es nuestra raíz entonces (.) para 
nosotros nos sentimos como en el sur po↓ estamos acá pero nos sentimos como en el sur porque .hh 
SE ESTÁ HACIENDO (.) se hace esa actividad y: y nosotros e::h degustamos con esa comida po (.) 
>nos gusta, nos encanta. 
 
46. 
W: Entonces siempre nos reíamos y decíamos, ya que no vamos al campo el campo viene a 
nosotros (.) ahí el hacia hari::na, yo hacia mi torti::lla ahí:: de rescoldo e inclusive YO HACÍA 
HASTA MUDAY hace como dos años que ahora no hago (.) tengo una olla de greda que:: cocía 
trigo ahí traíamos  trigo del sur (.) yo hacía muda↑y aquí, hacía catu::tos, esas cosa (.) entonces  
todos se reían de mí porque heh heh porque:: yo hacía mis cosas aquí porque uno se crió con esas 
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cosas entonces igual le dan ganas de comer eso:: esas cosas especialmente el muday que la gente 
£lo hacía tanto en el campo£ 
 
47. 
M: Vendían cosas artesanales ( ) y ahí fui aprendiendo a hacer cosas yo po (.) el azucarero que 
compramos ahí y yo también he hecho de esas cosas también (de madera) y:: cuando fuimos a la 
feria le compre algo allí y lo tiene botado por ahí heh heh   
W: El azucarero no:: no está botado, está guardado ((se ríe emocionada como si guardara un gran 
tesoro intocable)) claro porque él como:: él es wingka no conocía mucho la:: las cosas estas de::  
 
48. 
I: ¿Y qué objeto, elemento o artefacto utiliza usted para realizar sus práctica mapuches? Usted 
denante me decía que utilizaba una olla. 
W: Claro una olla de greda para hacer muda:y, tengo un cucharón de palo por ahí:: también que 
me(h) lo hizo é(h)l ((se refiere a su compañero)) £que se lo pedí y me lo hizo£ 
I: A::h tiene un cucharón  
W: Sí:: (.) uno de eso::s así redondo >no sé donde lo tengo< ni lo quiero ocupar porque heh heh no 
quiero que se me(h) gaste(h) porque mi mamá usaba esos (.) utensilios 
 
49. 
M: Por:: - por ir a trabajar un poco, ir a sembra::r, papas °porque me gustan también°me gustan las 
papas, los porotos, los choclos, todo pu 
I: Ya (.) e:h [don Juan] 
M: [Y eso y eso] me-me gusta porque antes:: - antes:: cuando estaba viva:: -  mi mamá viva 
hacíamos todo eso (.) hacíamos - plantábamos ajo, cebolla, de todo, choclo (.) en tiempo de lo 
verano íbamos a vender choclo al pueblo, harina nueva, mote vendíamos en el pueblo (.) las leches 
en tiempo en el verano habían animalito, vacas que paren, queso (.) yo soy::  - yo soy muy 
comerciante 
I: Y aquí no puede plantar nada 
M: Aquí no se puede hacer nada pu porque:: 
I: Pero tiene su mawizantu dijo por ahí 
M: Sí, sí (.) no si ya he comprado cuestiones pa:: - pa:: que mi vieja aigue:: plantaciones, la 
verdurita de ella 
I: ¿Qué - qué tiene en su monte ahí? ¿Qué árbol? 
M: Ahí tenemo:: ((una tercera persona responde que un manzano))  un manzano tenemos ahí (.) 
tenimo un arbolito ahí (.) tenimo 3 árboles ahí ((una tercera persona dice que tienen un durazno)) un 
durazno 
 
50. 
W: Apefill Floll nien  nguyinentukelan...tukuken ...tukukan tañi peal tañi chumlekefel tañi mapu 
...tukuken ta awar,tukuken ta allfiza ,anümken txapi...anümken ...sembraken kulantu...floll rosa floll 
chumlekefuy ñi ruka mu femnientañi ruka ... ((Tengo una gran variedad de flores no me olvidado de 
como se siembra y como se planta y siembro y planto para no olvidarme de cómo era mi lof Mapu 
mi entorno es cómo trasladar eso para acá por eso lo hago siembro habas arvejas, planto ají, 
cilantro, rosas ha y tengo las mismas flores que tenia mi casa donde vivía mi casa es igual a la casa 
que tenia en el sur )) 
 
51. 
W: Mülenunmu witxunko …re llafe ko mu (( Como no teníamos agua de vertiente solo agua de 
llave)) …Witxun ko mu may küchakangi kako …pütxun… alün ke Kako mülekefuy wa kako 
,kachilla kako (( No hay como lavar el mote en aguas de vertiente … cuando uno hace gran 
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cantidad de mote , no es lo mismo lavar el mote en esta agua de llave … antes se preparaba grandes 
cantidades de mote : mote de trigo y de maiz)). 
 
52. 
I: Y ¿cuáles son los espacios (name removed) (.) o elementos de la naturaleza que- que le recuerde 
su comunidad de origen? (.) por ejemplo ¿éste sería? 
W: Sí pue (.) el horno:: o no sé pu (.) no perder la costumbre de cocinar con .hh con le:ña (.) yo frío 
too así con leña porque hago chicharro::nes= 
I: =Ya 
W: De too po (3.5) ahúmo carne igual ahí (1.4) encargo carne del sur y la ahúmo 
I: Ya (.) ¿entonces ese humo le recuerda [también] el::? 
W: [Sí pu] 
 
53. 
W: =Tan grandecito  se ve::: (.) y hay- yo tengo una rosa mosqueta (.) entonces tú sabes que el::: 
olor de la rosa mosqueta, el perfume .hh es recordarte al sur po < porque en el sur tenemos mucha 
rosa mosqueta= 
I: =Claro 
W: ˃La flor,  too eso< (.) tonces ese como lugarcito::: (.) especial (.) que yo lo siento (.) en lo 
personal .hh °y el resto:: no sé po° (.) y eso 
 
54. 
I: Ya (.) e:::h (.)¿Cuáles son las acciones o prácticas que realiza usted para darle el sentido cultural 
.hh a algún espacio de esta:::: -  de Peñalolén?  
W: °No:: aquí no hay° 
I: Pero usted teje  
W: Ah sí po (.) yo tejo, hago ˃pan amasado<, hago tortillas de rescoldo, le hago comida 
prácticamente a los niños de allá del sur porque  ˃ellos no comen mucha comida acá de Santiago< 
las típicas comidas de aquí (.) les gusta .hh ˃por lo menos yo les hago pantrucas<, les hago 
sopaipillas <pero no sopaipillas esas de aquí de Santiago con zapallo (.) no (.) sopaipillas del sur sin 
zapa::llo sin nada .hh e:::h les hago alfajores (.) del sur también, sureños y:::  todo lo que es comida 
del sur yo se las hago acá a ellos 
I: ¿Por qué prefiere hacerles esa comida? 
W: .hhh ˃porque encuentro que es mucho más sana y tiene menos condimento< 
I: Ya   
W: Porque la comida aquí típica de Santiago le echan [mucho] 
 
55. 
M: E::::h PRÁCticas o actividades diría::: actividades ninguna= 
I: =Ya 
M: Solamente conversa:mos (.) de vez en cuando se toca el tema (.) o:: a veces alrededor de un 
asado o a veces en la tarde >cuando estamos tomado once< o estoy en casa °tranquilo° .hhh nos 
ponemos a conversa:r y sale el tema de- del pueblo Mapuche (.) vemos las noticias, cómo s:: e::h 
están siendo (.)  oprimi::das el- el (.) el pueblo Mapuche 
 
56. 
M: Bueno las prácticas culturales son más que nada son en la convivencia…  
I: Ya. 
M: Las convivencias que generalmente estamos conversando los temas en la mesa… 
 
57. 
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M: Partir con la mas que se pueda… al menos en el caso de nosotros , conversándolos, llevándolos 
… yo cada vez que converso es como si estuviera viviendo el momento (rien) … Porque eso es 
difícil poder olvidar … 
W: No olvidarse que uno es mapuche… 
 
58. 
W: Bueno (.) acá: a nosotros nos costó mucho::: (.) bueno acá en Santiago:: (.) nos ha costado 
mucho mantener (1.0) e:::h (.) y::: practicar lo que es la:: la cultura  (.) pero con mucha:: (.) con 
mucha lu:cha, con mucha fuerza que::: los dirigentes han tenido para recuperar espacios así como 
este pucha’ ha sido FUERte (.) y a nosotros como::: organización al tener este espacio y como 
familia e- es como:: (.) esencial ↑ya (.) a pesar de que mi mamá >cuando nosotros antes éramos 
chicos mi mamá siempre::< .hh el:: (.) bueno ella no- no celebraba el We Tripantu >pero decía< We 
Tripa:::ntu mi mamá:: hacía, mi abuela e:::h que hacía sopaipillas, hacia catu::to, hacia muday, 
siempre como una comida especial (.) para celebrar San Juan (.) porque co- tengo una hermana que 
se llama Juana (.) entonces £mi papá siempre decía  no::: Juani::ta ya:: (.) y:: vamos hacer e::sto£ (.) 
ya (.) mi mamá se pre- se prepara::ba y ha- y::: y hacía una comida espe↓cial (.) en ese día (.) ya:: 
que la sopaipi::lla, que el catu::to, un causeo de pati:tas (.) £a:::h ya:: (.)muy rico£ entonce:s (.) £eso 
era como mante↑ner£ e::h el- el::. (.) la cultura y el We Tripantu así como vivo (.) ya dentro de esta 
vi:lla (.) porque las casas igual tienen patio chi:co y vivir ahí rodeado de otros vecinos .hh era 
como::: (.) era espe↓cial (1.9) °y eso° 
 
59. 
W: Claro (.) lo sigo practicando y:: espero que no se pierda porque bueno LAS NIETAS YA diría 
yo que no:: (.) no- no: ya no lo van hacer porque ya ellas tienen otra crianza acá (.) entonces veo 
que::: en mí se va terminar esto (.) lo veo así .h pero a lo mejor si yo:: vivo en el campo a lo mejor 
pueden que mis nietas algún día van a decir esto hacía mi abuel↑ita (.) por ejemplo 
I: Porque han probado sus [( )] 
W: [Claro] han probado eso el:: muda:y como le decía, el mo::te, los catu::tos 
I: ¿Y a ellas les gusta? 
W: .hh e:::h sí el mote le gusta bastante, la harina tostada también (.) le gusta mucho a ellos. 
 
60. 
W: >Sí pu yo le hago comer to:o a mis hijos< y le enseño de que viene, cómo se hace, les digo 
algún día si ustedes yo no estoy (.) >si ellos quieren hacer algo< (.) ya al menos van a saber cómo::: 
(.) qué hacer pu 
 
61.  
W: [Es que] prácticas culturales como que no mucho porque:: .hh eso con el tiempo aquí se va 
perdiendo  (.) o sea nosotros igual participamos (  ) pero como que el día a día de nosotros no es 
hacer prácticas culturales con respecto al origen Mapuche sino que un par de palabras más la 
gastronomía pero más que eso::: .hh una por tiempo y una porque no se da tampoco ese momento o 
el espacio pa tener eso  
 
62. 
W: Aparte de realizar la ceremo::nia e:::s conversando con mi abuelita <porque ella:  (.) es la que 
tiene mayor conocimiento de todo esto po  
I: Ya 
W: Y::: (.) y ella es la que no::s (.) nos tiene que enseñar entonce:s (.) sentarse con ella y conversar 
y escucharla (.) o los sueños que ella tiene (.) para m- eso es como::: (.) eso es (.) yo creo que esa es 
la base (.) yo creo- mi abuelita acá:: es un- alguie::n (.) un pilar fundamental <porque ella es la 
que::: nació criada allá .hh y la que sabe más po (.) °la que conoce más° entonce::s 
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I: Ya:: (.) ¿y qué espacios utilizas tu con tu abuela >por ejemplo< cuando te cuentan lo:: (.) los 
sueños que tuvieron en la maña::na, dónde toman ma::te? °por ejemplo° 
W: Eso lo hacemos en mi casa  po (.) en la casa (.) no acá en la ruka (.) en la ca::sa a vece:s (.9 
cuando yo me levanto y la voy a saludar en las mañanas ahí me cuenta sus sue::ños (.) y ahí 
tomamos desayuno y le llevo desayuno °a la cama° 
I: °ya° (.) ¿y toman mate también juntas? 
W: no- no tomo ma:te (.) porque cuando era chica mi abuelita no me dejaba toma mate  
 
63. 
W: De todo llevan (.) las mismas lamienes (.) todos presentan ahí su (1.9) telar, todo (.) ponen como 
una exposi= (woman, 45 years) 
I: Como una exposición (.) a::h ya ¿y eso cada cuánto lo hacen? 
W: Eso lo hacen como una vez al año no más po 
 
64.  
W: E:::h (3.9) más que nada en la comida yo diría porque::: (.) no se ha perdido la (.) por ejemplo 
mí mamá no ha perdido la tradición de nada (.) ella hace todo (.) y nosotros igual la ayuda::mos    
I: ¿Cómo qué:: hacen? 
W: Mi mamá hace catu::tos, sopaipi::llas, las tortillas de resco:ldo (.) que aquí .hh mi mamá:: (.) 
fácil ella porque:: todo así hace tortilla y-y todos dicen que ya no se ve po (.) ni en el sur se ve casi 
las tortillas 
I: Ya (.) ¿y eso lo hacen para::: comer o para:: (.) para::: vender, para compartir, cómo? 
W: E::h mi mamá vende pero igual nosotro:::: (.) pa tomar o::nce, pal desayu:no (.) así 
 
65. 
I: Ya (.)  café de trigo (.) ya (.) ¿y ahí donde (.) tu ayudas en todo eso también po?= 
W: =S:í igual ayudo 
I ¿Y los niños también van aprendiendo viendo eso? 
W: Sí po (.)  sí 
 
66. 
I: Por ejemplo si quieren jugar palín o ¿de qué manera ustedes se siguen sintiendo Mapuche por 
ejemplo? ¿qué actividad pueden hacer aquí en el barrio? 
M: Cerca de aquí nada po 
W: No sé po (.) mi idea antes era::: °bueno mi sueño igual° porque siempre he soñado tener algún 
día un restorán con pura comida típica Mapuche  
I: Ya 
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W:  O vender comida (.) antes igual yo vendía harta comida aquí (.) pero después puse la pieza acá 
(.) se hizo más chico el espacio (.) pero yo invitaba a todos los lamienes, todo lo que yo conozco y 
vecinos así que le gustan comida:: pa recordar dicen (.) por lo menos la tortilla de rescoldo 
67. 
M: Bueno para sentirse mapuche e::h yo creo lo dije en la entrevista grupal (.) pero lo vuelvo a 
repetir e::h para:: para sentirse mapuche no es necesario esTAR e::h llevando esa tradición >en las 
cuales se llevan desde siempre< puesto que .hh nuestras costumbre en Santiago no lo- no:: no dan el 
tiempo (.) no dan la:: situación como para poder hacerlo (.) nosotros nos sentimos mapuches según 
por dónde venimos (.) por nuestra sangre .huh porque:: ma::- porque decir que nosotros tenemos no 
sé:: (.) nosotros jugamos Palin una vez al mes  para sentirlos mapuche seria:: £estar mintiendo en 
este momento en Santiago£ porque no:: (.) porque la realidad en Santiago no nos pue- no nos lleva:: 
a eso .hh o sea nosotros viendo::: (.) porque nosotros podríamos decir e::h bueno e::h tomando 
yerbas medicinales cuando nos sentimos enfermos (.) nosotros estamo::s llevando las costumbres 
mapuches así  como a una expreSIÓN= 
I: a  
M: Bueno (.) sí es cierto pero tamPOCO es como GRAN cosa (.) o::h yo tomo una yerba medicinal 
porque:: me siento mapuche= 
I: =Ya 
M: Tampoco lo podemos llevar a eso porque::: en: realidad hay gente que toma yerba medicinales y 
£no se siente mapuche£ =  
 
68. 
W: Es que yo creo que más que espacio (.) es algo que yo sé y algo que no .hh no va cambiar nunca 
(.) es algo (.) un conocimiento que yo tengo interno (.) independiente de que uno coci::ne o que uno 
viaje al sur (.) son cosas que uno como persona las sabe y las tiene adentro y ya no::: (.) porque si 
yo voy a un lado no van a decir oye esta niña es Mapuche o esta niña es extranjera (.) no:: (.) ellos 
no van- no saben pu (.) pero uno si le preguntan sí:: yo tengo apellido mapuche (.) soy descendiente 
pero:: (.) porque uno lo dice (.) porque uno también puede negarlo 
I: Claro 
W: Pero no:: (.) no es mi caso (.) no::: 
I: °Ya°   (.) pero:: (.) por lo mismo te digo yo ¿qué haces tú para mantener tu cultura viva? Por 
ejemplo  a tus hijos (.) <les das conse::jos˃ tú me decías denante tú que le hablabas 
W: Sí:: pu (.) y mi hijos sabe que la abuela es del su::r, que tiene apellido mapu::che, y que los 
mapuches eran gente que trabajaban en la tie::rra (.) son como cosas má:s- más prácticas que uno 
les dice para que ellos entiendan porque:: e- e (.) enseñarles más allá(h)  como que uno los 
confu:nde po 
I: Claro (.) pero el hecho de que:: (.) vean (.) ya:: e::h (.)  la alimentación que:: - que comen e:h 
prácticamente a diaria (.) que no es una comida chatarra 
W: Cla:::ro po  
I: [¿Eso igual?] 
W: [Por ejemplo] la ca:rne ellos saben que es del su:::r, [que el que- que el queso] es del su:::r   
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69. 
M: Como familia no más acá y:: digo yo que e::h pa SER Mapuche no es necesario estar 
participando en un::: (.) en un grupo o estar jugando palí::n o andar en un guillatún .hh sino que 
uno::: tiene que SENTIRSE mapuche uno, CREÉRSELA que uno es Mapuche (.) no:::: (.)  porque 
mucho andan (.) por sensación y::: después le- le preguntan ¿oye tu eres Mapuche? Y le da 
vergüenza y uno no po (.) yo por ejemplo yo soy Mapuche y me siento Mapuche y no tengo que::: 
participar en ninguna actividad 
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Appendix II – Vocabulary 
 
Vocabulary Mapudungun / Spanish – English 
 
Callana – Pan. 
Canelo – Sacred tree of Mapuche. 
Cantarito – Carafe. 
Catuto – Little piece of wheat bread, a typical Mapuche dish. 
Cazuela – Warm soup. 
Changle – Mushroom.  
Che – People. 
Chucoca – Corn flour.  
Comedor – Dining room.  
Dihueñe – Mushroom. 
Eltun – Ancient burial grounds. 
Harina tostada – Browned flour.  
Kimün – Knowledge, esencial wisdom.  
Kultrun – The shaman drum of the Mapuche.  
Tuwün y küpan – Family and place where a person comes from. 
Kofke – Bread. 
Lakutun – To become a godparent to a child.  
Lamgen – Sister.  
Lamien – (Mapuche) sister.  
Lawen – Remedy. 
Llepü – Bowl.  
Locro – Stew.  
Lof – Forms or used to form the basic social organization of the Mapuche people, consisting of a 
familial clan or lineage that recognizes the authority of a lonko. The Lof is formed by diverse 
families that share the same territory and they are considered mutually related, descended from a 
common ancestor. 
Lonko – The (tribal) chief of the Mapuche.  
Machi – Shaman or healer in the Mapuche community.  
Mafün – Wedding. 
Mapu – Land. 
Mate – Herb to drink. 
Matetun – Moment to take mate.  
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Merken – Condiment of smoked chili pepper.  
Metawe – Jar used in spiritual purpose.  
Mote – Boiled wheat grain.  
Muday – Fermented drink consumed in particularly in ngillatun. 
Ñachi– A dish prepared with fresh animal blood and dressings. 
Newen – Spiritual strength.  
Ñiwin kofke – Mapuche sopaipillas.  
Ngillatun – Sacred ritual of the Mapuche. 
Ñuke mapu – Mother earth. 
Palin – Traditional Mapuche game.  
Pan amasado – Kneaded bread.  
Pantruca – Type of dumpling. 
Pebre – Condiment made of coriander, chopped onion, olive oil, garlic and chilli. 
Porotos con rienda – Chilean bean dish.  
Puelmapu – Land in he East.  
Purun – Dance that imitates a bird, and it is danced in rituals like We Tripantu. 
Ruka – Traditional house of living. 
Sopaipilla – Fried pastry. 
Tortilla – Bread.  
Tortilla de rescoldo – Unleavened bread. 
Ulpo – Side dish made of browned flour and water.  
Ûy mapu – Place names. 
We tripantu – Mapuche New Year.  
Yuyo – Herb. 
Wingka – White foreigner. 
Yuyo – Type of herb.  
